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THE  1914 CAMPAIGN: BRITISH
EXPEDITIONARY FORCE

25415 £4.99

Andrew Rawson
Hardback, 267 pages
Published Price £25

A briskly well-written narrative of the
BEF’s crucial opening actions during the
first year of the Great War. Beginning
with the opening battles at Mons and Le
Cateau, we follow the great retreat to the
Marne; the counter attack on the Aisne,
and the move north in the race to the sea
and the First Battle of Ypres .Great
research, you can find what happens in the
action day by day and who fought where,
vital when trying to locate where certain
soldiers were wounded or killed

3-PARA
Mount Longdon - The Bloodiest

Battle

28104 £3.99

Jon Cooksey
Softback 111 pages

Published Price £14.99

Tells the story of 3 Para and the often-
neglected struggle for Mount Longdon. It
was a battle which tested the discipline,
comradeship and professionalism of the
paras to the limit; it was a battle which
witnessed another posthumous VC; it
turned out to be the bloodiest battle of the
entire Falklands Campaign.

 303-INCH MACHINE GUNS
AND SMALL ARMS 1917

Nomenclature of Parts, Stripping,
Assembling, Actions, Jams,

Missfires, Failures and Inspection
1917

26155 £6.99

Softback  120 pages
Published Price £6.99

This technical manual, is illustrated with
good clear plates for maintenance and
repair; they number in detail the
components in each gun described.
Published in May 1917 for the Ordnance
College.

 A History of the Austrian Army
From Maria Theresia to the

Present Day

24535 £45.00

Dr. Christian Ortner (Ed.), Peter
Fichtenbauer

Hardback 304 pages with 300
original illustrations

For the first time, the development and
complexity of Austria’s uniforms,
previously known only to aficionados, is
opened up to a wider audience in a
publication that includes more than 300
original illustrations of uniforms from the
18th century to the present. This book
presents pictorial documentation of the
appearance of Austrian soldiers
throughout the period with the support of
essays on Austria’s military history. The
particularly well-executed illustrations by
renowned artists come from the extensive
archives of the Heeresgeschichtliche
Museum in Vienna and are presented to
the general public here for the first time.

 303-INCH MACHINE GUNS
AND SMALL ARMS 1915

Nomenclature of Parts, Stripping,
Assembling, Actions, Jams,

Missfires, Failures and Inspection
1915

26154 £6.99

Ordnance College
SB 117pp with line diagrams

throughout 2018 N&MP Reprint of
January 1916 Original Edition

This technical manual, is illustrated with
good clear plates for maintenance and
repair; they number in detail the
components in each gun described.
Published in May 1915 for the Ordnance
College.

 A Register of TERRITORIAL
FORCE CADET UNITS 1910-1922

26870 £9.99

R. A. Westlake
Softback 86 pages

A “Westlake” classic back in print, this
register represents a complete account of
the cadet units recognised and recorded in
Army Orders during the period 1910-1922
by the Territorial Force Associations of
Great Britain. This title, along with most
of Ray’s works, is aimed at the military
historian who wants to know the nuts and
bolts of the British Army, and its
formations and structure.

 AMATEUR GUNNERS
The Adventures and Letters of a
Soldier in France, Salonika and

Palestine

25450 £3.99

Ian Ronayne
Hardback, 224 pages

Published Price £19.99

Amateur Gunners is a rare and very full
memoir of Great War artilleryman
Alexander Thorburn who served at Vimy
Ridge, Salonika, Palestine and in the final
advance to the Armistice in France. This
new edition of Thorburn’s book, first
published in 1933, contains additional
letters he wrote from active service to his
family.

 A SOLDIER OF THE SEVENTY-
FIRST

 From De La Plata to Waterloo
1806-1815

28357 £4.99

Joseph Sinclair
Hardback 160 pages

Published Price £19.99

The 71st regiment saw action in a number
of different places, South America,
Walcheren and especially during the
Peninsular War. Sinclair lived to claim his
Military General Service Madal with
official bars for Rolieia, Vimeiro,
Corunna, Vittoria, Pyrenees, Nive and
Nivelle - and an unofficial one for Monte
Video.

 A YARN OF WAR
Palestine & France 1917-1918

26159 £18.99

Capt. E.R. Boyd, Scottish Rifles
Maps in Colour

Published Price £18.99

With very good coloured sketch maps of
Gaza and the advance to Jaffa this is a
distinctive memoir that is scarce in it’s
original 1919 “Private Circulation”
edition.

 ACES OF THE LUFTWAFFE
The Jagdfliegern ad their Tactics of

World War II

28007 £3.99

Peter Jacobs
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

In Luftwaffe Fighter Aces, Peter Jacobs
examines the many campaigns fought by
the Luftwaffe from its fledgling days
during the Spanish Civil War to its last
days defending the Reich, and includes the
exploits of Erich Hartmann, the highest
scoring fighter pilot of all time, Hans-
Joachim Marseille, the Star of Africa,
Werner Molders, the first recipient of the
Diamonds, and Adolf Galland, perhaps the
most famous of all.

ACTION STATIONS REVISITED
Eastern England Volume 1

27937 £9.99

Michael J.F. Bowyer
Hardback 480 pages with over 400
photographs plus maps and plans

Published Price £24.99

The Action Stations Revisited books are
widely acknowledged as the most
comprehensive reference works on the
airfields of the UK, giving these airfields
and aeronautical sites their rightful place
in the historical record.

ACTION STATIONS REVISITED
Central England and London

Volume 2

27938 £9.99

Michael J.F. Bowyer
Hardback 416 pages with over 150
photographs plus maps and plans

Published Price £24.99

Complete history of Britain's airfields,
both military and civilian within the area.
Covers Brize Norton, Cardington,
Eastchurch, Biggin Hill, Gatwick and
Heathrow among others. The Action
Stations Revisited books are widely
acknowledged as the most comprehensive
reference works on the airfields of the UK,
giving these airfields and aeronautical sites
their rightful place in the historical record.

THE Camouflage Helmets of the
Wehrmacht Vol I

23855 £95.00

Paul Martin
Large Format • Hard Cover • 312
pages • 715 photos, most in colour

This is the first time that an author has
tackled the difficult subject of camouflage
helmets and Paul Martin has done it in the
only way possible: by showing many
genuine examples. T

ACTION STATIONS REVISITED
Northern England Northern

England and Yorkshire Volume
6

27942 £9.99

Tim McLelland
Hardback 384 pages with over 150
photographs plus maps and plans

Published Price £24.99

Includes coverage of the famous "Bomber
Command" airfields of Lincolnshire, for
example RAF Scampton - known not just
as base of the "Dambusters" but also as the
iconic Cold War V-Bomber base. Many
less well-known but equally fascinating
histories are also uncovered for the first
time including the "THOR" ICBM nuclear
missile launch sites.

ACTION STATIONS REVISITED
Scotland and Northern Ireland

Volume 7

27943 £9.99

Martyn Chorlton
Hardback 276 pages with over 330
photographs plus maps and plans

Published Price £24.99

The military airfields of Scotland and
Northern Ireland, including information on
the RFC (later RAF) occupation of
airfields in Ireland (Irish Republic from
January 1919 to December 1922), are all
covered in the seventh volume of the
bestselling Action Stations Revisited
series.

ACTION STATIONS REVISITED
South East England Volume 3

27939 £9.99

David Lee
Hardback 344 pages with over 150
photographs plus maps and plans

Published Price £24.99

Complete history of Britain's airfields,
both military and civilian within the area.
Military airfields in Kent, through Sussex,
Hampshire up to Swindon in Wiltshire are
all in the third volume of the new Action
Stations Revisited series.

 Military history at your finger tips www.nmarchive.com
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ACTION STATIONS REVISITED
South West England: Volume 4

27940 £9.99

David Berryman
Hardback 368 pages with over 150
photographs plus maps and plans

Published Price £24.99

Military airfields of the south-west are the
subject of this volume of the new Action
Stations Revisited series. Volume 4 deals
with all of those airfields that are, or have
been, military at some stage in their time.
The area covered includes most of the
counties of Gloucestershire, Hampshire
and Wiltshire, along with those of Dorset,
Somerset, Devon, Cornwall, the Isles of
Scilly and the Channel Islands.
ACTION STATIONS REVISITED

Wales and the Midlands Volume
5

27941 £9.99

Tim McLelland
Hardback 384 pages with over 150
photographs plus maps and plans

Published Price £24.99

Details the often over looked aviation
heritage of Wales and the Midlands,
including former RAF, Navy and
American airbases and the history of sites
such as Castle Donington, better known
today as East Midlands Airport, the
famous seaplane base at Pembroke Dock
and the current military airfields at RAF
Valley on Anglesey and RAF Shawbury in
Shropshire.

 ALL-IN FIGHTING

25694 £5.99

Captain W. E. Fairbairn
2017 N & M Press reprint of 1942

original Edition. SB. 132pp.
Illustrated.

The distilled knowledge of W. E.
Fairbairn, legendary SOE instructor in
unarmed combat, and inventor of the
Sykes-Fairbairn knife, who learned his
deadly skills in 30 years on the Shanghai
waterfront. Fully illustrated.

The AGINCOURT WAR
A Military History of the Hundred

Years War from 1369 to 1453

25191 £3.99

Alfred H. Burne
Paperback, 360 pp

Published Price £14.99

A classic account of the Hundred Years’
War from renowned military historian Col.
Alfred H. Burne. The author analyses
Henry V’s famous victory, and less well
known clashes in the war, and provides
penetrating pen portraits of other major
players including Talbot, Salisbury,
Bedford, Chandos, Bertrand de Gueschlin
and of course Joan of Arc.

 AIRBORNE FORCES OF THE
SECOND WORLD WAR 1939

-1945
Official History Of The Second

World War Army

26147 £18.99

Lieutenant-Colonel T.B.H. Otway DSO
SB  xii+468pp, with 21 maps (some
in colour) and 36 illustrations 2018

N&MP Reprint of 1951 Original
Edition

Published Price £29.99

Excellent official War Office account of
all airborne operations undertaken by the
Allies in WW2, including Arnhem, D-Day
and Bruneval. The author was best known
for his role as commander of the parachute
assault on the Merville Battery on D-Day.

 AISNE 1918
Battleground North West France

27877 £4.99

David Blanchard
Softback, 192 pages

Published Price £14.99

A unique guidebook to the largely ignored
British actions on the Chemin des Dames
near Reims in May 1918 when British
divisions sent their for a rest after actions
on the Somme and Lys in March-April
1918 found themselves under attack for a
third time. The author has been
researching this for many years and this
shows in the depth of knowledge.

 ALLENBY GUNNERS
Artillery in the Sinai and Palestine

Campaigns 1916-1918

28070 £7.99

Alan Smith
Hardback, 384 pages
Published Price £30

A slightly inaccurate title as Allenby
commanded the Eastern Expeditionary
Force for only half of the period covered
in the book. Smith covers the campaign
with the injection of the Gunners'
contribution alongside that of the infantry
and mounted units. It however it is
successful in raising the artillery's profile.
THE EMPEROR’S COAT IN THE

FIRST WORLD WAR

23097 £88.00

Dr. M. Christian Ortner, Stefan Rest,
Thomas Ilming

HB 508 pp With approx. 1,400
photographs and illustration.

This 500-page book filled with colour
illustrations presents, for the first time, a
detailed and systematic view of the
uniforms and equipment of the Austro-
Hungarian army during the First World
War.

 AMIENS 1918
From Disaster to Victory

28271 £6.99

Gregory Blaxland
Hardback, 288 pages
Published Price £25

This work is attempting a huge subject
area – the 1918 German spring offensive
that knocked the Allies onto the ropes, and
then the summer/autumn Allied counter
offensive that brought the war to a close. It
succeeds as a solid overview of the picture
on the Western Front during this turbulent
period.

 AN ECLIPSE WITHOUT A
FUTURE

The Battles for North Germany
1945

23620 £75.00

Ulrich Saft
HB 604 pp  462 b/w photos, 106

maps and 5 orders of battle.

An Eclipse without a Future 1945
describes in great detail the fighting during
the last month of WW II in northern
Germany between the Weser and Elbe
rivers. The remnants of Germany’s armed
forces desperately fought a gigantic
withdrawal action that had no practical
objective. Squeezed between the American
and British armies rushing eastward and
the approaching Soviet behemoth, the
German Heer, Waffen-SS and Marine
soldiers fought desperately to salvage
some semblance of an honourable peace.
They were supported by foreign volunteer,
Hitlerjugend and Volkssturm formations
of little military value. Most of the
German troops honoured their oath and
fought till the bitter end, inflicting
casualties on the Allied armies and laying
down their lives for the Fatherland until
the last day.

 ANDERS’ ARMY
General Wladyslaw Anders and the

Polish Second Corps 1914-46

28052 £6.99

EvanMcGilvray
Hardback, 280 pages
Published Price £25

This is a capable history, especially for
those who are not aware of the Anders
Army and a much-forgotten account of
what the Polish 2nd Corps did during the
war.

THE ANTI-PARTISAN BADGE

24760 £95.00

Antonio Scapini
Hardback 270 pages with nearly
1000 photos, mainly in colour.

The Anti-Partisan Badge by Antonio
Scapini is the first comprehensive and
detailed account of this war badge. The
author explains in stunning detail the
fingerprints of all genuine examples and
lists all models and types in a logical and
comprehensible format.

 ARMAGEDDON ROAD
A VC’s Diary 1914-1916

25455 £3.99

Billy Congreve, edited by Terry Norman
Hardback, 223 pages

Published Price £19.99

The diaries of Great War hero Billy
Congreve who, by the time of his death on
the Somme had amassed a DSO, MC,
Legion d’Honneur and would receive a
posthumous VC. Brainy as well as brave,
Congreve’s writing as a staff officer who
served in the trenches, edited by esteemed
historian Terry Norman, offers a unique
perspective on the war.

 Military history at your finger tips www.nmarchive.com
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THE  ARTOIS BATTLEFIELDS
A Guide to the Cemeteries and
Memorials of the Battlefields of

Artois 1914–18

27473 £19.99

Michael Scott
SB 2018 A Naval & Military Press

Publication
Published Price £28

In 1914 the war passed through Artois
towards the North Sea. The British Army,
with its Indian contingent, fought a series
of battles in Artois during 1914 and 1915
in which it learned the reality of this war.
Towns like Bethune, St. Pol and
Hazebrouck became important centres for
the army while Douai and Lille fell to the
Germans. In 1915 new names became
known to the British - Neuve Chapelle,
Festubert, Aubers, Armentieres and Loos.
The battles at Fromelles in 1916, Lens and
Arras in 1917 and the Battle of the Lys in
1918 kept this, almost forgotten, area fully
involved in the war before the final
breakout in late 1918 passed Lille and
Douai towards Mons. While this area may
be less well known to most battlefield
travellers than Ypres or the Somme, the
battles and the stories of the men who
fought in them, and did not go home, are
still of great interest. This book will help
the battlefield visitor make sense of why
the cemeteries and memorials have been
chosen to be where they are as well as
learn of some of the fascinating stories of
those buried within the cemeteries and
honoured on the memorials.

 AUSTRALIA’S FEW AND THE
BATTLE OF BRITAIN

25371 £3.99

Kristen Alexander
Hardback, 409 pages
Published Price £25

The story of eight Australian pilots in the
Battle of Britain. It is a tragic tale, for of
the eight only one came home.

 ATTACK ON THE SOMME
1ST ANZAC CORPS AND THE

BATTLE OF POZIERES RIDGE,
1916

25297 £4.99

Hardback 232 pages with 37 maps &
25 Photographs

Published Price £25

The Australian memorial at the Windmill
carries the words of Charles Bean, who
said ‘Australian troops... fell more thickly
on this ridge than on any other battlefield
of the war’. This study of the battle reveals
that more often than not, this was an
unnecessary waste of lives and resources
for the most negligible of gains, if any
gains were made at all.

THE AUSTRIAN MOUNTAIN
TROOPS

History, Uniforms and Equipment
of Austrian Mountain Troops from

1906 to 1918

23101 £75.00

Dr. M. Christian Ortner, Prof. DI Hermann
Hinterstoisser, Erwin A. Schmidl,

Winfried Beimrohr, Meinrad Pizzinini

HB 320 pp 1000 photographs and
illustrations

This illustrated book of 320 pages shows
the uniforms and equipment of Austrian
mountain troops in the First World War.

THE AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN
ARTILLERY FROM 1867-1918

23103 £95.00

Dr. M. Christian Ortner

HB 640 pp 1,200 photographs and
illustrations .

Over the period from 1867 to 1918 the
Austro-Hungarian artillery experienced
major changes both in technical and
organizational terms. Proceeding from the
muzzle-loader of the ‘Battery of the Dead’
at the Battle of Sadowa in 1866, the
artillery was continuously modernized and
evolved from the M 1875, M 1880 and M
1899 systems to barrel recoil artillery and
finally the massed guns of the First World
War.

 AUSTRIAN ORDERS AND
DECORATIONS

Part I: The Imperial-Royal Orders
up to 1918

25634 £179.99

Dr. M. Christian Ortner, Dr. Georg
Ludwigstorff

Hardback  two volumes in a slipcase,
with 852 pages, more than 2,500

colour and black-and-white
photographs

This two-volume work, apart from dealing
with the cultural and historical
background, focuses in detail on the
decorations themselves. They are shown
here, in previously unpublished
abundance, in a monograph of 832 pages
with more than 2,500 photographs and
illustrations. This constitutes Part I of the
planned series and deals with the Order of
the Golden Fleece, the Military Order of
Maria Theresa, the Order of St. Stephen,
the Order of Leopold, the Order of the Iron
Crown, the Order of the Starry Cross, the
Order of Elisabeth and the Order of the
Slaves of Virtue.

AUSTRIAN ORDERS AND
DECORATIONS PART II

The Imperial-Royal Official
Decorations up to 1918

28194 £179.99

Dr. M. Christian Ortner, Dr. Georg
Ludwigstorff

Part II: two volumes in a slipcase:
Card slipcase; 784 pages total, 3,000

colour and black-and-white
photographs cloth-bound hardcover
with dust jacket; Format: 29.5 x 26

cm

ENGLISH TEXT This two-volume work,
‘Austria’s Orders and Decorations – The
Imperial-Royal Official Decorations up to
1918’, forms the second part of a
comprehensive series on imperial
Austria’s decorations.

THE  AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN
ARMY IN THE FIRST WORLD

WAR
Uniforms and Equipment – from

1914 to 1918

23075 £125.00

Dr. M. Christian Ortner, Prof. DI Hermann
Hinterstoisser

HB Two volumes in a slipcase, 864
pages, more than 2500 colour

photographs, contemporary B&W
photographs and illustrations, bound

in linen with a protective cover.

The assassination of the Austrian Heir
Apparent, Franz Ferdinand, on 28 June
1914 provoked what is described by many
historians as the Fundamental catastrophe
of the 20th century’. One of the armies
that subsequently marched out in the
hopes of a short war, was the Austro-
Hungarian Army. In the war years that
followed, the soldiers of the k.u.k. Army
would travel to almost all the First World
War’s theatres of war. They fought in
Galicia and Bukovina, in the Carpathian
Mountains and the Balkans, from 1915 in
the Southern Alps, on the Isonzo, in
Albania and in the Sinai Desert and later
on the German Western Front and in Asia.
The war changed the k.u.k. Army, not only
from a technical and a moral point of
view, but also with regard to its
appearance. The soldiers who marched out
in 1914 presented a very different picture
to that of the final years of the war.

The Awards of the Heer - Vol. II

24224 £95.00

Dietrich Maerz
Hardback 496 pages

This is the long awaited Volume II of the
most complete and comprehensive
overview of the decorations a German
soldier of the Heer could be awarded.

THE  AWARDS OF THE
LUFTWAFFE

27285 £99.99

Antonio Scapini
Hardback 304 pages colour

throughout

A new. title from B&D Publishing,for
those who have not had one of there titles
they are, according there publicity, “The
most comprehensive and detailed
reference books ever offered not only for
collectors of the German awards of World
War Two, but also for collectors of
militaria-related items in general. and are
unmatched in their innovative scientific
approach to identifying genuine examples
of Third Reich-era military decorations
and equipment”. Looking at there titles
this reviewer would find it hard to argue
this statement

 BADON AND THE EARLY
WARS OF WESSEX

circa 500 to 710

28268 £5.99

David Cooper
Hardback, 240 pages

Published Price £19.99

As a serious study of the battles of the
period it stands out from others of its type,
with a sensible and balanced assessment.
Including an in-depth analysis of why,
where and how the Battle of Badon Hill
was fought and a credible assessment that
explains how the Britons were able to
inflict a significant defeat on the Saxon
invaders. The author’s military insight
and instinct for how the campaigns were
conducted provides a real bonus.

 Military history at your finger tips www.nmarchive.com
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85

THE BATTLE FOR KHARKOV
Winter 1942-1943

THE BATTLE FOR KHARKOV
Winter 1942-1943

10125 £85.00

Hard cover, 9” x 12”,  454 pages,
more than 680 photographs and

maps.

Jean RestaynJean Restayn
Hard cover, 9” x 12”,  454 pages,
more than 680 photographs and

maps.

A superb photo coverage of the German
recapture of Kharkov in early 1943. Most
of the exceptional photos have never been
published before or are rare.  They
showcase the German armor, uniforms or
other equipment, many are full page.

A superb photo coverage of the German
recapture of Kharkov in early 1943. Most
of the exceptional photos have never been
published before or are rare.  They
showcase the German armor, uniforms or
other equipment, many are full page.

THE BATTLE OF LOOS

28015 £6.99

Philip Warner
Hardback, 240 pages

Published Price £19.99

The full story of the battle of Loos, an
offensive presaging those of the Somme
and Passchendaele, drawn from the
memories and written accounts of veterans
and survivors. This is a new edition of a
now classic book.
 Battleground Italy 1939-1945, The

German Armed Forces in the
Battle for the “Boot”

10124 £55.00

Franz Kurowski
Hardback 545 pages, more than 320

photographs and maps.

The author, Franz Kurowski, interviewed
many of the German veterans of the Italian
campaign, from the common soldier to
high commanders, and numerous,
dramatic personal accounts are featured.
Most of these accounts are published here
for the first time.
All aspects of the battle are covered,
including the operations of the Luftwaffe
and the little known war at sea of the
Kriegsmarine. There has been little, if
anything, published in English on the
German viewpoint of the Italian campaign.

THE BATTLE OF NEUVE
CHAPELLE

25020 £2.99

Geoff Bridger
Softback, 144 pages

Published Price £10.99

The Battle of Neuve Chapelle in March
1915 was the first British offensive of the
Great War. As so often, initial success as
the German trench lines were penetrated
was followed by frustrating failure. This
account tells the story of the battle, and
guides visitors around the battlefield as it
is today.

THE BATTLES OF FRENCH
FLANDERS

Neuve Chapelle, Aubers Ridge,
Festubert, Loos and Fromelles

25386 £2.99

Jon Cooksey, Jerry Murland
Softback, 232 pages

Published Price £14.99

An invaluable guide to the little known
Great War battlefields of 1915, which are
seldom visited, sandwiched as they are
between the first fights of 1914 and the
great battles of 1916 and 1917. But the
sites of the British offensives at Neuve
Chapelle, Aubers Ridge, Festubert, Loos
and Fromelles are well worth visiting and
the authors describe what happened, where
and why.

 BAY OF PIGS
CIA’s Cuban Disaster, April 1961

28071 £4.99

Phil Carradice
Softback, 136 pages

Published Price £14.99

Perhaps not in casualties but as far as
prestige and standing in the world were
concerned, the Bay of Pigs invasion of
1961 was the worst disaster to befall the
USA since the War of 1812 when British
forces burned the White House. With a
cast of players including Fidel Castro,
Nikita Khrushchev and John F. Kennedy,
the Cuban Missile Crisis was an almost
inevitable consequence.
 BEARSKINS, BAYONETS AND

BODY ARMOUR
Welsh Guards, 1915-2015

27002 £4.99

Trevor Royle
Hardback, 352 pages
Published Price £30

The creation of a Welsh Regiment of Foot
Guards was authorised by Royal Warrant
on 26th February 1915, though the order
to raise the regiment had been given by the
King to Earl Kitchener, Secretary of State
for War, on 6th February. In the first
instance officers and men came from the
other Guards regiments and from the
recruits at Caterham. The new regiment
mounted guard at Buckingham Palace on
St David’s Day, three days after the
publication of the Royal Warrant.

 BUSINESS IN GREAT WATERS
The U-Boat Wars 1916-1945

28008 £4.99

John Terraine
Softback, 864 pages
Published Price £25

John Terraine draws on German as well as
Allied sources to provide a comprehensive
account of the submarine campaigns that
came close to defeating Britain in the two
World Wars.

THE BELGIAN ARMY IN THE
GREAT WAR Part one

24530 £99.99

With contributions by
Ilse Bogaerts, Emilie Gaillard, Dominique
Henrard, Pierre Lierneux, Kris Michiels,

Sandrine Smets, Rob Troubleyn, Piet
Veldeman and Philippe JacquijHardback 600 pages, approx. 1650

colour colour photographs &
contemporary BW-photographs and

illustrations.

This work, unprecedented in its
comprehensiveness, can therefore be
considered an excellent reference tome. It
is based on the extensive collections on
display in the Belgian Royal Museum of
the Armed Forces and of Military History.
Supplementary private collections have
been the source of many other objects in
order to provide as much illustrative
material as possible for this publication.

 BELGIAN ARMY IN THE
GREAT WAR Part 2

Portable Service Weapons

26120 £99.99

Pierre Lierneux ed.
Hardback, 512 pages, Illustrated

With the complexity of the subject, the
masses of fresh information and
photographs available, a second volume
dedicated to the small arms was deemed
necessary to complete the overview of the
Belgian Army during the Great War. Once
again the collections of the Royal Military
Museum of Brussels reveal their wealth
and diversity. Much more than a simple
catalogue of weapons used by the Belgian
Army, it is the story of the transformation
of a small army caught in the struggles of
the Great War, its adaptation to
technological and tactical progress.

THE BIG BLOCKADE

26148 £11.99

E. Keble Chatterton
Softback 287 pages

Published Price £17.99

Germany was supremely vulnerable to the
Royal Navy choking off its lifelines. After
the Battle of Jutland in 1916 had confined
Germany’s High Seas Fleet to port, the
tightening blockade became ever more
effective, progressively causing the
regulation of food prices, rationing, and
finally the dreadful ‘Turnip Winter’ of
1917 in which its hungry population was
reduced to eating the eponymous
vegetable, and brewing ersatz coffee from
acorns. 750,000 Germans starved to death,
and the collapse in civilian morale led to
social revolution, mutinies in the Fleet and
Army, and finally to Germany suing for
armistice terms.

 BETWEEN THE ODER AND
THE ELBE

22522 £75.00

Wilhelm  Tike
HB  531 pages, 35 B&W photos, 14

maps, plus a separate map
supplement with a full-colour map on

each side.

The reader has the opportunity here to
relive the last days of the Third Reich, as
seen through the eyes of the German
soldiers and the foreign volunteers who
fought before and in Berlin. In one of the
ironic incidents of the war, as German
soldiers were trying to bypass Berlin to the
north, a force of French Waffen-SS troops
was trying to enter the city to defend it!

THE BRITISH INVASION OF
THE RIVER PLATE 1806-1807

How the Redcoats Were Humbled
and a Nation Was Born

24625 £3.99

Ben Hughes
HB, 290 pp

Published Price £25

Understandably neglected in Britain, the
story of the inglorious 1806 British seizure
of Buenos Aires and Montevideo from
Spain in the midst of the Napoleonic Wars
is a fascinating one, and this book shows
how Britain’s eventual defeat proved to be
the birth pangs of the new nations of
Argentina and Uruguay.
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THE BRANDENBURGERS
GLOBAL MISSION

1602 £55.00

by  Franz Kurowski
Hardback  305 pages with 100

photos + maps.

Very few books have been written about
this elite and somewhat mysterious
clandestine operations unit. Noted author
Franz Kurowski has produced a very
informative account of the Brandenburgers
and their diverse missions which took
them from Western Europe to Rumania,
Russia, Egypt, Afghanistan and many
other countries in a series of daring
actions.

 CAMBRIDGESHIRE
KITCHENERS

A History of 11th (Service)
Battalion (Cambs) Suffolk

Regiment

27881 £7.99

Joanna Costin
Hardback, 320 pages
Published Price £25

Following the outbreak of war in the
summer of 1914 and the subsequent call
for volunteers, the men of Cambridgeshire
were not slow in stepping forward in the
service of their country. However, in a
departure from standard practice, these
enthusiastic new volunteers did not join
their county regiment. For organisational
reasons they were enlisted into a
separately designated Cambridgeshire
battalion of the Suffolk Regiment – the
11th (Service) Battalion. The book takes
the form of a chronological narrative over
seventeen chapters starting from the early
days in Cambridge through to the closing
stages of the war. In particular, the reader
learns about the battalion’s heroic
involvement on the first day of the Battle
of the Somme in 1916, the difficult
assaults undertaken during the Battle of
Arras in 1917 and the critical defensive
actions on the River Lys in the spring of
1918.

 BRITISH WARSHIPS IN THE
AGE OF SAIL 1817-1863

Design, Construction and Fates

28003 £16.99

Rif Winfield
Hardback, 352 pages
Published Price £50

An essential volume for anyone interested
in the history of the Royal Navy during the
first part of the period of British naval
supremacy. If you own any of the previous
volumes of this series then you'll know
what to expect from this one, it covers
everything from the mighty first rates
down to the smallest gun boats.

THE BULGARIAN AIR FORCE
IN THE SECOND WORLD WAR

27903 £7.99

Alexander Mladenov, Evgeni Andonov,
Krassimir Grozev

Softback 144 pages, 220 B&W
images & 8 colour profiles

Published Price £29.95

This book is a ground breaking work that
takes a first look, as far as the English
speaking aviation literature world is
concerned, ot one of the more obscure air
arms of World War Two. Complete with
personal reports of fight missions,
excellent photo material and for the model
builders, great colour prints of all
partaking planes.

 BUSH WARFARE 1906

26142 £7.99

Lt.-Col. W.G.C. Heneker DSO,
Connaught Rangers

SB  vii+196pp, 517 with 13 plans.
2018 N&MP Reprint of 1907

Original Edition

Published Price £15

Instructive in a historical sense rather than
purely theoretical, this 1906 tactical
treatise covers in much detail the methods
of carrying on warfare against “savages”
in West Africa. Includes the expedition to
Benin City against Chief Overiami,
amongst other small-scale military
operations to counter local opposition, and
to stabilise and expand the colonial
Empire in Africa.

 CALIGULA
An Unexpected General

28265 £7.99

Lee Fratantuono
Hardback, 262 pages
Published Price £25

This is a military history of Rome during
Caligula’s reign, it offers a new appraisal
of Caligula as a surprisingly competent
military strategist. Caligula expanded the
Roman Empire into Mauretania and made
a significant attempt at expanding into
Britannia, Fratantuono argues that his
achievements helped to secure Roman
military power in Europe for a generation.

THE DAMBUSTER RAID: A
GERMAN VIEW

27851 £7.99

Helmuth Euler
Hardback, 272 pages
Published Price £25

Helmuth Euler experienced Dambuster
historian and film maker, has produced
a informative and worthwhile addition
to the cannon of works covering
Operation Chastise, with this book
covering the German experience.

THE  CAMBRAI CAMPAIGN
1917: BRITISH

EXPEDITIONARY FORCE

27826 £5.99

Andrew Rawson
Hardback, 200 pages
Published Price £25

From the well thought out “BRITISH
EXPEDITIONARY FORCE” series, this
title covers the British attack that was
followed by the biggest German
counterattack against the British
Expeditionary Force since 1914. The
initial British success showed that even the
strongest trench defences could be
overcome by a surprise attack, using a
combination of new methods and
equipment, reflecting a general increase in
the British capacity to combine infantry,
artillery, tanks and aircraft in attacks.

THE CAMOUFLAGE HELMETS
OF THE WEHRMACHT

VOLUME II

27694 £110.00

Paul C Martin
Hardback, 286 pages

The Camouflage Helmets of the
Wehrmacht, Vol. II by Paul C. Martin
finalizes the comprehensive view of
German camouflage helmets of World
War II. The chapters include netted
camouflage helmets, combinations of
camouflage, a selective gallery, helmets
with provenance, and an extensive
discussion of German helmet liners. Never
before has the interested collector be
presented with a more detailed look at this
interesting aspect of the hobby. As a
stand-alone or together with Volume I this
compilation will most likely never be
surpassed. Large format 8.5 x 11", 286
pages in full colour.

THE CAMPAIGN IN ALSACE
August, 1870

26143 £9.99

Brig.-Gen. J.P Du Cane
SB xi+174pp.with 8 Maps in colour

2019 N&MP Reprint of 1912
Published Price £17.99

Useful tactical treatise that was designed
for use of Staff College students sitting
exams in 1907, and as such gives a clear
analytical account of two important battles
during the opening rounds of the Franco-
Prussian war in 1870. The observation of
foreign armies and their technology,
particularly that of the German Army,
provided many tactical lessons at the
beginning of the 20th century.

THE CAMPAIGN OF
WATERLOO

Military History

5569 £9.99

John Codman Ropes
2016 N & M Press reprint (original

pub 1893). SB. xlii + 402 pp
Published Price £16

A very detailed account with some useful
reference sources.
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 CAMPAIGNING FOR
NAPOLEON

The Diary of a Napoleonic Cavalry
Officer 1806-1813

28219 £4.99

Maurice de Tascher
Hardback, 224 pages

Published Price £19.99

A rare first hand and vivid account of life
as a cavalry officer in the Grande Armee
during the period 1806-1813. He took part
in many of Napoleon's major campaigns in
Germany, Spain, Austria, Poland and
Russia between 1806 and 1812. He came
through the dreadful retreat of the Grand
Armee from Moscow in 1812, but never
recovered from the ordeal.

 CANADIAN EXPEDITIONARY
FORCE 1914-1919

The Official History Of The
Canadian Army In The First

World War

26162 £28.00

Colonel GWL Nicholson, CD., Army
Historical Section

xii+621 pp with maps some in
colour 2018 N&MP Reprint of

Original Edition
Published Price £38

This is the best source of information,
allowing a broad insight into the Canadian
military achievements during the Great
war, it is essential to the research of the
CEF effort during the Great War.
Nicholson’s history is first class, well
written and totally authoritative, with
excellent supporting maps. With glossary,
Bibliography,Index, Apps: including lists
of units serving in France and Flanders at
November 1918, notes on the battles
fought, distinguishing flashes of Canadian
units in the field.

THE CASTLE AT WAR IN
MEDIEVAL ENGLAND AND

WALES

28348 £4.99

Dan Spencer
Hardback 320 pages colour

throughout
Published Price £20

This book traces the story of castles at war
in England and Wales from their
introduction by the Normans in the
eleventh century until the end of the reign
of Henry VIII in the sixteenth century. The
central role that these fortresses played in
medieval warfare is explored by Dan
Spencer, with his narrative covering the
conflicts, civil wars and rebellions of the
period.

THE  CAUCASUS AND THE
OIL. The German-Soviet War In

The Caucasus 1942/43

9073 £55.00

by  Wilhelm Tieke
Hardback 424 pages,  86  photos and

29 maps.

 BRIDGEHEAD KURLAND: The
Six Epic Battles of Heeresgruppe

Kurland

6451 £48.00

Franz Kurowski
Hardback 331pp, b/w   80 pp

photographs, 15pp maps,

Account of the little-known struggles of
Heeresgrupe Kuland in the waning months
of World War II.Despite six separate
attempts by the Red Army, the German
forces in the Kurland Bridgehead in the
Baltic held out against massively superior
forces.Despite revisionist claims by the
Soviets after the war, the fighting in
Kurland resulted in the pinning of large
numbers of forces and ultimately, an
unsuccessful campaign.

 BATTLE OF THE WHITE
MOUNTAIN 1620 AND THE

BOHEMIAN REVOLT 1618-1622
“Century of the Soldier” Series

27515 £11.99

Lurence Spring
Softback, 164 pages
Published Price £25

The Battle of the White Mountain and the
Bohemian Revolt, 1618-1622 looks not
only at the battle of the White Mountain,
but also the campaigns and events leading
up to the battle, such as the Bohemian
Army’s march on Vienna, the sieges of
Pilsen and Bautzen and the battle of
Zablat. These events are often described
using the words of the protagonists
themselves. This book is essential reading
to anyone interested in the wars of the
early seventeenth century, not just the
Thirty Years War.

 CHARGING KNIGHTS ON THE
EASTERN FRONT

THE COMBAT HISTORY OF
SCHWERE PANZER-

ABTEILUNG 505

28361 £110.00

Hardback 400 pages with 528
photographs , 21 detailed colour

maps, 8 pages of colour profiles, 9
detailed organigrams, a partial
roster of 814 members, and 51

biographies.

A good new combat history of this Eastern
Front tank unit, the Schwere Panzer-
Abteilung 505 was formed in January
1943. It was assigned to 9. Armee and
fought at Kursk and after Kursk it was
attached to Heeresgruppe Mitte and fought
at Smolensk. It was refitted with Tiger II
(Königstiger) tanks in September 1944 and
fought with 24. Panzer-Division and 5.
Panzer-Division in East Prussia until the
end of the war.

THE CLOUDS REMEMBER

27684 £15.99

Leonard Bridgman with Commentary by
Oliver Strewart MC, AFC

Softback

Leonard Bridgman’s atmospheric wash
paintings with Oliver Stewart's lively
commentary on these Great War machines
make this an aviation classic.

 COMBAT HISTORY OF
SCHWERE PANZE-ABTEILUNG

508

4909 £55.00

Schwere Panzer-Abteilung 508 Veteran’s
Association

Hardback  200pp with 150
photographs, 8 pages of colour

artwork,

This is a great companion volume to the
recently published Combat History of
Schwere Panzer-Abteilung 503. It’s not as
large because not as much information or
photographs are available, but it is very
comprehensive and provides about as
complete an overview of the battalion as
you are likely to get. Many never before
published photographs.
Overseas clients please note: Due to
excessively high wrapped weight
shipping is weighted on this title.

 COMBAT HISTORY OF
SCHWERE PANZER-

ABTEILUNG 503: In action in the
East and West with the Tiger I and

II

4834 £75.00

Hans Rubel
Hardback 400+pp, 290 photo pp,
numerous diagrams and charts,

This history of the Tiger battalions
features lots of first-hand acounts of this,
the senior Tiger battalion of the German
Army. Schwere Panzer-Abteilung 503 was
formed in late 1942 and fought until the
bitter end on both the Eastern and Western
Fronts. it was issued with both the Tiger I
and Konigstiger (with both the Henschel
and Porsche-turrets). Besides an exciting
text, this volume also features 190 photo
pages with nearly 300 photos, a good
percentage of which have never been
published befor

THE COMBAT HISTORY OF
SCHWERE PANZER-

ABTEILUNG 507

7010 £75.00

A collaborative effort by members of the
former battalion and edited by Helmut

Schneider
Hardback 223pp, with 11pp of colour

ilustrations, one pae of colour
photoraphs and more than 150

additional illustrations and period
photographs

This account of the battalion was written
primarily by former members of the unit
and features almost all first-hand accounts.
In addition, numerous appendices
amplifying much of the material have been
provided. These include an extensve
chronology of the battalion and additonal
background material on the “parent”
formation of Schwere Panzer-Abteilung
507 - Panzer-Regiment 4 - including the
late-war history of elements of the
regiment in both Hungary and Italy

THE COMBAT HISTORY OF
SCHWERE PANZERJAGER

ABTEILUNG 654: In Action in the
East and West With the Ferdinand

and the Jagdpanther

6461 £95.00

Karlheinz Munch
Hardback 663pp,750 period

photographs, including 3 in colour,
32pp  full colour vehicle profiles,

additional full-scale b/w drawings,
14pp organizationa charts,

The complete battle diaries of the battalion
are provided and complement the text
which covers the unit from its formation
through its receipt of the Ferdinand and its
fighting at Kursk and later, the
Jagdpanther and its employment in the
West.More great Ferdinand photos of
which about 90% are previously
unpublished.
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The Richard Perkins warship identification albums  
form one of the most detailed studies ever undertaken 
of the changes to the appearance of Royal Navy ships. 

However, it is a unique hand‑drawn manuscript  
artefact in the care of the National Maritime Museum, 
so despite its value it is rarely seen by anyone besides 

the museum’s curators, for whom it is a precious 
resource, used on an almost daily basis. 

The first four publication’s of this monumental work  
in superbly produced multi‑volume editions. They 

capture all the qualities of the original, made possible 
because of the collaboration with the museum.  

Every page is reproduced at full size, making the 
extensive hand‑written annotation readable, while the 
fine‑line drawings retain all the colours that Perkins 

used to denote appearance differences and alterations. 
 

Originally published at £50 – £60 per volume 

Our Sale Price: £15 per volume

RED WIND OVER THE BALKANS 
The Soviet Offensive South of the Danube,  

September–October 1944 
 

A truly detailed HARDBACK 694 PAGE study of the two 
Soviet offensive operations carried out during September 

and October 1944, the operation for the occupation of 
Bulgaria and the Belgrade Offensive.  

 
This book describes two Soviet 
offensive operations carried 
out during September and 
October 1944. The first was  
the operation for the 
occupation of Bulgaria – 
known as the ʹBulgarian 
Operationʹ; the second was  
the Belgrade offensive 
operation, which was carried  
out immediately after the 
Bulgarian operation. Although 
separate, the two operations 
were closely linked to each 
other: the first was conducted 
in an almost peaceful manner, 
which saved resources. This 
necessitated that the Soviet 
Command carried out the 
second operation promptly, 
which seriously endangered 
the encirclement of German  
Army Group position in the 
Southern Balkans. Pressed by 
the advancing Red Army, the 
German troops withdrew from 
the territories of Greece and 
Albania. They also relocated 
fresh forces from the Western 
Balkans to the Bulgarian– 
Yugoslav Border in order to 
build up a defence line.  

The book describes in detail the heavy battles during the Belgrade 
offensive operation. Both combatants suffered from the same 
problems: heavy mountainous terrain; poor roads and infrastructure; 
and severe weather conditions.  

There is also a short description of the activities of the Bulgarian 
troops, who undertook a secondary offensive from the Aegean Sea to 
the town of Nis in Southern Serbia. The book describes the operations 
of both ground and air forces. Special attention is paid to the Soviet 
tank and mechanised units which participated in both operations, 
and the book benefits from a detailed set of daily statistics and 
accompanying analysis which has not been attempted before.  

As well as a detailed narrative, the author also provides information 
covering camouflage, markings and unit insignia. The authoritative 
text is supported by more than 400 photographs (the majority of them 
previously unpublished); full‑colour profiles showing the afore ‑
mentioned camouflage, markings and unit insignia; and also 
full‑colour battle maps.

The authoritative text is supported by more than 400 photographs, 
full-colour profiles showing camouflage, markings and unit insignia;  

and also full-colour battle maps. A tad under £60 when it was issued, 
we have a short stock available at only £14.99 

Product code:  28126

Capital Ships 1895–1939,  
Perkins Identification Album 1  

Published at £50 NOW £15 
Product code: 28098

Armoured Ships 1860–1895 
Monitors and Aviation Ships 

Perkins Identification Album 2 

Published at £60 NOW £15 

Product code: 28099

Cruisers 1865–1939, Part 1 
Perkins Identification Album 3 

Published at £60 NOW £15 
Product code: 28100

Cruisers 1865 –1939, Part 2 
Perkins Identification Album 4 

Published at £60 NOW £15 
Product code: 28101

BRITISH WARSHIP RECOGNITION 
The Perkins Identification Albums 1– 4 
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 COMBAT HISTORY OF
STURMGESCHUTZ-BRIGADE
276: Assault Gun Fighting on the

Eastern Front 1943-1945

 COMBAT HISTORY OF
STURMGESCHUTZ-BRIGADE
276: Assault Gun Fighting on the

Eastern Front 1943-1945

4833 £55.00

Hardback  300+ pages,145 period
photographs, 10 maps and diagrams,

Fleischer HeinzFleischer Heinz
Hardback  300+ pages,145 period

photographs, 10 maps and diagrams,

This is the dramatic story of the of the
assault gun soldiers, on the Eastern Front
of World War 2, of the Sturmartillerie
Sturmgeschutz-Abteilung. 276 was one of
many assault guns battalions formed to
fight the onslaught of the numerically
vastly superior Soviet Forces.

This is the dramatic story of the of the
assault gun soldiers, on the Eastern Front
of World War 2, of the Sturmartillerie
Sturmgeschutz-Abteilung. 276 was one of
many assault guns battalions formed to
fight the onslaught of the numerically
vastly superior Soviet Forces.

THE COMBAT HISTORY OF
THE 10. PANZER DIVISION

7009 £85.00

J. Restayn and N. Moller
Hardback 350pp, 34 pp of colour and
hundreds of terrific b/w photographs,

hb.

This photo album presents the history of
the division through a brief text, hundreds
of photographs, several maps and
numerous custom colour illustrations.This
book offers the first account in English of
this battle-proven division, which was
formed shortly before the outreak of the
war.It fought in Poland, France and in the
opening stages of the campaign in Russia.
In mid-1942, it was pulled out of the line,
reconstituted and reorganized in France
and then sent to North Africa as part of
Hitler’s desperate attempt to save the
situation there.

 Combat History of the 17. SS-
Panzer-Grenadier-Division

GÖTZ VON BERLICHINGEN
Volume 2

28360 £75.00

Hans Stöber
Hardback 470 pages with 63

photographs & 23 maps

From J.J. Fedorowicz Publishing - this the
second volume in a proposed three volume
set covers the combat history of te 17. SS-
Panzer-Grenadier-Division during the
period September 1944 to February 1945,
deataling the retreat to the Maginot Line,
the fighting around Metz, and the retreat
and fighting in around Saarbrucken.

THE CRIMEAN CAMPAIGNS
1941 – 1944

23056 £65.00

Wilhelm Tieke
HB 446 pp with 81 B&W wartime

photos

Describes the battles for the Crimea during
World War Two on two levels: tactical
and strategic. The many excellent accounts
of small actions are nicely woven into the
overall description of the intense fighting
for the Black Sea peninsula. All important
phases of that unique battle front are
covered, including the penetration through
the Isthmus of Perekop in 1941, the
combat on the Tschatyrlyk, and the pursuit
to Sevastopol, where the Germans were
halted by the city’s powerful defenses.

 DAMBUSTERS
The Forging of a Legend

28277 £4.99

Christopher Ward, Andy Lee
Softback, 320 pages

Published Price £16.99

Critically acclaimed as the best account of
the most famous RAF Squadron in World
War II, with a good depth of detail on the
Squadron and it’s raids. This is a real nuts
and bolts account.

DAS REICH TIGERS

21135 £85.00

Wolfgang Schneider
HB 396 pp Illustrated

This book chronicles the Tigers associated
with "Das Reich" from the beginning to
the bitter end: 8./SS-Panzer-Regiment 2;
schwere SS-Panzer-Abteilung 102; and
schwere SS-Panzer-Abteilung 502.
Among other aspects of its history, the
fighting around Kharkov, during
Operation "Zitadelle", at Normandy, on
the Oder and at the Halbe Pocket in the
final days of the war, are chronicled for
the reader. This is an exceptional unit
history.
 FAMOUS BATTLES AND HOW
THEY SHAPED THE MODERN

WORLD
From Troy to Courtrai, 1200 BC -

1302 AD

28270 £6.99

Beatrice Heuser, Aretha S. Leoussi
Hardback, 272 pages
Published Price £25

I usually don't care for books with
“FAMOUS BATTLES “ in the tile as they
tend to be of a rather general nature.
However this is worth a second look at,
arguing it is the political afterlife of
battles that gives them fame. This volume
covers the siege of Troy and the
encounters of Marathon and Thermopylai,
to the wars of the Israelites and from the
triumphs and defeats of the Roman
Empire, to Hastings, the massacre of
Bziers and the battle of Courtrai.

THE DAY ROMMEL WAS
STOPPED

Battle of Ruweisat Ridge, 2 July
1942

28284 £5.99

Major F. R. Jephson MC TD, Chris
Jephson

Hardback, 304 pages
Published Price £20

What it was like to be there and of the men
who “stuck to their guns”, this is a first
hand account of the most dangerous day
in the desert, and that day that artillery
appears to have stopped the initial
eastward rush of the Panzerarmee.

 DEATH OF A DIVISION
Eight Days in March 1918 and the
Untold Story of the 66th (2/1 East

Lancashire) Division

28049 £5.99

David Martin
Hardback, 236 pages

Published Price £19.99

Well produced, well researched and
readable, taken from the Official War
Diaries, and surviving accounts, this
histories intention is to tell the story as it
happened with the loss of command the
central theme.

THE DEFENCE OF
SEVASTOPOL 1941-1942

The Soviet Perspective

28019 £6.99

Clayton Donnell
Hardback 256 pages
Published Price £25

An analytical and detailed account that
gives the straight facts on The Siege of
Sevastopol.

 DEFENSIVE MEASURES
AGAINST GAS ATTACKS 1917

28160 £6.50

War Office 1917
SB 52pp  Illustrated with line

drawings 2020 N&MP Reprint of
1917 Edition.

Gas was a very effective way of attacking
the enemy without direct contact, and
attacks were the thing soldiers in the
trenches feared over anything. This
manual originally published by the War
Office in February 1917, covers topics
including the nature of gas: attacks, types,
projectiles, personal anti-gas equipment &
general precautions & observations.
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THE DESERT VCs
Extraordinary Valour in the North

African Campaign in WWII

28047 £6.99

Brian Best
Hardback, 216 pages
Published Price £25

The fighting in North Africa was not just
in the harsh extremes of the rolling desert,
but also the barren mountains of Tunisia,
and the coastal strips of Libya. In every
battle, every manoeuvre, the terrain was
the limiting or enabling feature – and it
was over that unforgiving ground that
twenty-nine men distinguished themselves
and were awarded the highest of all
gallantry medals, the Victoria Cross.

 DESPATCHES FROM THE
FRONT: BRITISH BATTLES OF
THE CRIMEA WARS 1854-1856

25217 £3.99

John Grehan, Martin Mace
Hardback, 304 pages
Published Price £25

The Crimean War was Britain’s most
costly and destructive conflict of the
Victorian era. Best known for the Charge
of the Light Brigade, the whole campaign
was conducted with the same courageous
ineptitude as that futile endeavour. In these
original despatches, written by both the
Army commanders and the much more
successful Admirals, we read of the hard
fought battles of the Alma, Balaklava and
Inkerman, the siege of Sevastopol, and the
triumphs of the Navy in the Baltic.

 COMBAT HISTORY OF THE 10.
PANZER-DIVISION - TEXT

22090 £68.00

Albert Schick
HB 572 pages, and includes 5 maps,
37 photographs, 1 complete order of
battle and 4 organizational charts.

The complete unit history of the 10 Panzer
Division which took part in some of the
Second World War’s most decisive
battles from the crossing of the Meuse
which led to the fall of France, to the
crossing of the Beresina which opened
Operation Barbarossa, down to the
division’s dissolution after the hard-fought
battle of the Kasserine Pass in Tunisia in
May 1943.

 DESPATCHES FROM THE
FRONT: CAPITAL SHIPS AT

WAR 1939-1945

25199 £3.99

John Grehan, Martin Mace
Hardback, 191 pages

Published Price £19.99

In this volume in the Despatches From the
Front series, the war of the Capital ships
are covered. Actions featured include the
entrapment and destruction of the pocket
battleship Graf Spee in 1939; the loss of
the battleships Prince of Wales and
Repulse by the Japanese; the sinking of the
Scharnhorst in 1943; and the attack on the
Tirpitz by midget submarines.

 DESPATCHES FROM THE
FRONT: THE WAR IN EAST

AFRICA 1939-1943
From the Campaign against Italy in

British Somaliland to Operation
Ironclad, the Invasion of

Madagascar

25376 £3.99

John Grehan, Martin Mace
Hardback, 253 pages
Published Price £25

This volume in the Despatches from the
Front series covers East African operations
early in the Second World War until 1943,
covering operations against Italy in
Somaliland down to Operation Ironclad,
the invasion of Vichy French-ruled
Madagascar.

 DIAGRAMS OF GREAT WAR
GERMAN NAVAL GUNS -
SHELLS & EXPLOSIVES -

NAVAL FUSES & EXPLODERS

24839 £48.00

The Royal Laboratory Woolwich  1921-22
SB  298 pp Line drawings some in

colour throughout 2016 N&MP
Reprint of 1922 Original Edition

Published Price £65

An extraordinarily detailed compendium -
illustrated in full colour - of GERMAN
NAVAL GUNS - SHELLS &
EXPLOSIVES - NAVAL FUSES &
EXPLODERS of the Great War vintage
after their capture, examination and testing
by the Royal Navy. Published in 1921-2,
just three years after the High Seas Fleet
scuttled itself at Scapa Flow. This
facsimile edition has been reproduced
from the copy formally held by the
Superintendent of Research Rl Arsenal
Woolwich.

 DISCIPLINE
Its Reason And Battle Value

26010 £6.99

Lieut. Stewart Murray 1st Batt. Gordon
Highlanders

vi+62 pp 2018 N&MP Reprint of
Original Edition

One of the well regarded Gale & Polden
Military Series, the object of this
dissertation is to make each soldier battle
ready for future European battlefields,
with fire discipline within the British
Battalion system.

A DOCTOR ON THE WESTERN
FRONT

The Diary of Henry Owens 1914
-1918

24643 £3.99

Henry Owens, John Hutton
Hardback, 224 pp

Published Price £19.99

Henry Owens was a doctor who served
with the RAMC on the western front right
through the Great War. His account of his
experiences, in diaries discovered years
later in the Imperial War Museum’s
archives, gives an invaluable account of
medical conditions in the trenches.

 DONITZ, U-BOATS, CONVOYS
The British Version of His Memoirs
from the Admiralty’s Secret Anti-

Submarine Reports

24645 £4.99

Jak P. Mallmann Showell
HB, 288 pp

Published Price £19.99

Drawing on the memoirs of Grand
Admiral Karl Donitz, overlord of the U-
boats, and the secret British Monthly Anti-
Submarine reports, Naval historian Jak
Showell pieces together the real story of
the Battle of the Atlantic as seen by both
sides.

 DOUBLE DECKER C 666

25086 £7.99

Haupt Heydemarck  (Tranlated by Claud
W Sykes)

Softback 207 pages
Published Price £12.99

First of a trilogy of vivid accounts of the
Great War ‘from the other side of the
clouds’ - written by a German aerial
observer. Author Haupt Heydemarck
writes of the hazards of flying, fighting
and navigating with insight and humour,
despite his faint chances of survival.

 Drama Between Budapest and
Vienna, The Final Fighting of the 6.

Panzer-Armee

10123 £95.00

Georg Maier
Hardback 648 pages, more than 48

photographs and maps.

Georg Maier, the former Deputy Chief of
Staff for Operations of the 6. (SS)-Panzer-
Armee, has written not only a monumental
history of his former field army but a
sweeping account of the little-known
fighting on the southern portion of the
Eastern Front in the final months of the
war.
Maier provides a truly objective overview
of those operations by making use of
primary sources — documents, war diaries
and surviving senior commanders — to
show the reader how decisions were made
at senior levels of command and how
certain post-war memoirs have only
distorted the picture of what really
happened in the final few months of the
war.

THE DUKE OF MONMOUTH
Life and Rebellion

28264 £4.99

Laura Brennan
Hardback, 176 pages

Published Price £19.99

THE DUTCH RESISTANCE
REVEALED

The Inside Story of Courage and
Betrayal

28079 £5.99

Jos Scharrer
Hardback, 192 pages

Published Price £19.99

This is an eye-opening account of the
bravery of Dutch civilians and resistance
workers,during the Nazi occupation, it
shows how Dutch resistance was
bedevilled by treachery, betrayal and poor
organisation.
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THE EAGLE IN SPLENDOUR

28349 £4.99

 Philip Mansel
Hardback 256 pages

Published Price £17.95

A handsome, eloquent and original study
of the Bonaparte family, delightfully acute
in its depiction of the vanities, rivalries
and pretensions of Napoleon.

 EAST FRONT DRAMA - 1944

9038 £55.00

by  Rolf Hinze
Hardback    360pages,   100 photos,

30 maps

Rolf Hinze is one of Germany’s leading
military historians and has covered this
little known topic in meticulous fashion
with detailed unit movements, analysis of
command decisions and superb maps.

 FAITH, HOPE AND RICE
Private Cox’s Account of Captivity

and the Death Railway

25934 £3.99

Ellie Taylor
Hardback, 176 pages

Published Price £19.99

Fred Cox, a young soldier in the East
Surrey Regiment, was taken prisoner by
the Japanese at the fall of Singapore in
February 1942. The next three and a half
years were spent in a series of POW
camps, notably in Thailand working on the
aptly named Death Railway.

THE EMPEROR’S BOSNIAKS
The Bosnian-Herzegovinian Troops

in the k. u. k. Army

23087 £75.00

Prof. DI Hermann Hinterstoisser, Erwin A.
Schmidl, Christoph Neumayer, Helmut

Wohnout

HB 352 pp 600 photographs,
illustrations and tables.

Bosnia-Herzegovina was occupied by
Austria-Hungary in 1878, annexed in 1908
and was part of the Austro-Hungarian
Empire until 1918. This book, illustrated
in colour, with 352 pages and nearly 600
photographs, presents a picture of the
Bosnian soldiers in the Austro-Hungarian
army and their military history under
Austro-Hungarian administration. Starting
with the political and military reasons for
the occupation, through the annexation to
the end of the First World War, it takes the
reader to a world that at the time was seen
as highly exotic.

 EMULATING ALEXANDER
How Alexander the Great’s Legacy
Fuelled Rome’s Wars with Persia

27840 £5.99

Glenn Barnett
Hardback, 232 pages

Published Price £19.99

This book gives an account of the Roman
relationship with Persia and how it was
shaped by the actions of Alexander the
Great long before the events. Numerous
Roman emperors led armies eastward
against the Persians, seeking to emulate or
exceed the glorious conquests of
Alexander. Some achieved successes but
more often the result was ignominious
defeat or death.

 EVERYMAN AT WAR
Sixty Personal Narratives Of

Fighting By All Ranks On Land
Sea And Air During The Great

War

27683 £14.99

Edited by C B Purdom
SB  xi+425pp  2019 N&MP Reprint

of 1930 Original Edition
Published Price £24.99

Excellent collection of sixty firsthand
British accounts of service in the Great
War, with an emphasis on the Western
Front but covering all theatres on land, sea
and in the air, throwing light on almost
every phase of the war, by writers of all
ranks, from private to lieutenant-colonel.

 EYEWITNESSES AT THE
SOMME

A Muddy and Bloody Campaign
1916-1918

28075 £5.99

Tim Cook
Hardback, 397 pages
Published Price £30

Tim Cook’s book is a magnificent tribute
to the Australians of the 55th Battalion.
This book has been ill-served by at title
that makes it unclear as to it’s real nature,
an excellent Australian unit history!

The FACE OF COURAGE: The 98
men who received both the Knights
Cross and the Close Combat clasp

in gold

10513 £65.00

Florian Berger
600 pages, 580 photos and
illustrations, hard cover.

The story of the 98 soldiers of the German
Armed Forces — Army, Air Force and
Waffen-SS — who were awarded both the
Knight’s Cross and the Close Combat
Clasp in Gold during World War II.

 FIELDCRAFT, SNIPING AND
INTELLIGENCE (1942)

27956 £11.99

Lt-Colonel Nevill A.D. Armstrong
2019 N & M Press reprint (of

original 1940 edition). SB. xv+ 205
pp with colour plates and line

drawings

This is the classic WW2 sniping
handbook. The author had a much
experience in sniping on the western front
in the First World War, and he wrote his
experiences down for the use of troops and
the Home Guard at the beginning of the
Second World War. This important
manual covers all aspects of sniping and is
a first class introduction to the subject both
then and now. At the start of the Second
World War, Armstrong became an
instructor in the Sniping Wing of the
Small Arms Schools at Hythe and Bisley.
In 1942 he became Commandant at the
Royal Marine Sniping School.

 Finnish Volunteer Battalion of the
Waffen-SS

22363 £48.00

Wilhelm Tieke
HB 264 pp Illustrations and Maps

The Finnish Volunteer Battalion of the
Waffen-SS was a formation with a very
unique history. Its members volunteered,
and were spirited out of Finland to
Germany under the watchful Russian eyes.
Never completely supported by the various
Finnish political factions, the battalion’s
return to Finland was continually sought.
Unlike other legions from various
countries, the battalion did not fight until
the end of the war. In fact, upon its return
home, its soldiers were immediately
drafted into the Finnish army and fought
against the Soviets. When Finland sued for
peace, former Finnish SS-men fought
against German troops as they retreated
from Finland.

THE FLAK BADGES OF THE
LUFTWAFFE

12778 £85.00

Marc Garlasco
HB 430 pp 800 pictures many in

colour

The definitive work, by Marc Garlasco,
about these two badges, including the
history, documents, cases and over 50
known variants.
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CHURCHILL’S SECRET WAR 
WITH LENIN 

British and Commonwealth Military Intervention  
in the Russian Civil War, 1918‑20 

 
A heavyweight hardback with 576 well typeset pages,  

203 black & white photographs, 8 maps and 7 tabulated 
lists. This title, when released, caused a sensation on  
the internet forums, with praise being heaped upon  

the author Damien Wright. 
 

During a visit to Washington in 1954, 
Winston Churchill said:  
“If I had been properly supported in 
1919, I think we might have strangled 
Bolshevism in its cradle, but everybody 
turned up their hands and said, ‘How 
shocking!’” 

Five years later during a stop in 
Hollywood, California, Soviet 
Premier Nikita Khrushchev told a 
perplexed audience: “We remember  
the grim days when American soldiers 
went to our soil headed by their generals 
to... combat the new revolution. All the 
capitalist countries of Europe and 
America marched on our country to 
strangle our new revolution. Never have 
any of our soldiers been on American soil, 
but your soldiers were on Russian soil.” 

Both men were referring to the 
already forgotten – and still obscure – 
Allied military intervention that is the subject of Damien Wright’s book, 
Churchillʹs Secret War with Lenin. 

After three years of great loss and suffering on the Eastern Front, Imperial 
Russia was in crisis and on the verge of revolution. In November 1917, 
Lenin’s Bolsheviks (later known as ‘Soviets’) seized power, signed a peace 
treaty with the Central Powers and brutally murdered Tsar Nicholas (British 
King George’s first cousin) and his children so there could be no return to the 
old order. As Russia fractured into loyalist ‘White’ and revolutionary ‘Red’ 
factions, the British government became increasingly drawn into the 
escalating Russian Civil War after hundreds of thousands of German troops 
transferred from the Eastern Front to France were used in the 1918 ‘Spring 
Offensive’ which threatened Paris. What began with the landing of a small 
number of Royal Marines at Murmansk in March 1918 to protect Allied‑
donated war stores quickly escalated, with the British government actively 
pursuing an undeclared war against the Bolsheviks on a number of fronts in 
support of British trained and equipped ‘White Russian’ Allies. 

Despite the award of five Victoria Crosses (including one posthumous) and 
the loss of hundreds of British and Commonwealth soldiers, sailors and 
airmen, most of whom remain buried in Russia, the campaign remains 
virtually unknown in Britain today. After the withdrawal of all British forces 
in mid‑1920, the British government attempted to cover up its military 
involvement in Russia by classifying all official documents. By the time files 
relating to the campaign were quietly released decades later there was little 
public interest. Few people in Britain today know that their nation ever 
fought a war against the Soviet Union. The culmination of more than 15 years 
of painstaking and exhaustive research with access to many previously 
classified official documents, unpublished diaries, manuscripts and personal 
accounts, author Damien Wright has written the first comprehensive 
campaign history of British and Commonwealth military intervention in the 
Russian Civil War 1918–20.

Product code:  26068 
Published at £25.00  •  Our price: £8.99

THE LONG RANGE  
DESERT GROUP 

History & Legacy 
 

This is much more than a straight ‘history’ of the Long Range 
Desert Group; it looks into what was actually involved in 

these deep missions into the desert behind Rommel’s lines 
and the kind of men it took to undertake them. 

 
The world’s most respected special forces unit, the Special Air Service (SAS), 
was inspired by another irregular unit, 
the Long Range Desert Group (LRDG) 
or simply Ghost Patrol. You may now 
accompany the authors in Ghost Patrol 
vehicles far, far behind Rommel’s lines. 
While doing so you will acquire insights 
into some extreme raids and 
reconnaissance missions. 

You will become familiar with tactics 
and inventions of the Ghost Patrol that 
are still relevant today. This hardback 
with 160 pages, 30 black & white and 31 
colour illustrations with 5 maps, is also 
the story of an LRDG research 
expedition to modern Egypt undertaken 
in original WWII Jeeps and described as 
a “2,300‑mile Sahara epic” by Classic & 
Sports Car magazine. Original LRDG 
training notes and other tips for extreme 
travellers are included.

Product code:  27963 
Published at £19.99  •  Our price: £4.99

BRITISH ORDNANCE SINGLE 
SHOT PISTOLS 1700 –1860  

by Geoff Davies  Barry Chisnall  & Clive Brook 
 

A comprehensive study of Ordnance 
pistols from 1700 until 1860 which 
covers Cavalry, Sea Service, Customs, 
Dublin Castle, Portuguese & other 
pistols.   

With over 120 pistols illustrated with 
more than 900 detailed full colour 
images ‑ Invaluable resource ‑ 1st point 
of reference for all such pistols. Many of 
these pistol photos have never been 
published before. There is also a 
detailed explanatory text covering pistol 
developments and tables giving pistol 
dimensions as well as appendices 
showing pistol locks, proof marks and 
stock stamps. 

Pistols are presented from both 
private collections and those of the Royal Armouries, and help with 
identification with clear and detailed images, authoritative 
descriptions to identify Ordnance regulation pistols for British armed 
forces, both land and sea, along with government agencies that were 
sometimes called upon to bear arms.

Product code:  28278  •  Price: £48.00
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THE FIRST CAMPAIGN
VICTORY OF THE GREAT WAR
South Africa, Manoeuvre Warfare,

the Afrikaner Rebellion and the
German South West African

Campaign, 1914-1915.

28125 £7.99

Antonio Garcia
Softback 208 pages with 8 B&W

photographs, 7 maps, 6 tables, 12
graphs & 3 figures

Published Price £19.95

Intended for the serious serious reader this
book discuses whether this campaign was
won by numerical superiority or
manoeuvre. The difference between the
two opposing armies could be to the
contrasting personalities at the top, these
could not be more stark, Louis Botha the
South African commander “met all the
classical requirements of a great
commander,” writes Garcia. And the
German schutztruppe commanded at the
start by the very capable German
commander Colonel Von Heydebreck,
then in the latter part of the campaign by
the incompetent Lieutenant Colonel Viktor
Francke.

 FIRST THE MEUSE, THEN
ANTWERP

2786 £58.00

by Michael Schadewitz
Hardback 330 pages, 97 photos, 28

maps

The full story of the operation of Otto
Skorzeny’s Panzer-bngade 150 during
the Ardennes Offensive. For the first
time in English, the operations of this
mysterious unit which employed a
variety of German vehicles in
“American” colours.
Overseas clients please
note: Due to excessively
high wrapped weight
shipping is weighted on
this title.

 FIRST TO FIGHT
The US Marines in World War I

28285 £7.99

Oscar E Gilbert, Romain V Cansiere
Hardback, 288 pages
Published Price £25

We simply don't know enough about the
US Marine Corps's contribution to the
First World War. Authors Gilbert and
Cansiere set the records straight with an
amazingly detailed account of the
American Expeditionary Force at Belleau
Wood in 1918.

 FLASH SPOTTERS AND SOUND
RANGERS

How they lived, worked and fought
in the Great War

25303 £8.99

John R. Innes
SB 308pp  line drawings 2017

N&MP Reprint of 1929 Original
Edition

Published Price £18

The standard text on development of
artillery survey and work on the Western
Front: How the Observation Groups &
Sound Ranging Sections Came to be
Formed; Fulfilled Their Purpose; Survey
Posts & Their Equipment; experiences of
participants in France & Italy. A very
useful & informative work.

FLYING MINNOWS
Memoirs of a World War One
fighter pilot, from training in

Canada to the Front Line, 1917 -
1918

26869 £8.99

Roger Vee
SB  320pp with 14 illustrations 2019

N&MP Reprint of 1931 Original
Edition

Published Price £11.99

A Great War aviation classic, the
recollections of Vivian Voss, writing
under pseudonym Roger Vee, a Canadian
pilot operating Bristol fighters with 48 and
88 Squadrons during 1917-18. The story
of training in Canada is a particularly
interesting aspect, and the action narrative
when he reaches the Western Front, flying
Bristol F2b Fighters is amongst the best
first-hand accounts of the war in the air.

 FLYING SECTION 17

25085 £7.99

Haupt Heydemarck  (Tranlated by Claud
W Sykes)

Softback 178 pages
Published Price £12.99

Second volume in a trilogy of German
aerial observer Haupt Heydemarck’s Great
War flying memoirs, based on his own
combat reports, and illustrated with the
photos he took as part of his duties. Vivid
and stimulating.

THE FORGOTTEN VCs
The Victoria Crosses of the War in

the Far East During WW2

28046 £6.99

Brian Best
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

This is the first book to examine in depth
the Victoria Crosses of the war in the Far
East. VC expert Brian Best brings to life
the daring deeds of a group of courageous
men in the most inhospitable of battlefield
conditions, filling a glaring gap in the
historiography of Britain s most
prestigious award for valour.

 For Gallant and Distinguished
Services in Korea – Honours and

Awards to British Commonwealth
Land Forces, 1950-1956

27446 £35.00

Doug V.P. Hearns, C.D.
Softback 534 pages A Naval &

Military Press Publication
Published Price £35

Included are the details for over two
thousand honours and awards with, if
applicable, the citations, made to the
soldiers of the United Kingdom, Australia,
Canada, India, New Zealand and South
Africa that composed the British
Commonwealth Land Forces for gallant
and distinguished services in Korea during
the period 1950 to 1956.

In addition are the approximately one
hundred awards made to personnel in
Occupied Japan supporting the war effort
in Korea.

Author’s royalties from sales of this book
are being donated to Wounded Warriors
Canada.

THE  EXPERIMENTAL UNITS
OF HITLER’S CONDOR

LEGION
German Aircraft in Action During

the Spanish Civil War

27862 £3.99

Rafael A Permuny Lope, Lucas Molina
Franco

Softback, 196 pages
Published Price £14.99

In the centre section there are some
excellent full colour profiles which
illustrate the camouflage and markings
that will be a great source of inspiration
for modellers. Added to these is one page
of colour photos showing a preserved
Condor Legion uniform along with various
badges and insignia. This is a good value
book, presented in a similar style to the
Images of War series.
 FOURTH CANADIAN DIVISION

1916-1919

27705 £6.99

Major C B Lindsey DSO
SB iv+51 pp 2019 N&MP Reprint of

c1919 Original Edition

A concise Canadian Divisional History,
the 4th served both on the Western Front
in France and in Flanders until Armistice
Day. They formed part of the Canadian
Corps in the Battle of Vimy Ridge, which
attacked and defeated the Germans,
driving them from the ridge. As a result,
the Canadians became known as masters
of offensive warfare and an elite fighting
force. In the Battle of Vimy Ridge in April
1917, the Division was given the job of
capturing Hill 145, the highest and most
important feature of Vimy Ridge.

FOR THE HONOUR OF MY
HOUSE

The Contribution of the Indian
Princely States to the First

World War

27905 £6.99

Tony McClenaghan
Softback 360 pages with 33

Illustrations & 7 maps
Published Price £29.95

The contribution of the Indian Army to the
First World War has been, until recently,
at best forgotten, and at worst ignored.
This is especially so of those military units
provided by the semi-autonomous Indian
Princely States whose contribution, even
in the Official Histories, barely merits a
mention. This book corrects that
imbalance. Drawing on a wide range of
regimental and Army Headquarters war
diaries, few of which have been cited in
other publications, as well as political
records held exclusively at the National
Archive of India, the book explores why
the State rulers volunteered their services
and those of their armies.

 FROM THE DARDANELLES TO
ORAN

Studies of the Royal Navy in War
and Peace 1915-1940

25335 £5.99

Arthur J Marder
Softback, 311 pages

Published Price £16.99

Author Arthur J. Marder was arguably the
greatest naval historian of the 20th
century. In this classic collection of essays
he examines episodes of British Royal
Navy involvement in operations ranging
from the disastrous attempt to force the
Dardanelles straits in 1915, to the
controversial attack on the French fleet at
Oran in 1940.an essential text for
historians of the period by one of the great
historians of the Royal Navy.
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 FORTESCUE’S ATLAS
A Complete Assembly of all Colour
Maps & Battle Plans from Sir John
Fortescue’s History of the British

Army

25695 £25.00

Sir John Fortescue
SB A4 (210 x 297 mm) Atlas of all
374 colour maps & plans from Sir

John Fortescue’s History of the
British Army

Published Price £45

A full assembly of the 374 valuable colour
maps, extracted from Sir John Fortescue’s
celebrated History of the British Army,
this is a work that to this day remains the
greatest masterpiece in the field of military
history/cartography, and is still featured on
the required reading list of all students of
history.
The maps are faithful to the originals in all
respects, allowing the reader to follow the
British Army’s wars and battles,
campaigns and skirmishes during a 500-
year period.
Sir John wrote his monumental work on
the British Army between 1899 and 1930,
starting it after leaving the post of
Secretary to the Governor of the
Windward Islands and during his work as
librarian of Windsor Castle (1905–1926).

 FREDERICK THE GREAT
The Uniforms of the Prussian

Army under Frederick the Great
1740 to 1786

23080 £125.00

Daniel Hohrath, with additional
contributions from Judith Zimmer and

Elisabeth Boxberger

HB 824 pp (linen bound with a
protective cover, it comprises two
volumes in a slipcase), ca. 1500

colour photographs and illustrations.

This work represents a new basis for the
study of the Army of the Prussian King
Frederick the Great; it is an indispensable
standard work for anyone interested in the
military and cultural history and the crafts
of that era. It depicts the uniforms of an
army whose military successes laid the
foundation for the rise of 18th century
Prussia as a major European power, and
which, like its royal commander became
the military ideal for all of Europe. Their
particular style and the grandeur of their
equipment were widely copied, and –
uniquely for that day – collected by
Frederick’s successors for posterity. The
result of those efforts is the world’s best
collection of 18th century uniforms, now
in Berlin’s Deutsches Historisches
Museum, located in the old Royal Arsenal,
the Zeughaus. Here, for the first time, all
of the more than 200 items are presented
and described individually and in detail,
with high quality colour photographs and
precise measurements.

THE FRENCH ARMY (Volume 1)
In The First World War – to battle

1914

23089 £95.00

Laurent Mirouze, Stéphane Dekerle
HB 528 pp  approx. 1000

photographs and illustrations.

With more than 500 original artefacts this
illustrated book shows for the first time the
appearance of the French army at the
outbreak of the First World War, i.e. at the
time of mobilization in August 1914.
Approx. 1,000 photographs on 528 pages
give the reader a vivid picture of the
different headgear, uniforms and items of
clothing and equipment including cavalry
equipment (saddlery).

THE FRENCH ARMY (Volume 2)
In the First World War – from1914

to 1918

23088 £95.00

Laurent Mirouze, Stéphane Dekerle
HB 640 pp approx. 1700

photographs and illustrations, fully
coloured Format.

This work of 640 pages presents the
incredible development of uniforms,
armament and equipment of the French
army from mobilization in August 1914
until the armistice in 1918. It thus
completes the work published in 2007 on
the French army at the outbreak of the
war.

 FROM CORUNNA TO
WATERLOO

With the Hussars 1808 to 1815

24654 £2.00

Garteth Glover , John Mollo
SB, 256 pp

Published Price £14.99

The Hussar Brigade played a fittingly
dashing role in the Peninsular War and
beyond to Waterloo. Basing his account on
letters, diaries and contemporary reports,
historian John Mollo offers a full blooded
portait of the cavalry’s role in the conflict.

 FUNKLENKPANZER A
HISTORY OF GERMAN ARMY

REMOTE AND RADIO-
CONTROLLED ARMOUR

4910 £79.99

Markus Jaugitz
Hardback 500pp, over 800

photographs, 32pp of colour artwork
by Jean Restayn and 76pp of

organigrams by Waldemar Trojca,

An absolute must for the discriminating
armour fan the history og German radio
and remote-controlled units - more than
800 photographs, most of which have been
previously unpublished. Besides never-
before published photos of the
demolition's carriers and the mine-clearing
vehicles, there are hundreds of great shots
of the command and control vehicles: the
kleiner Panzerbefehlswagen, the
Leitpanzer III, the Sturmge-schutz III and
the Tiger.

 GERMAN AIR RAIDS ON
GREAT BRITAIN 1914-1918

5462 £9.95

by  Joseph Morris.
Reprint 2002  (Original c1925). SB.

xii + 306pp. 5 maps and 16 pages b/w
illustrations.

Only full history of German airship and
aircraft bombing raids on Britain in the
Great War. The 103 attacks left 1,413
dead. Written with access to offical
records and from both sides of the
campaign.

THE GERMAN ARMY IN THE
FIRST WORLD WAR

Uniforms und Equipment – 1914 to
1918

23099 £95.00

Dr. phil. Jürgen Kraus
HB 640 pp approx. 1200

photographs and illustrations.

This superbly illustrated, 640 page volume
presents, for the first time, a
comprehensive picture of the uniforms and
equipment of the German army in the First
World War.

THE GERMAN ARTILLERY
FROM 1871 TO 1914

Uniforms and Personal Equipment

25290 £95.00

Ulrich Herr, Jens Nguyen
HB, 528 pages with 1500 colour

colour photographs, contemporary
B/W photographs and illustrations

At the end of the 19th century the artillery,
like almost no other branch of service,
experienced rapid development. With the
formation of the German Empire in 1871,
unprecedented inventions and the
consistent utilisation of developments in
weapons technology such as smokeless
powder, brisant shells and recoiling
cannon made it clear that in the next large
war heavy weapons would play a decisive
role. In 1914 that time had come.

A GERMAN TOMMY
The Secret of a War Hero

25204 £2.99

Ken Anderson
Hardback, 198 pp

Published Price £19.99

An extraordinary and unique tale of how a
brave and loyal Australian First World
War soldier, Walter Schwarz, deserted,
then lied and bamboozled his way back
into the trenches after being withdrawn
because of Army prejudice against his
German origins. The book also shows how
Schwarz’s fellow Freemasons conspired to
help a Mason in distress. A great read and
a great story.

THE GERMAN CAVALRY
From 1871 to 1914

23104 £95.00

Ulrich Herr, Jens Nguyen

640 pp 1,500 photographs and
illustrations

With its traditions and diversity the
German cavalry represented the most
colourful branch of service of the German
Empire. To an extent never seen before,
this 640-page, magnificently illustrated
book shows the uniforms, equipment and
armament of the entire German cavalry
from the foundation of the Empire in 1871
to the eve of the First World War in 1914.

THE GERMAN COLONIAL
TROOPS

From 1889 to 1918: History –
Uniforms – Equipment

23086 £95.00

Dr. phil. Jürgen Kraus, Dr. phil. Thomas
Müller

HB 600 pp with approx. 1000
photographs .

This 600-page illustrated volume deals
first with the history of Germany’s
colonial ambition, thus providing a
historical and political framework. Starting
with the first tentative colonisation
projects, this part of the book concentrates
on the years between 1884 (the
establishment, under Imperial
constitutional law, of the first
‘protectorate’) and 1919, the formal end of
Germany’s colonial Empire with the
Treaty of Versailles.
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THE GERMAN INFANTRY 1871
-1914

26161 £135.00

Ulrich Herr & Jens Nguyen
Hardback two volumes in a slipcase

864 pages in total with 2100
photographs and illustrations Colour
& B&W Large Format: 29.5 cm x 26

cm

This two-volume, 864 page work gives the
first complete and uninterrupted picture of
the development of the uniforms worn by
the German Infantry, from the birth of the
Empire in 1871 to the eve of World War I
in 1914, with detailed descriptions and
illustrations.

 GERMAN MILITARY RIFLES
From the Werder Rifle to the

M/71.84 Rifle

23082 £85.00

Dr. Dieter Storz
HB 392 pp approx. 900 colour

photographs, contemporary BW-
photographs and illustrations, bound

in linen with a protective cover.

This 392 page work provides a detailed
picture of the development of German
military rifles from the Werder rifle up to
the M/71.84. It is based on many years of
extensive study in German archives as
well as renowned public and private
collections and is thus able to dispel a
number of myths and details based on little
more than hearsay, replacing them with
sound knowledge. The text is
accompanied and supported by more than
900 original contemporary photographs,
reproductions of documents and high
quality colour photographs of existing
items, including hundreds of details in
close-up. Many of the objects, weapons
and accessories are shown here for the first
time. The result is a largely new portrayal,
built on a broad base of primary sources,
of the development of German long arms
in the years after 1870, which is bound to
remain the standard work on the subject
for the foreseeable future.

 GERMAN MACHINE GUNS
Development, Tactics and Use from

1892 to 1918

28113 £110.00

Dr. Frank Buchholz, Thomas Brüggen
Hardback 520 pages with 1000

colour photographs, contemporary
B&W photographs and illustrations

“The artillery shapes the battlefield—
machine guns defend it!” This sentence
characterises the battles of materiel fought
during the First World War like almost no
other. After the outbreak of war in 1914,
the revolutions in armaments of the late
19th and early 20th centuries resulted in
industrialised warfare, which was marked
in particular by the use of machine guns—
and artillery. This illustrated book ,that is
published by the renowned Verlag
Militaria ,with 520 pages and ca.1000
photos and illustrations traces the
development of German machine guns and
graphically depicts why they became the
most feared infantry weapons of the First
World War.

THE  GERMAN PIONEERS
Technical Troops and Train from

1871 to 1914: Uniforms and
Equipment

26119 £95.00

Ulrich Herr, Jens Nguyen
Hardback, 512 pages, Illustrated

This book follows volumes on the
generals, war ministries and general staffs,
and on the infantry, cavalry and artillery,
in the series covering the uniforms and
equipment of the German Army from
1871 to 1914. Contemporary photographs
and numerous items of uniform illustrate
the equipment of the pioneers, technical
troops and train that are the subject of this
book.
The 450 items shown are from various
private and public collections, including
the Bayerisches Armeemuseum in
Ingolstadt, the Militärhistorisches Museum
der Bundeswehr in Dresden and the
Wehrgeschichtliches Museum in Rastatt.

THE GERMAN REICHSWEHR
Uniforms and Equipment of the

German Army from 1919 to 1932

23100 £85.00

Dr. phil. Jürgen Kraus, Adolf Schlicht

HB 464 pp 1000 photographs and
illustrations

For the first time this illustrated volume of
464 pages describes and shows in minute
detail the entire clothing and equipment of
the German Army from 1919 to 1932.

 GHOSTS OF OLD
COMPANIONS

Lloyd George's Welsh Army, the
Kaiser's Reichsheer and the Battle

for Mametz Wood, 1914-1916

27960 £7.99

Jonathon Riley
Hardback 350 pages with 124 B&W

photos, 27 B&W ills & 39 maps
Published Price £29.99

As well as examining the story of 38th
Division from its formation until the close
of the Mametz Wood fighting, this volume
also explores the German point of view by
utilisation of published regimental
histories and personal accounts from the
Lehr Regiment; Guard- Fusiliers; 9th
Grenadiers; 122nd Württemberg
Regiment; and the 77th, 163rd, 183rd, and
184th infantry regiments. It also reveals
new material concerning the forces
involved, the almost forgotten 1915
Christmas Truce, Mametz Wood defences
and the casualties killed, wounded and
missing sustained by both sides.

 GERMAN MILITARY RIFLES
88 and 91 Firearms

Volume 2

23078 £95.00

Dr. Dieter Storz
HB 400 pp approx. 750 colour

photographs, contemporary B&W
photographs and illustrations, bound

in linen with a protective cover.

Volume 2 of ‘German Military Rifles’
deals with the 88 and 91 model firearms of
the Imperial German Army. There has
been no comprehensive work based on
original sources dealing with these
weapons and their history before now,
although they were crucial to the transition
from the black powder that had been in
use for centuries to the nitrocellulose
powder also known as smokeless powder.
This change of propellant was a quantum
leap in military armament, which changed
conditions on the battlefield and within a
few years led to the introduction of a less
colourful and therefore less conspicuous
field uniform

THE GLIDER PILOT BADGE

12780 £55.00

Stijn David
HB 139 pp  photographs many in

colour

The very first and ultimate book about this
very rare badge and the men who earned
it. All of the currently known varieties of
the badge itself illustrated and described in
clear detail.

THE GOLDEN BOOK OF INDIA
A Genealogical & Biographical

Dictionary of the Ruling Princes,
Chiefs, Nobles, & Other

Personages, Titles or Decorated, of
The Indian Empire. With an

Appendix for Ceylon.

26141 £12.99

Sir Roper Lethbridge  KCIE
SB  xx+366pp 2018 N&MP Reprint

of 1900 Original Edition
Published Price £25

An alphabetical ‘Who’s Who’ of some
7000+ Indian rulers. The author was a
British academic and civil servant in India.
This is truly exceptional work, with much
genealogical information regarding both
Military and Civil service to the British
Indian Empire.

 GOTZ VON BERLICHINGEN
Combat History of the 17 SS -
Panzer-Grenadier-Division,

Volume I

26081 £75.00

Hans Stober
Hardback, 587 pages

This is the first volume detailed historyof a
three-volume set that describesl the
establishment and combat history of the
17. SS Panzer-Grenadier-Division “Gotz
von Berlichingen”. By order of Adolf
Hitler, this division was established in
October 1943 in France and trained there
until its first actions at the beginning of
June 1944. It was certainly a unique
Waffen-SS division because it fought
exclusively on the Western Front. It fought
against Allied units in Normandy at
Carentan, in the Coutances Pocket, in
Operation Luttich, and in the Falaise
Pocket, and then retreated to the Seine and
Meuse rivers. It refitted in Lorraine and
the Saar for further engagements against
American and Allied forces.

GRASPING GALLIPOLI
Terrain, Maps and Failure at the

Dardanelles, 1915

28022 £3.99

Peter Chasseaud
Softback, 360 pages

Published Price £14.99

The failure of the Gallipoli campaign was
instantly blamed on a great untruth – that
the War Office was unprepared. This
book, incorporating information
unavailable elsewhere, shows that in fact
the WO and the Admiralty had amassed a
huge amount of data. Aerial
reconnaissance had played a part – even
Lawrence of Arabia had done his bit! The
War Office knew all about Greek plans to
capture the peninsula and one plan was
even Anglo-Greek. The authors examine
all the intelligence and how it was used or
ignored and in the process.
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GREAT WAR
The Countdown to Global

Conflict

28169 £2.99

Hardback 208 pges
Published Price £25

Patriotism and confidence in the
invincibility of the British Empire was as
strong in the minds of the Daily Mirror’s
demographic – the working people of
Britain.
The chain of events that led to World War
I was not immediately obvious to the
average person on the streets as - in the
days before television, rolling news or the
use of radio as an entertainment and
communication medium - there was only
one way for people to hear about what was
happening - from reading the daily papers.
Through the remarkable Daily Mirror
archive, the key factors in the outbreak of
the Great War are revealed in a way that
brings the era to life and reveals much that
has been lost to the mists of time.

THE GREAT WAR DAWNING
Germany and its Army at the Start

of World War I

23074 £55.00

Dr. Frank Buchholz, Col. (Ret.) Janet
Robinson, Col. (Ret.) Joe Robinson

HB 560 pp + 80 colour picture pages
and 4 large scale maps .

The imperial German army in 1914 was
not the juggernaut that many presumed;
rather, it was a force mired in tradition that
had developed many structural
weaknesses. Most English-language
histories of the Great War’s battles are
based on British sources; the authors of
this book based their analyses on many
original German sources. With an
extensive bibliography that includes
German language sources (many
unpublished), the reader is presented with
a different view of the conflict.

THE GREAT WAR THROUGH
PICTURE POSTCARDS

27643 £3.99

Guus de Vries
Hardback, 166 pages
Published Price £25

PICTURE POSTCARDS from the First
World War offer a multilayered source of
information. The postcards sent by and to
soldiers not only mirror the events in the
different theatres, but also give a unique
view of the daily life both on the front line
and at home, in all warring countries. The
aim of this publication is to document how
the First World War was portrayed by and
through picture postcards from three
different vantage points:• How were the
real events pictured? • How were emotions
and perceptions of the war communicated?
• Which artistic and stylistic devices were
used to influence and manipulate public
opinion? Chapters cover many topics
including: War and Picture Postcards -
Themes: From Hatred to Love - The First
World War - Countries and Armies -The
Western Front - The Other Theatres of
War - Old and New Weapons - The War in
the Air- Transport and Communication- In
the Trenches and Behind the Lines - Dead,
Wounded, Taken Prisoner or Missing -
The Home Front and the Neutral States.

 INSIDE WELLINGTON’S
PENINSULAR ARMY 1808-1814

25434 £3.99

Robert Burnham, Ron McGuigan, Rory
Muir, Howie Muir
Softback, 328 pp

Published Price £14.99

Four scholars of the Peninsular War put
their research together in this book to ask
and answer the question : just what made
Wellington’s army in that campaign so
successful? Their studies reveal the secrets
of success behind such triumphs as the
great battles of Salamanca and Vitoria
which finally rid Iberia of the Napoleonic
scourge. With prolific notes annotations, a
comprehensive index, good bibliography
and clear chapter headings help make this
a very useful reference work.

THE GUARDS BRIGADE IN THE
CRIMEA

28350 £4.99

Michael Springman
Hardback 208 pages

Published Price £19.95

The Guards Brigade consisted of three
battalions, the 3rd Grenadier Guards, 1st
Coldstream Guards and 1st Scottish
Fusilier Guards (as the Scots Guards were
then known). The book opens with a
resumé' of the causes of the War and an
analysis of the woeful disorganisation of
the Army, in contrast to the efficiency of
the Royal Navy. The Brigade's
performance in the major battles (Alma,
Inkerman etc.) is examined. The author
describes the Russians' plans, the ground
and conditions experienced by the long
suffering troops. The roles and abilities of
the various commanders, often found
wanting, is fascinatingly treated. After the
war was over, the return home and parades
are described.

A GUIDE TO THE BRITISH
ARMY’S NUMBERED

REGIMENTS
of 1751-1881

27328 £18.00

Ray Westlake
Softback 136 pages Illustrations,
most of them in colour A Naval &

Military Press Publication
Published Price £28

A New “Westlake” classic! This book, the
first in a series of British Army ‘Guides’,
deals with the numbered regiments that
existed between 1751, when the British
infantry was ordered to discard their
colonels’ names as titles and be known in
future by number only (1st Regiment of
Foot, 2nd Regiment of Foot etc), and 1881
when numerical designations were
replaced by the now familiar territorial
names such as the Hampshire Regiment or
Middlesex Regiment.

A GUIDE TO THE VOLUNTEER
TRAINING CORPS

28153 £18.00

Ray Westlake
154 pages Full colour throughout A
Naval & Military Press Publication

Published Price £25

A regular question put to Ray Westlake
during his fifty or more years writing and
researching Britain’s auxiliary forces has
been, ‘Where can I find a list giving
details of the several Volunteer Training
Corps units raised during the early months
of the Great War?’ True, the post-1915
years that saw the smaller companies
merged into battalions, and later
regiments, has been adequately covered in
the several Volunteer Lists available. But
what about the ‘Citizens’ corps, or the
‘Fencibles’, the ‘Defence’ organisations,
the ‘Village Guards’; those raised by
shooting, cricket, golf or football clubs, or
by railway companies, factories or
athletes, businessmen or old school
fellows? The answer, until now, has
regrettably been there is none.

 GURKHAS AT WAR

28351 £2.00

J. P. Cross
Softback 320 pages

Published Price £16.99

Gurkhas at War, the result of in-depth
interviews conducted by editors J. P. Cross
and Buddhiman Gurung,provides these
remarkable soldiers with the opportunity
to put their own experiences and stories in
print. These first-person narratives centre
on the sixty-year period from the outbreak
of the Second World War to the
confrontation in East Timor, including the
lengthy battles against the Japanese in the
Burmese jungle, campaigns against the
Communists in Malaya and Hong Kong,
as wells as more recent deployments in the
Falklands Campaign and Gulf War.

 HAIG’S MEDICAL OFFICER
The Papers of Colonel Eugene

“Micky” Ryan CMG DSO RAMC

24662 £2.99

Eugene P. Ryan
HB, 222 pp

Published Price £19.99

Part of our Summer Reading Promotion
Hardbacks From Just £2!
The meticulous diaries of Col. Dr.Eugene
‘Micky’ Ryan, Medical Officer to Field
Marshal Haig in the 1914-18 war, who
became a friend and personal physician to
the whole Haig family, shed a revealing
light on the personality of a commander
whose conduct of the conflict still causes
intense historical controversy.

 HAKING A Dutiful Soldier
XI Corps Commander 1915-18: A

Study in Corps Command

24957 £2.99

Michael Senior
A very good quality Hardback

Edition of 308 pages with maps &
Plates

Published Price £25

General Sir Richard Cyril Byrne Haking,
GBE, KCB, KCMG commanded XI Corps
in the First World War, and was damned
as a boneheaded bungler for his bloody
and botched attack at Fromelles in 1916.
Arguments over the late release of
Haking's Corps on the first day of the
Battle of Loos were instrumental in
forcing the resignation of Sir John
French as Commander-in-Chief of the
BEF. Haking is remembered chiefly for
the high casualties suffered by his forces
(including many Australian troops) at the
second Battle of Fromelles, launched
while the Battle of the Somme was
underway 80 km to the south, although.
Although blocked from further promotion
he continued to command XI Corps -
including in Italy in the winter of 1917-18
and in Flanders in April 1918 - until the
end of the war.
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 HANDBOOK OF FIREWORK

AND SIGNALLING STORES IN
USE BY LAND, NAVAL AND AIR

SERVICES 1920

25713 £9.99

HMSO
SB 43pp +73 line drawing plates

2018 N&MP Reprint of 1920  HMSO
Original Edition

Covered in this corrected to January 1920
SECRET handbook are Bombs,
Cartridges, Flares, Grenades, Rockets,
Signals etc. With 73 clear technical line
drawing plates, this is a very good official
guide to signalling ordnance, much of
which was in service during the Great
War.

HELL IN THE TRENCHES
Austro-Hungarian

Stormtroopers and Italian Arditi
in the Great War

28114 £12.99

Paolo Morisi
Softback 344 pages with 124 B&W

photos, 2 B&W illustrations, 7 B&W
maps & 3 tables

Published Price £29.95

This book offers a historically dense
narration of the organisational
development of the shock and assault
troops, of their military operations and it
also covers their combat methods. Whilst
it might appear a rather specialist book,
Miorisi demonstrates well the need for
adaptation in warfare, often driven by the
successful endeavours of a handful of
junior commanders rather than a major
doctrinal change stemming from the top.

The  Helmet Decals of the Third
Reich

24950 £110.00

Ken Niewiarowicz with Anders Lehrman
HB 330 pages

The Anti-Partisan Badge by Antonio
Scapini is the first comprehensive and
detailed account of this war badge. The
author explains in stunning detail the
fingerprints of all genuine examples and
lists all models and types in a logical and
comprehensible format.

 HERO ON THE WESTERN
FRONT

Discovering Sergeant York’s WWI
Battlefield

28274 £7.99

Michael Kelly
Hardback, 343 pages
Published Price £25

Sergeant York received the Medal of
Honour for leading an attack on a German
machine gun nest, taking at least one
machine gun, killing at least 25 enemy
soldiers and capturing 132. York's Medal
of Honour action occurred during the
United States-led portion of the Meuse-
Argonne Offensive in France, which was
intended to breach the Hindenburg line
and force the Germans to surrender. This
title is the story of the battlefield itself,
particularly the much-needed argument for
the ignored, "alternative" location of the
legendary shootout.
 HILL 112: CORNERSTONE OF
THE NORMANDY CAMPAIGN

7536 £50.00

Major J. J. How
210pp, 70 photographs, 15 maps, hb.

This book covers the major battles
between British/Canadian and German
forces (primarily SS Panzer units) for
Caen in June/July 1944 of which Hill 112
was a crucial piece of terrain.

 HISTORIES of 251 DIVISIONS of
the GERMAN ARMY WHICH

PARTICIPATED IN THE WAR
(1914-1918).

3496 £16.99

US War Dept 1920.
2001 reprint. SB. 794pp.

Published Price £28

Compiled in 1920 from Allied sources by
US Intelligence. Provides composition,
movements and actions of each division
during the four years of the Great War -
and evaluates the fluctuating fighting
capacity of each unit.

THE HISTORY OF THE GREEN
HOWARDS

Three Hundred Years of Service

27867 £4.99

Geoffrey Powell
Softback, 320 pages

Published Price £16.99

Regimental histories abound, but few can
be as stirring as this story of the fortunes
of the famous Yorkshire-based Green
Howards. Raised in 1688 in response to a
call for loyal troops, the Green Howards
have maintained their tradition of loyalty
over the past 300 years winning many
superb battle honours. Their history
reflects that of the British Army as there is
hardly a major campaign that this
Regiment has not been involved in; the
French Wars of 1697-1793, the American
War of Independence, Crimean War, First
and Second World Wars, service in Suez,
Malaya, Northern Ireland, peacekeeping
operations in Bosnia and the war in the
Gulf. This fine book brings the story of
one of Britain's finest regiments right up to
date.

 HORST WESSEL
The Combat History of the 18. SS-

Panzer-Grenadier-Division

24226 £69.99

Wilhelm Tieke
Hardback 472 pages with 112

photos, 29 maps

A very readable book that combines the
operations of the division with the
personal accounts of its soldiers.

 IN THE WAKE OF THE TANK
The First Fifteen Years of

Mechanisation in the British Army

26157 £18.00

Lt.-Gen. Sir Gifford Le Q., Martel  KCB,
KBE, DSO, MC

SB  xii+257pp + index & appendix
with 27 plates. 2018 N&MP Reprint

of 1931 Original Edition

This very good and early tank book,
written by a pioneering British military
engineer and tank strategist who knew his
subject firsthand. This is an excellent
study written with an engineer's eye for
mechanical detail. With good plates and
chart of tank specifications and
capabilities. Contains much on the
experimental work of the 1920s. Martel
served as a Brigade Major of Heavy
Branch Machine Gun Corps, and at Tank
Corps HQ in France in 1917-18 as a
General Staff Officer, and his book is on
the reading list of all serious students of
armoured warfare.

 HULL COMMERCIALS
A History of the 10th (Service)
Battalion of the East Yorkshire

Regiment

28068 £5.99

David Bilton
Hardback, 236 pages

Published Price £19.99

Hull Commercials served in 31st Division
at Serre on the first day of the Battle of the
Somme in 1916, though they escaped the
worst of the disaster. However, they
suffered heavy casualties in the same area
later in the year, and again at Oppy Wood
in early 1917. They continued to serve on
the Western Front for the rest of the war,
including hard fighting against the German
Spring Offensive and in the final Hundred
Days Offensive.

THE HUNGARIAN HONVED
ARMY

History, Uniforms and Equipment
of the Hungarian Territorial Army

from 1868 to 1918

23084 £95.00

Dr. György Sagvari

HB 672 pp C.2000 photographs,
linen-bound with a protective cover.

As a result of the Austro-Hungarian
settlement, after 1868 the Austro-
Hungarian Empire’s armed forces were
made up of three separate parts: alongside
the k. u. k. Army, two separate territorial
armies were formed, one for Austria and
one for Hungary. By the outbreak of the
First World War in 1914, the Royal
Hungarian Territorial Army, known as the
‘Honvéd’, had developed, in virtually
every branch of arms, into a veritable
Hungarian miniature version of the
Common Army.

 HUNGARIAN UPRISING
Budapest’s Cataclysmic Twelve

Days 1956

28060 £4.99

Louis Archard
Softback, 129 pages

Published Price £14.99

The 1956 Hungarian Revolution was the
first tear in the Iron Curtain. Hungarians
from all walks of life rose up against
insurmountable odds to fight the brutal
Soviet-installed Hungarian communist
government.

 IF GERMANY ATTACKS
The Battle In Depth In The West

(1915-1917)

25705 £7.99

Captain G C Wynne
SB 343 pp.+ 22 maps 2017 N&MP
Reprint of 1940 Original Edition

Published Price £14.50

Skilled evaluation of of German tactics
during 1915-1917, including Neuve
Chapelle, Aubers Ridge, Fesburt, Loos,
Somme, Arras, Vimy, Messines and
Passchendale.

The Iron Cross 1. Class

26039 £125.00

Dietrich Maerz and George Stimson
HB 608 pp  photographs many in

colour

The wartime products of over twenty
manufacturers of crosses and
Wiederholungsspangen are described in
meticulous and thorough detail.
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 ILLUSTRATED WAR
REPORTS: TRENCH WARFARE

Contemporary Combat Images
from the Great War

28237 £2.99

Bob Carruthers
Softback 128 pages illustrated

throughout
Published Price £12.99

Following the time frame of the Great
War, drawings and illustrations show a
range of combatants from throughout the
commonwealth fighting Germans, Italians
and Turks. Many were used to illustrate
ether a remarkable act of heroism or those
who received medals for their bravery.

 IMAGES OF WAR: CHIANG
KAI-SHEK VERSUS TSE-TUNG

The Battle for China 1946-1949

28055 £3.99

Philip Jowett
Softback, 160 pages

Published Price £14.99

This volume in the Images of War series is
the first photographic history of the
Chinese Civil War, fought between
Chiang Kai-sheks Nationalists and the
Communists of Mao Tse-tung, which
decided the future of modern China.

 IMAGES OF WAR: SS
SPECIALIST UNITS IN

COMBAT

28272 £3.99

Bob Carruthers
Softback, 160 pages

Published Price £14.99

This is a great source of images regarding
SS elite units in WWII.

 IMAGES OF WAR: THE
FRENCH ARMY AT VERDUN

27161 £3.99

Ian Sumner
Softback, 160 pages

Published Price £14.99

Excellent images that show a good picture
of what the French Army was going
through during Battle of Verdun.

 IMAGES OF WAR: THE RED
BARON

28236 £3.99

Barry Pickthall
Softback 104 pages

Published Price £12.99

A collection of images offers a perspective
on the Baron himself, as well as a number
of his adversaries from the Allied side of
the line.

 IN GOOD FAITH, THE
HISTORY OF THE 4.SS-

POLIZEI-PANZER GRENADIER
DIVISION, VOL I: 1939-1943

7008 £60.00

Friedrich Husemann
Hardback 436pp, with 40 pp of b/w
photographs, 34 mostly full-page

maps and 78pp of appendices,

The Polizei-Division (Police Division), as
it wa originaly called, was one of the
lesser-known combat formations of the
Waffen-SS. It was formed in October
1939 and was composed primarily of
police officers, who volunteered to join the
division, and it served almost exclusively
on the Eastern Front until the end of the
war, where it eventually was equipped as a
Panzergrenadier-Division (mechanized
division).

 IN NAPOLEON’S SHADOW
The Memoirs of Louis-Joseph

Marchand, Valet and Friend of the
Emperor 1811-1821

28269 £7.99

Proctor Patterson Jones
Softback, 792 pages
Published Price £25

Along with General Bertrand's memoirs,
Louis-Joseph Marchand's memoirs are the
best account of the Emperor Napoleon's
exile in St. Helena. Serving as valet to
Napoleon, Marchand traces the path of the
Emperor from his high point to his first
exile in Elba and later exile on St. Helena.
Marchand's intimate acquaintance with the
Emperor dates from his service on Elba.
The tragic details of the Hundred Days and
the flight from France after Waterloo are
recounted by a literate and knowledgeable
man who fully realised he was writing
about an era and a leader of great import.

 IN THE SHADOW OF HELL
Ypres Sector 1914-1918

28355 £2.99

Paul Chapman
Softback 192 pages

Published Price £9.95

Almost every regiment in the British
Army of 1914-1918 at one time detrained
or marched through Poperinghe.
Affectionately known as 'Pop', it became
well-known as the birthplace of Talbot
House, but was better known by the
soldiers for being a place where they could
relax, eat, drink and generally enjoy
themselves when out of the line.
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 INFANTERIE ACES INFANTERIE ACES

9036 £55.00

Hardback  viii + 525pp with130 b/w
photos and 16 maps

by Franz Kurowskiby Franz Kurowski
Hardback  viii + 525pp with130 b/w

photos and 16 maps

THE INFANTRY ASSAULT
BADGES

12781 £75.00

Sascha Weber
HB 250 pp 1000+ pictures

This book is the first work specifically
devoted to an in depth study of the
Infantry Assault Badge, one of the best
recognised awards of the German military
during World War Two. Already highly
acclaimed in its German version, the
English edition is an important and
indispensable addition to every collector’s
library.
 INFANTRY TRAINING: RIFLE

AND BAYONET 1954
Produced for The West African

Command

25714 £4.99

The War Office
SB 63+6 pp. line drawings throught

2018 N&MP Reprint of 1954
Original Edition

Published Price £6.99

A highly illustrated War Office training
manual for the raw native recruit,
produced in 1954 for the West African
Command (the WAC disbanded in 1956).
Postwar plans to raise an infantry division
in West Africa as part of a British strategic
reserve were not realised due to lack of
government funding, An interesting
artefact from the last days of colonial
Africa, reproduced from the original WO
Library copy.

 INSTRUCTIONS REGARDING
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR

HONOURS AND AWARDS (1918)

1572 £2.99

Military Secretarys Branch - General HQ
SB 38pp

Published Price £5.50

A must for all medal collectors and family
historians, the exact official details of how
a British gallantry decoration could be
awarded during the Great War and to
whom, and the circumstances necessary to
win an award. All branches of military
service are included including awards to
women.

THE INSTRUMENTS OF
BATTLE

The Fighting Drummers and
Buglers of the British Army from
the Late 17th Century to Present

Day

28286 £6.99

James Tanner
Hardback, 288 pages
Published Price £25

Both informative and entertaining this is
the hitherto somewhat neglected story, and
role of the British Army's fighting
drummers and buglers.
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 INTER-SERVICE
AMMUNITION & AMMUNITION
PACKAGE MARKINGS 1960-61

25707 £38.00

War Office-Admiralty-Air Miinistry
SB 626 pp. Colour technical line

drawings throughout  2018 N&MP
Reprint of 1960-61 Original Edition

Published Price £65

A colour reproduction of the official
annotated handbook issued by the Joint
Ammunition Markings Sub-Committee, a
treasure trove of useful information
covering this subject, from small arms,
grenades, mines, through to guided
missiles and the atom bomb. A rare
survival from the Cold War that was
preserved at the MOD Pattern Room
Library. A must for all collectors of
military equipment, and an important core
reference source.

THE IRON MARSHALL
A Biography of Louis N Davout -

The Napoleonic Library

28267 £5.99

John G. Gallaher
Hardback, 420 pages
Published Price £25

Davout’s talent for war along with his
reputation as a stern disciplinarian earned
him the title "The Iron Marshal". He is
ranked along with Masséna and Lannes as
one of Napoleon's finest commanders. His
loyalty and obedience to Napoleon were
absolute. He fought at many of the great
battles of the Napoleonic Wars, including
Austerlitz, Eylau, Wagram and Borodino.
However, he is most famously
remembered for the Battle of Auerstedt in
1806 where his single corps encountered
and defeated the main Prussian army
which was more than twice as numerous.
This is a classic study of the soldier who
interestingly directed the gallant, but
hopeless, defence of Paris after Waterloo.

 IRON TIMES WITH THE
GUARDS

20585 £7.99

By an “O. E.” (Pseudonym of Lt. G. P. A.
Fildes, Coldstream Guards)

2016 N&M Press reprint (original
pub 1918).  SB.xv+ 358 pp

Published Price £14.50

An anonymous (at the time of first
publication) personal account by an Old
Etonian officer in the 1st Coldstream
Guards who served on the western front
from 1915-17; and saw action -
realistically described, - at Festubert,
Ypres and the Somme.

 ISANDLWANA
How The Zulus Humbled the

British Empire

24671 £5.99

Adrian Greaves
HB, 224 pp

Published Price £25

With the aid of recently discovered papers
and diaries of battle survivors, Adrian
Greaves, an authority on the Zulu Wars,
presents a fresh account of Isandlwana, the
battle in which the Zulus humbled the
mighty British Empire and wiped out most
of Lord Chemsford’s invading army.

 JOCHEN PEIPER.
Commander of Panzer-Regiment

“Leibstandarte”.

2785 £95.00

by  Patrick Agte
Hardback 500+ pages, with 800+

photos

The accomplished author of Michael
Wittmann has exceeded even his previous
high standards of scholarship and research
with this superb biography of one of
Germany’s foremost Panzer commanders.
This book is packed with information and
first-hand accounts. The full details of
Peiper’s outstanding military career and
controversial death. This will be the
definitive work on Peiper.

 JOHNNY GET YOUR GUN
A Personal Narrative of the
Somme, Ypres and Arras

25403 £2.99

John F. Tucker
19.99Hardback, 207 pages

Published Price £19.99

Boy soldier John Tucker was just
seventeen when he enlisted in the
Kensington Regiment 1914, patriotic and
naive. He survived three years in the
trenches, going through the battles of the
Somme, Arras, Cambrai and third Ypres
(Passchendaele). He goes into graphic
detail of some of the horrors of war that he
witnessed, such as the sight of dead and
wounded soldiers. He was wounded
seriously in 1918 in the Beaurains-Tilloy
sector; being hit by a piece of shrapnel
which penetrated his lung, and was left for
dead by his comrades, until finally being
evacuated to blighty

JOMINI’s LIFE OF NAPOLEON
Volume 1

27965 £22.00

Baron Jomini. Translated from the French
by H W Halleck.

2019 N&M Press reprint (original
pub 1864). SB. 414pp.

JOMINI’s LIFE OF NAPOLEON
Volume 2

27966 £22.00

Baron Jomini. Translated from the French
by H W Halleck.

2019 N&M Press reprint (original
pub 1864). SB. 450pp.

JOMINI’s LIFE OF NAPOLEON
Volume 3

27967 £22.00

Baron Jomini. Translated from the French
by H W Halleck.

2019 N&M Press reprint (original
pub 1864). SB. 414pp.

The name of the author, Baron Jomini, is
familiar to every military reader. As a
writer on strategy and the tactics of battles,
or the application of military science to the
practical operations of the campaign and
battlefield, he had few equals. His works
have long been studied and read as
textbooks by military students of every
country. Prior to the American Civil War,
the translated writings of Jomini were the
only works on military strategy that were
taught at the United States Military
Academy at West Point. His ideas
permeated the Academy and shaped the
basic military thinking of its graduates.
The regular army officers who became the
general officers for both the Union and the
Confederacy in the Civil War began by
following Jominian principles. His ‘Life of
Napoleon’, though less of a technical
character than most of his other works, is
regarded as his masterpiece.

 MAXIM GUN AND SMALL
ARMS: NOMENCLATURE OF

PARTS, STRIPPING,
ASSEMBLING, ACTIONS, JAMS,

MISFIRE, FAILURES AND
INSPECTION 1911

25717 £4.99

Ordnance College
SB 69pp with line diagrams

throughout 2018 N&MP Reprint of
January 1915 Revised Original

Edition
Published Price £6.99

This technical manual is illustrated with
good clear plates for maintenance and
repair; they number in detail the
components in each gun described.
Published in May 1911 for the Ordnance
College.

JOMINI’s LIFE OF NAPOLEON
Volume 4

27968 £22.00

Baron Jomini. Translated from the French
by H W Halleck.

2019 N&M Press reprint (original
pub 1864). SB. 435pp.

THE JUTLAND SCANDAL
The Truth about the First World

War’s Greatest Sea Battle

28006 £7.99

Vice-Admiral Harper, Admiral Bacon
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

This is a modern omnibus volume which
combines two books published in the
1920's about the naval Battle of Jutland in
1916.The first is "THE TRUTH ABOUT
JUTLAND." by Rear Admiral John
Harper who was asked to write an official
record of the battle by the then First Sea
Lord while he was still a captain.The
second is "The Jutland Scandal" by
Admiral Sir Reginald Bacon who wrote it
in response to the attempts to prevent the
publication of the so-called "Harper
Record" which Captain (later Admiral)
Harper's initially produced,this book tells
the truth about the scandal that developed
following the largest battle ever fought at
sea.
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THE KAISER’S FIRST POWs

28078 £5.99

Philip Chinnery
Softback, 191 pages

Published Price £19.99

This books describes the life and times of
prisoners and the manner in which the
Germans dealt with the problems involved
in accommodating them. Covers not just
British POW’s and not just 1914.

 KANGZHAN
Guide to Chinese Ground Forces

1937-45

26861 £7.99

Leland Ness, Bin Shih
Softback, 576 pages

Published Price £29.99

This is the first ready reference to the
organisation and armament of Chinese
ground forces during the Sino-Japanese
War of 1937–45. The work integrates
Chinese, Japanese and Western sources to
examine the details of the structure and
weapons of the period. Recent scholarship
has contributed greatly to our
understanding of China's role in the war,
but this is the first book to deal with the
bottom-level underpinnings of this
massive army, crucial to an understanding
of its tactical and operational utility.
THE KNIGHT’S CROSS OF THE

IRON CROSS

12777 £110.00

Dietrich Maerz
HB 500 pp  with over 500 pictures in

colour + diagrams & tables

Critically acclaimed volume about the
Knights Cross of the Iron Cross by
Dietrich Maerz.

 KNIGHTS OF THE BATTLE OF
BRITAIN

Luftwaffe Aircrew Awarded the
Knights Cross in 1940

28275 £4.99

Chris Goss
Hardback, 212 pages

Published Price £19.99

A good addition to any Battle of Britain
library, with comprehensive biographical
details on Knights Cross holders that are
illustrated with contemporary photos.
Details of lesser well known recipients of
this medal, such has bomber pilots, assault
pilots are welcome along many of the
more familiar names.

THE  KONIGSBERG
ADVENTURE

26139 £11.99

E. Keble Chatterton
Softback 306 pages

Published Price £16.99

In the upper reaches of the Rufiji River
delta, in what is now Tanzania, lie the
rusting remains of the Imperial German
cruiser Konigsberg and her attendant
fuelling collier Somali, both destroyed by
gunfire from Royal Navy warships during
the early months of the First World War.
The outbreak of the First World War saw
Konigsberg assume its new role of surface
raider. This lasted only a few weeks due to
a combination of coal shortages and
mechanical defects, which forced her to
seek shelter for repair in the muddy
backwaters of the Rufiji Delta. In her most
major foray, she engaged and destroyed
the British cruiser H.M.S. Pegasus at
Zanzibar on 20 September 1914, and her
captain struck the colours to avoid further
bloodshed. This volume is based entirely
on original documents and first hand
material from actual participants.

THE KRIEGSMARINE AWARDS

21140 £145.00

Sascha Weber & Gerhard Skora
HB  over 1000 pages with over 3000

pictures in full colour

This two-volume set of reference books is
the most complete work regarding the
awards of the Kriegsmarine in English
language. On over 1000 pages with over
3000 pictures in full colour you will find
the histories and detailed descriptions of
not only all of the war badges of the
Kriegsmarine (and their makers and
variations), but also the Diamonds
versions of the badges, the Navy Honour
Roll Clasp, the Narvik Shield in Gold,
cloth badge versions, and much, much
more! Rare photographs and documents
complement the information contained in
these remarkable books.

THE KRIM SHIELD

12776 £75.00

Sascha Weber
HB 140 pp 300+ pictures in colour

The respected expert Sascha Weber
describes the Krim Shield and all its
manufacturers, as well as the miniatures,
the documents and entries in the Wehrpass
and Soldbuch.

The Napoleonic Library FROM
CORUNNA TO WATERLOO

The Letters and Journals of Two
Napoleonic Hussars, 1801-1816

25357 £3.99

Gareth Glover
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

The remarkable experiences of two
British cavalry officers of the 15th
(King’s) Hussars, Major Edwin Griffith
and his nephew Captain Frederick Philips,
who fought together through the
Peninsular War and the Waterloo
campaign. Recounted in their letters home
to Wales, the exciting and informative
story does not have a happy ending, as one
of the authors died in the final climactic
battle against Napoleon’s hegemony.

 LAST THROW OF THE DICE
Bourbaki and Werder in Eastern

France 1870-71

27784 £12.99

Quintin Barry
Hardback, 310 pages

Published Price £29.95

This book recounts the last attempt by the
Government of National Defence to
reverse the outcome of the Franco-
Prussian War, as Leon Gambetta launched
the Army of the East under General
Charles Bourbaki, the former commander
of the Imperial Guard, in a desperate
attack on the German lines of
communication in south-eastern France.
The plan was that after sweeping aside the
forces opposing it, the Army of the East
would turn north to cooperate in the relief
of Paris.

 LEEDS PALS
A History of the (Service) Battalion

(1st Leeds) The Prince of Wales’
Own (West Yorkshire Regiment)

1914-1918

27880 £9.99

Laurie Milner
Hardback, 320 pages
Published Price £30

An excellent piece of work. The strength
of the book originates from the availability
of first hand accounts from surviving
members of the "Leeds Pals". It is a tale of
great tragedy, for though the Leeds Pals
took part in the final advance to victory,
their three years in France had cost them
733 men killed, 1,861 wounded and 776
missing or captured.

 LESSONS FROM THE MUD
55th (West Lancashire) Division at

the Third Battle of Ypres

28122 £14.99

Paul Knight
Softback 424 pages

Published Price £35

Carefully edited and well presented, this is
a useful addition to any Great War library,
this revisionist history attempts to destroy
the popular impression of generals
unaware of conditions in the trenches and
incapable of developing tactics to break
the slaughter of trench warfare.

 LIKE A CLIFF IN THE OCEAN

6534 £75.00

Karl Ullrich
Hardback 327pp  mono illustrations

& colour maps

This is the one-volume text history of the
division that was written by Karl Ullrich, a
Knight’s Cross recipient and commander
in the division. The text is about 50%
standard unit history and 50% first-person
accounts.

LITTLE WARS
A game for boys from twelve
years of age to one hundred
and fifty and for that more

intelligent sort of girl who likes
boys’ games and books

27930 £8.99

H G Wells
SB 111 pp + 11 full-page

Illustrations & Marginal drawings by
J R Sinclair 2019 N&MP Reprint of

1913 Original Edition
Published Price £12.99

For his work on novels like War of the
Worlds and The Island of Doctor Moreau,
British author H.G. Wells is rightly lauded
as a visionary. What often gets lost
amongst the applause for his ideas on
science fiction though is another area in
which he was a pioneer: the field of
tabletop wargaming. Which, at least as far
as we know it today, was basically
invented by Wells while he and a friend
were playing with toy soldiers.
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 LONG WEEK IN MARCH
The 36th (Ulster) Division in the

German Spring Offensive, March
1918

27915 £6.99

Michael James Nugent
Softback, 272 pages

Published Price £19.95

This book proves that although under
severe pressure, the Ulster Division with
typical obstinacy, bent, but never broke
and emerged at the beginning of April
1918 in a position to play a full part in the
final drive to the Armistice.

 LOST WINGS OF WW I
Downed airmen on the Western

Front 1914-1918

25167 £3.99

Martin W. Bowman
Hardback, 236 pp

Published Price £25

An action packed book full of thrilling
stories of the many airmen from all sides
brought down over the Western Front in
the Great War. The action does not stop
when the pilots are downed - author
Martin Bowman follows them into
captivity as PoWs, and tells the stories of
their escapes and there is a chapter on the
life and death of Nurse Edith Cavell, shot
by the Germans for aiding some of the
downed pilots.

THE LUFTWAFFE GROUND
COMBAT BADGE

12779 £65.00

Sascha Weber
HB 136 pp with 500+ Colour

photographs

Often overlooked in favour of the more
"glamorous" battle awards of the
Luftwaffe, the Ground Combat Badge
nonetheless deserves a respected place
both in the field of military awards
generally and in collections of militaria
specifically.

 LYS OFFENSIVE APRIL 1918:
BRITISH EXPEDITIONARY

FORCE

28069 £5.99

Andrew Rawson
Hardback, 204 pages

Published Price £19.99

This is an insight into the BEF s
experience during this campaign, that also
known as the Fourth Battle of Ypres. The
German objective was to capture Ypres,
forcing the British forces back to the
Channel ports and out of the war. The men
of the BEF who made a difference are
mentioned; those who led the advances,
those who stopped the counterattacks and
those who were awarded the Victoria
Cross. As with all of the BRITISH
EXPEDITIONARY FORCE this title is
briskly well-written and concentrates on
the actual war actions and not the political
aspects.

 MANUAL OF EQUIPMENT FOR
MACHINE GUN COMPANIES

1918

25716 £4.99

Ordnance Dept, Automatic Arms Division
A.E.F. 1918

SB 69pp. With 17 technical line
drawings 2018 N&MP Reprint of

1918 Original Edition
Published Price £6.99

This technical manual, is illustrated with
good clear plates for maintenance and
repair; they number in detail the
components in each gun described.
Published in May 1918 for the guidance of
Machine Gun Company commanders and
Ordnance officers in equipping and
ordering parts for MGC.
Covers the Hotchkiss machine gun model
1914.
Saint-Etienne tripod model 1915.
Hotchkiss tripod model 1916.
Gun cart model 1907.
Ammunition cart model 1907.

 MEDAL WITHOUT BAR
An English War Novel

25853 £14.99

Richard Blaker
Softback  640 pages
Published Price £22

Richard Blaker’s ‘Medal Without Bar’ is
one of the very finest novels of the Great
War. It tells the story of Cartwright, a
middle-aged man who enlists in 1914. We
follow him through training and into the
artillery and hard fighting on the Western
Front. There aren’t many better novels
about the Great War than this.

THE MEMEL MEDAL

23058 £55.00

Antonio Scapini
HB 159 pp with over 500 pictures
and photographs, most in colour.

On over 150 pages the author Antonio
Scapini presents not only all known
original variations of this now scarce
medal, but also shows all the known fakes.
The history of the medal as well as the
packages and the documents are also part
of this useful  book.

 MEMOIRS OF A RIFLEMAN
SCOUT

Major F. M. Crum

25187 £3.99

Major F. M. Crum, Adrian Gilbert
Hardback, 352 pages
Published Price £25

Frederick Crum was a Boer War veteran
who became a sniper in the First World
War. This collection of his diaries and
letters details not only his own
experiences, but the development of
sniping on the British side that eventually
overcame German dominance of the form.

 MALTA STRIKES BACK
The Story of 231 Brigade

26025 £7.99

Major R T Gilchrist (Intelligence Officer
231 Bde.)

Softback 168 pages
Published Price £11.99

Written by the Brigade Intelligence
Officer, this account covers the Defence of
Malta, training in North Africa, then
assault landings and subsequent fighting in
Sicily and Italy. This is a good Brigade
History for the Mediterranean theatre of
war.

THE MEMOIRS OF MARSHAL
FOCH

27331 £28.00

Translated by Colonel T. Bentley Mott
SB lviii+594pp 2019 N&MP Reprint

of 1931 Original Edition
Published Price £28

The memoirs of Marshal Foch are
important to the overall study of the Great
War. Written during the last years of his
life, they are personal memoirs that detail
his actions, his movements, his orders and
his thoughts, and his interpretation of
events, some that modern historians might
not altogether agree with.

 MEXICANS AT WAR
Mexican Military Aviation in the

Second World War 1941-1945

27916 £6.99

Santiago A. Flores
Softback, 232 pages

Published Price £29.95

This book introduces the reader to an
unknown Ally of the Second World War.
Few people remember that Mexico, like
Brazil, took an active part in that conflict.

 MILITARY ENGINEERING
MINING AND DEMOLITIONS

(GENERAL STAFF, 1915)

25720 £7.99

War Office
SB vii+135pp+39 technical line

drawings ( Some in part colour) 2018
N&MP Reprint of 1915  War Office

amended 1912 original edition
Published Price £15

An important official publication covering
all aspects of subterranean warfare with
much practical detail for the guidance of
mining companies of the Great War.
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 MILITARY LODGES
The Apron and the Sword or
Freemasonry Under Arms.

27856 £12.99

Robert Freke Gould
2019 N&M Press reprint (original

pub 1199). SB. xx+223pp.
Published Price £12.99

In this volume Robert Freke Gould who is
best remembered for his massive six
volume "History of Freemasonry,
examines the history of Masonry as it
relates to warfare and the military. With
useful biographies of both Naval and
Military freemasons, both British and
foreign. It is interesting to see the extent
that Freemasonry was embedded within
19th century armies.

 MILITARY UNIFORMS OF THE
NETHERLANDS 1752-1800

The Jassenboekje (the Military
Coats Book) and the drawings of
uniforms by Duncan Macalester

Loup

23081 £68.00

Drs. Joep van Hoof
HB 320 pp approx. 200 colour
reproductions of contemporary

drawings and illustrations, bound in
linen.

With the publication of this book, the
Institute and the Netherlands Army
Museum have made this remarkable part
of the Netherlands’ military heritage
accessible to a wide audience.

 MONTE CASSINO
Opening the Road to Rome

28276 £7.99

Richard Doherty
Hardback, 426 pages
Published Price £25

Over the years their have been a number
of books on the action of Monte Cassino,
however this recent title stands out from
the rest, with a well reading chronological
narrative, that is both in depth and
detailed. The research for the book was
mainly derived from the National Archives
at Kew.

THE MOST DANGEROUS
MOMENT OF THE WAR

Japan’s Attack on the Indian
Ocean 1942

28288 £5.99

John Clancy
Hardback, 208 pages

Published Price £19.99

This covers a little known chapter of the
Pacific war when the Japanese fleet
ventured west to neutralise the British
fleet, in an attempt to inflict another Pearl
Harbour. It is debatable whether this was
as Winston Churchill said, 'the most
dangerous moment of the war' however
the Indian Ocean is often treated as a
footnote to the history of World War 2, but
events there were critical to Allied
success.

 MUNITION LASSES
Six Months as Principal Overlooker

in Danger Buildings

25635 £5.99

A K Foxwell
SB 156pp. B&W Illustrations  2017

N&MP Reprint of 1917 Original
Edition

Published Price £9.99

Work at the Woolwich Arsenal from July
1916-Jan. 1917

THE MUSKETRY
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE
GERMAN INFANTRY 1887

(Schiessvorshrift fur die Infanterie)
Translated for the intelligence

Division War Office

25708 £4.99

Translated for the War Office by Colonel
C W Bowdler Bell

SB 101+23pp.with  technical line
drawings  2018 N&MP Reprint of

1887 Original Edition
Published Price £8.99

A facsimile that includes the supplement
for the German Infantry for 1887.
Musketry exercises were intended to give
the infantry instruction in shooting, to
make effective use of their firearm in
battle. As such the manual shows
important details designed to make the
infantry soldier battle-ready by the end of
his first year of service. Instruction is
subdivided into Preparatory exercises;
Target practice; Field firing; Instructional
firing; Inspection in musketry; Proving the
rifle M/61.84 and revolver M/83. Many
black powder weapons were still used,
mainly for training purposes, up to end of
the First World War.

 NANJING 1937
Battle for a Doomed City

28289 £7.99

Peter Harmsen
Hardback, 320 pages
Published Price £25

Nanjing 1937 offers a detailed account of
the most vicious campaign that was
primarily waged between the Republic of
China and the Empire of Japan that
preceded the infamous Nanjing Massacre
during the Second Sino-Japanese War.

THE NAPOLEON OPTIONS
Alternate Decisions of the

Napoleonic Wars

27864 £5.99

Jonathan North
Hardback, 304 pages

Published Price £19.99

Written by a who's-who of Napoleonic
history buffs these plausibly constructed
scenarios make for fascinating and highly
entertaining reading. The Napoleon
Options focuses on some of the pivotal
episodes of these catastrophic wars, giving
them a resounding twist, and explores in
detail an alternative sequence of historical
events.

 OPERATION ZITADELLE,
JULY 1943, THE DECISIVE

BATTLE OF WORLD WAR II

6539 £75.00

Franz Kurowski
442pp, with 44pp of b/w

photographs, 22 mostly full-page
maps and 18 pp of appendices, hb.

This book is an exciting account of one of
the most crucial battles of World War II,
Unternehmen Zitadelle (Operation
Citadel) was the last chance for the
German forces in the east to wrest
supremacy from the Red Army by cutting
off substantial numbers of their forces
inside the Kursk salient.

 NAPOLEON’S
COMMENTARIES ON THE
WARS OF JULIUS CAESAR

A New English Translation

28065 £5.99

R. A. Maguire
Hardback 144 pages

Published Price £16.99

Composed when the former Emperor was
on St. Helena this unusual title offers some
interesting criticism of Caesar's campaigns
and some insights into Napoleon's own
military thought. With hindsight Napoleon
points out several cases where a slight
change of decision would have greatly
affected history. Napoleon’s observations
are often insightful, and at times quite
astute.
The Napoleonic Library MARCH

OF DEATH
Sir John Moore’s Retreat to

Corunna 1808-1809

25967 £3.99

Christopher Summerville
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

This is the first major study of the
Corunna Campaign in English in 35 years,
it brings the campaign to life drawing
heavily on English primary sources to
describe the initial hopes and optimism of
the soldiers, their frustration and disgust
with their commander for being ordered to
retreat without fighting the French, and
then to paint vividly the hardships they
endured during the retreat.Although no
major battles were fought until the end,
when the British won at Corunna, the
author does a superb job describing the
numerous skirmishes and combats
between the British rear guard and the
French advance guard. Many pages are
devoted to the two most famous events of
the campaign -- defeat of the Chasseurs of
the Imperial Guard at Benavente (and the
capture of General Lefebvre-Desnouettes)
and the death of General Colbert at
Cacabellos (who was killed by Private
Plunkett of the 95th Rifles in an exhibition
of superb marksmanship.)

 PIONEER BATTALIONS IN
THE GREAT WAR

Organised and Intelligent Labour

25241 £2.00

K. W. Mitchinson
Softback, 336 pages

Published Price £16.99

Pioneer Battalions in the Great War traces
the reasons behind the creation of these
units, the work they performed and the
dramatic transitions many of them had to
undergo. It also examines how and why
Pioneers have never received the
recognition they deserve.
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The Napoleonic Library
MEMOIRS OF BARON VON

MUFFLING
A Prussian Officer in Napoleonic

Wars

25360 £3.99

Baron Carl von Muffling
Hardback, 560 pages
Published Price £30

The author Baron von Muffling was a
member of the Prussian General Staff who
witnessed Napoleon’s defeat of his
country at the battle of Jena in 1805 and
the French occupation of Berlin. Revenge
followed a decade later when Muffling
was present at the Emperor’s final defeat
at Waterloo.

The Napoleonic Library ON THE
ROAD WITH WELLINGTON

The Diary of a War Commissary in
the Peninsular Campaigns

25969 £3.99

A. L. F. Schaumann
Hardback, 448 pages
Published Price £25

The remarkable memoirs of August
Schaumann capture the life and adventures
of a junior officer in the British Army as
he endures the drama and agonies of the
fierce struggle in Spain, Portugal and the
south of France between 1808 and 1814.
Schaumann took part in Sir John Moore’s
ill-fated campaign in Spain, was present at
the ‘bloody battle of Talavera’, witnessed
the battle of Bussaco and invasion of
Portugal, fought at Fuentes d‘Onoro and
Vittoria, and accompanied the Allied
forces into France itself in 1814.

The Napoleonic Library
WATERLOO LETTERS

A Collection of Accounts from
Survivors of the Campaign of 1815

25338 £3.99

H. T. Siborne
Hardback, 415 pages
Published Price £25

This classic collection of accounts of
Waterloo from those who were there was
assembled in the 1840s when Captain
William Sibourne was building his famous
model diorama of the battle. The 180
letters sent to Sibourne cover every aspect
of the struggle, including witnesses from
the General Staff, cavalry, infantry and
artillery, and are an invaluable record of
the culminating conflict of the Napoleonic
wars.

 NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY: THE
CAMPAIGN OF 1812 IN RUSSIA
A Prussian Officer’s Account from
the Russian Imperial Headquarters

27165 £3.99

Carl von Clausewitz
Hardcover, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

The Russian campaign of 1812 raised
many questions which continue to be
debated to this day and Clausewitz’s
considered account has long been regarded
as a highly valuable source. His expert
analysis of the Battle of Borodino
indicates that he was heavily involved in
the engagement as a staff officer, whose
duties entailed his constant travelling
round the battlefield. He was present at the
secret Convention of Tauroggen, and his
account of this important treaty and its
effect in bringing about the defection of
the Prussian corps from the French is
unique.

 NAVAL LONG SERVICE
MEDALS 1830-1990.

6034 £19.95

by Kenneth Douglas-Morris.
SB. 324pp. 18 b/w plates and

colour plate of ribbons

The result of over 20 years of diligent
research. Detailed rolls for each type,
including Reserves. With the exception of
the VC, this is probably the most detailed
study ever published about a single award
and its offshoots.

 NAVAL POLICY BETWEEN
THE WARS: 2 VOLUME SET
VOL I: The Period of Anglo-

American Antagonism 919-1929;
Vol II: The Period of Reluctant

Rearmament 1930-1939

28016 £11.99

Stephen Roskill
Softback, 672 pages and 544 pages

respectivley
Published Price £39.98

The two volumes of this work still
constitute the only authoritative study of
the broad geo-political, economic and
strategic factors behind the inter-war
development of the Royal Navy and, to a
great extent, that of its principal rival, the
United States Navy. Roskill conceived the
work as a peacetime equivalent of the
official naval histories, filling the gap
between the First World War volumes and
his own study of the Navy in the Second.
As such it is marked by the extensive use
of British and American sources, from
which Roskill extracted shrewd and
balanced conclusions that have stood the
test of time.

 NELSON’S VICTORY
250 Years of War and Peace

27603 £4.99

Brian Lavery
Hardback, 208 pages

Many books have been written about
Victory but none like this, which tells the
full story of the ship since she first took to
the waters in May 1765. It contains many
surprises that she was almost wrecked on
her launch; that diplomacy conducted
onboard her played a crucial role in
provoking Napoleon s invasion of Russia
in 1812; and that in 1914 Kaiser Wilhelm
set the First World War in motion at a
desk made from her timbers.

THE NINTH QUEEN’S ROYAL
LANCERS 1936-45

The Story of an Armoured
Regiment In Battle

27697 £25.00

SB xxxi+359pp with Maps &
Illustrations (Some n Colour) 2020
N&MP Reprint of Original Edition

This a very good WW2 Regimental
History of a fine fighting unit that formed
part of the the 1st Armoured Division. The
regiment's battle honours for the Second
World War were as follows: Somme 1940,
Withdrawal to Seine, North-West Europe
1940, Saunnu, Gazala, Bir el Aslagh, Sidi
Rezegh 1942, Defence of Alamein Line,
Ruweisat, Ruweisat Ridge, El Alamein,
Tebaga Gap, El Hamma, El Kourzia,
Tunis, Creteville Pass, North Africa 1942
-43, Coriano, Capture of Forli, Lamone
Crossing, Pideura, Defence of Lamone
Bridgehead, Argenta Gap, Italy 1944-45.
Good Appendices with full Roll of Honour
including POWs,Honours & Awards, with
Citations for other ranks,Officers Service,
Ect.,complete this fine work.

 NOTES ON GUNNERY FOR
DEFENSIVELY ARMED
MERCHANT VESSELS,

TRAWLERS AND DRIFTERS
1918

25721 £4.99

R.N. Gunnery School
SB 48pp. line drawings throughout

2018 N&MP Reprint of January 1918
Original Edition

Published Price £6.99

Official R.N. Gunnery School handbook
drawn up for the information of Masters
and Trained Gunnery Ratings of
defensively armed merchant vessels.
Valuable information covering: General
instructions; Instructions for drill and
practice; Sighting; Care and maintenance;
Drill for all guns; Single gun control;
Single gun anti-aircraft control;
Ammunition; Hints on shooting; Notes on
the submarine.

 OMAN’S ATLAS OF THE
PENINSULAR WAR

A Complete Colour Assembly of all
Maps & Plans from Sir Charles

Oman’s History of the Peninsular
War

20674 £12.99

Drawn by V B Darbyshire
SB Atlas of all 98 maps & plans from

Oman’s History of the Peninsular
War

Published Price £18.99

A full assembly of all 98 colour maps and
plans (plus 7 in black and white) from Sir
Charles Oman’s History of the Peninsular
War. The maps are in chronological order
and include the famous such as “Ciudad
Rodrigo” and “Badajoz”, and the not so
famous such as “Battle of Espinosa,
November 11, 1808”.
The maps are full size and faithful to the
original cartography in all respects,
allowing the reader to follow the War and
its battles, campaigns and skirmishes, as
the fighting and its various phases
developed month by month, and year by
year. This is a very impressive map
collection that should be part of every
serious Napoleonic scholar’s collection.

 OPERATION FALL WEISS
German Paratroopers In The

Poland Campaign 1939

28105 £5.99

Stephan Janzyk
Hardback 175 pages Illustrated in

monochrome and colour throughout
Published Price £19.99

The author performs a workmanlike job of
spotlighting the otherwise obscure history
of German airborne forces during
September 1939.
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THE OPERATIONS OF ALLIED
ARMIES IN 1813 and 1814

7683 £9.99

Lord Berghersh
2016 N & M Press reprint (original

pub 1822). SB. xi + 366 pp with
plans of battlefields showing troop

dispositions and two maps
Published Price £25

The author of this valuable Napoleonic
memoir, Lord Berghersh, was a British
diplomat accredited to the HQ of the
Allied armies of Prussia, Russia, Austria
and Sweden which combined to defeat
Napoleon in 1813-14. Berghersh
witnessed the battles of Lutzen and
Leipzig and the final ‘campaign of France’
as the Allies harried the Emperor from
Germany into France and finally to Paris
itself where he abdicated. Berghersh saw it
all.

 OVER THE BATTLEFIELD:
OPERATION GOODWOOD

25221 £3.99

Ian Daglish
Softback, 272 pages

Published Price £14.99

The opening book of the series Over the
Battlefield sees author Ian Daglish
describing Operation GOODWOOD, the
armoured breakout from the Normandy
bridgehead. The book’s foundation are the
superb aerial photos taken by the RAF
during the battle.

THE PALL MALL MILITARY
SERIES

LETTERS ON APPLIED
TACTICS 25 Tactical Exercises
Dealing With The Operations Of
Small Detached Forces Of The

Three Arms

28163 £25.00

Major-General Griepenkerl, commandant
of the fortress of Thorn

SB xxiii+368 pp with 2 Maps  2020
N&MP Reprint of 1908 Edition.

Originally published in 1912 as part of the
valued “Pall Mall Series’ of military text
books, works that are now regarded as
classics of military theory. Intended for
serious or professional students of military
history.
This is a classic textbook that was used
used to guide the young pre-Great War
officer cadet through complicated tactical
problems, exposure to field orders, and
develop a good grasp of tactical principles

THE PALL MALL MILITARY
SERIES

The Campaign in Bulgaria 1877
- 1878

28167 £17.99

F V Greene
SB 261 pp with 10 Maps  2020
N&MP Reprint of 1903 Edition.

Originally published in 1903 as part of the
valued “Pall Mall Series’ of military text
books, works that are now regarded as
classics of military theory Intended for
serious or professional students of military
history, each volume in this sought after
series is interspersed with strategical and
tactical comments and illustrated by
numerous maps.
An instructive view of the 1877-78 war
between Russia and Turkey that led to the
liberation of Bulgaria after centuries of
Ottoman rule.

THE PALL MALL MILITARY
SERIES

WELLINGTONS CAMPAIGNS
Peninsula - Waterloo 1808 - 15,

Also Moore's Campaign Of
Corunna. For Military Students

28165 £30.00

Major-Gen  C. W.Robinson.
SB XIII+740pp with 13 Maps & 22
Plans Of battles some in colour 2020

N&MP Reprint of 1908 Edition.

A very good unabridged and voluminous
edition of Robinson's invaluable work that
was prepared for students of the Staff
College Sandhurst. The series was
published initially as three separate
volumes and later collated into this one
publication which has the benefit of a full
index, revised text, maps and plans.
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 PANZER ACES 2 PANZER ACES 2

4572 £55.00

Hardback  582pp, 100+ period
photos and maps

Franz KurowskiFranz Kurowski
Hardback  582pp, 100+ period

photos and maps

Covers the life and times of six leading
German tankers: Sepp Brandner
(Sturmgeschutz-Brigade 912); Fritz
Febmann (Panzer Aufklarungs-Abteilung
7); Kurk Knispel (schwee Panzer-
Abteilung 503); Johannes Kummel
(Panzer-Regiment 8 of the Deutsches
Afrika Korps): Karl Nikolussi-Leck (SS-
Panzer-Regiment 5 “wiking”); and,
Hermann von Oppein-Bronikowski
(Panzer Regiment 35; Panzer-Regiment
204; Panzer-Regiment 11; 20 Panzer-
Division). Each capsule biography runs at
least 50 pages and contains numerous
photos.

Covers the life and times of six leading
German tankers: Sepp Brandner
(Sturmgeschutz-Brigade 912); Fritz
Febmann (Panzer Aufklarungs-Abteilung
7); Kurk Knispel (schwee Panzer-
Abteilung 503); Johannes Kummel
(Panzer-Regiment 8 of the Deutsches
Afrika Korps): Karl Nikolussi-Leck (SS-
Panzer-Regiment 5 “wiking”); and,
Hermann von Oppein-Bronikowski
(Panzer Regiment 35; Panzer-Regiment
204; Panzer-Regiment 11; 20 Panzer-
Division). Each capsule biography runs at
least 50 pages and contains numerous
photos.

 PANZER OPERATIONS
Germany’s Panzer Group 3 During

the Invasion of Russia 1941

28290 £4.99

Hermann Hoth, Linden Lyons
Softback, 200 pages

Published Price £14.99

A useful study on how the German
leadership failed to provide adequate
logistical support to capitalise on the
breakthroughs made by the Panzer
divisions. The appendices include actual
operational orders, but this is not a memoir
- it is a master class in what happened and
how to command armour.

 PANZER SOLDIERS FOR
‘GOD’, HONOUR AND

FATHERLAND’: The History of
Panzerregiment :

Grobdeutschland”

8016 £55.00

Hans Joachim Jung
Hardback 442 pages

More than 250 period photographs, many
never published before coupled with a
first-hand history of the regiment, written
by one of its former officers.

PANZERKAMPFGRUPPE
STRACHWITZ

A PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDY OF
THE BATTLES FOR THE

“OSTSACK AND “WESTSACK”,
NARVA 1944

28362 £55.00

Michael H. Pruett
Hardback 9″ x 12″. Landscape

format with 120 pages. 145
photographs & 1 map.

This good photographic study of the
Battles for the “Ostsack” and “Westsack”,
Narva 1944, describes in text, and
excellent photographs, operations by the
Germans to reduce two bulges in the Front
at the beginning of 1944. The German
forces were commanded by the famous
German Panzerkommander, Hyazinth Graf
Strachwitz. The armor of Panzer-
Grenadier-Division “Feldherrnhalle”
participated in the operations, as did
Tigers of schwere Panzer-Abteilung
502. Famous Tiger Ace Otto Carius led his
Tiger in the fighting as he described in his
book, Tigers in the Mud.

 PANZERKRIEG

10121 £65.00

Franz Kurowski
Hardback 694  pages, more than 175

photographs and maps.

Panzerkrieg — “armored warfare” — is
an exciting recounting of the role played
by Germany’s armored forces in the epic
fighting of World War 2. While different
aspects of this subject have been covered
in other titles, it is rare to find one book
which not only captures events at an
operational level but also provides the
reader with the “human” side of the clash
of steel.
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THE “PEOPLE’S WAR” IN
FRANCE 1870-71

26145 £7.99

Col. Lonsdale Hale
Softback 300 pages

Published Price £14.99

A detailed examination of the campaign
which terminated with the German
reoccupation of Orleans. It took the
Germans many years to realise the real
significance of the stout fight which, after
the capture or annihilation of practically
the whole of the French Army, the people
of France were able to maintain during a
severe winter. The German conquest of
France and the unification of Germany
upset the European balance of power that
had existed since the Congress of Vienna
in 1815. French determination to regain
Alsace-Lorraine and fear of another
Franco-German war, along with British
apprehension about the balance of power,
became factors in the causes of World War
I. This study of the Franco-Prussian War
formed part of the ‘Pall Mall Military
Series’ devised for British Army officers
who wished to make a serious study of
their profession. Colonel Hale's argument
as to the value of a people's army as
auxiliary and supplemental to a fully
trained Regular Army looks particularly
interesting in the light of the Great War’s
recruitment, conscription and Pals
Battalions.

THE RAILWAY GAZETTE -
Special Great War Transportation

Number

27948 £14.99

2019 N & M Press reprint (of
original 1920 edition). SB. 160 pp

with B&W plates and line drawings

A facsimile copy of the special war
transportation issue of the Railway Gazette
in 1920, which covers both narrow gauge
and standard gauge lines. Supported by
maps, diagrams and period photographs.
This special issue is widely quoted as one
of the few comprehensive studies of the
directorate's colossal transport efforts,
both on the Western Front and in other
theatres of war.

PETER THE GREAT’S
REVENGE

The Russian Siege of Narva in
1704

“Century of the Soldier” Series

27984 £7.99

Boris Megorsky
Paperback 270 pages with 151 B&W
Illustrations, 15 colour Illustrations,

2 B&M Maps, 10 B&W
photographs , & 1 Table
Published Price £29.95

This another book in the “Century of the
Soldier” Series that covers the Great
Northern War era and it is by far best, the
orders of battle in the appendices are
especially useful.
If you need to know how to service siege
cannon, learn musket drill, see what an
escalade is and how to carry it out, or the
best construction for assault ladders; all
this can be learned alongside information
about troop and cavalry deployments, hard
defences and naval support.

 Serbian and Yugoslavian Orders
and Decorations

from 1859 to 1941

23085 £98.00

Pavel Car and Tomislav Muhic

624 pp with approx. 1500
photographs many in full colour.

This illustrated volume with more than
600 pages presents a detailed picture of the
development of Serbian, and later
Yugoslavian, orders, medals and
decorations between 1859 and 1941. This
spans a period starting with the first
commemorative badges of the principality
of Serbia and covers a system of awards
that reached its zenith in the later
Kingdom of Serbia. After the end of the
First World War and the creation of the
new kingdom encompassing Serbs, Croats
and Slovenes, a great diversity of medals
and decorations evolved but this ended
abruptly with the collapse of the Kingdom
of Yugoslavia in 1941.

 PHOENIX - A COMPLETE
HISTORY OF THE LUFTWAFFE

1918-1945. VOLUME 1 - THE
PHOENIX IS REBORN 1918-1934

25111 £7.99

Richard Meredith
Hardback 712 pages 115 b/w photos,

5 maps, 3 tables
Published Price £49.95

This and future volumes are destined to be
the standard works in the field. Based on
forty years of detailed research, the
Phoenix Project is a unique history of the
wartime German Luftwaffe. Going far
beyond a simple description of famous air
battles and operations the overall work
draws extensively on original documents,
secondary sources and contemporary
accounts to place the Luftwaffe within its
proper historical context, gather together
its many disparate components and
provide a hitherto unpublished balance to
its diverse activities.The structure of the
Phoenix Project is totally unique. Five
major themes run throughout the history’s
constituent volumes – (A) Strategy and
Command, (B) Ministerial Activity, (C)
Technology and Production, (D)
Infrastructure and Training, and (E)
Operations. These divisions enable the
reader to pursue particular areas of interest
throughout the overall work or to look at
the inter-relationships between the various
aspects of Luftwaffe activity.

 PHOENIX: A COMPLETE
HISTORY OF THE LUFTWAFFE

1918-1945 VOLUME 2
The Genesis of Air Power 1935

-1937

27145 £12.99

Richard Meredith
Hardcover, 924 pages

Published Price £59.99

A huge book at 924 pages Volume 2: The
Phoenix Matures 1935–1937 covers a still
neglected area, namely the early years of
post-Reichswehr development from March
1935. During this period the concept of
operativer Luftkrieg was formalised,
operational commands established, new
units and bases created, new equipment
introduced and the training of personnel
expanded. Key studies include: the
formation of the Flakartillerie, the
Luftwaffe General Staff, Luftwaffe
uniforms, the construction programme of
1935–39, the development and production
of new combat aircraft and weapons,
flying training, the Luftwaffen-Reserve,
the supply organisation, the development
of the Regiment General Goring and the
re-militarisation of the Rhineland. In
addition the Luftwaffe’s involvement in
Spain is considered in depth from initial
operations by the German volunteers to
the deployment of the Legion Condor in
the battles around Madrid and on the
Northern Front.

THE  PISTOL AT WAR
Training With Revolver and Self-

Loading Pistol

26011 £4.99

Captain E H Robinson, Bisley prize
winner 1923

SB  68pp, with diagrams
photographic plates. 2018 N&MP
Reprint of 1941 Original Edition

Published Price £6.99

The objective of this WW2 period work
was to train officers and men to handle
the .38 service revolver with sufficient
skill and confidence to defend themeless
effectively, and to hit a target in the
shortest time.

 POSEN ’45:
BASTION ON THE WARTHE

26902 £55.00

Gunther Baumann
Hardback 480 pages, 45 maps,

48 photographs, and 14
documents

This is the account of the month-long
siege of the city of Posen at the beginning
of 1945. Declared to be a Festung
(Fortress) by Hitler on January 20, its
soldiers were to defend the city to the
death. The defense of the city lay in the
hands of a collection of 15,000 German
and Latvian troops, supported by a few
Sturmgeschütze, one Tiger I, two
Panthers, one Hetzer, and a few SPWs.

 PRINZ EUGEN. THE HISTORY
OF THE 7 SS MOUNTAIN

DIVISION “PRINZ EUGEN”

9054 £55.00

by  Otto Kumm
Hardback 352 pages , 70  photos,  24

maps (3 in colour)

This tough SS mountain division fought in
Yugoslavia in a vicious war against Tito’s
partisans and later regular Russian troops
in some of the harshest terrain imaginable.
Many of the place names, such as Sarejevo
and Mostar, are familiar to anyone
following the continuing conflict in
Bosnia. This history is complete in one
volume. Overseas clients please note: Due
to excessively high wrapped weight
shipping is weighted on this title.

 PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND THE
GREAT WAR

The Generation Lost

28266 £3.99

Anthony Seldon, David Walsh
Softback, 336 pages

Published Price £14.99

This work attempts to set the record
straight on the contribution of the Public
School system during the Great War. It
includes teachers involvement as equal to
the boys, something that other books on
the subject often fail to do.

 Q-SHIPS AND THEIR STORY

26868 £9.99

E. Keble Chatterton
SB  xi+276pp with 44 illustrations  &
16 diagrams 2019 N&MP Reprint of

1923 Original Edition
Published Price £16.99

Based on interviews with many of the
protagonists this is the story of the Q-Ship,
also known as Q-Boats, decoy vessels,
special service ships, or mystery ships.
They were heavily armed merchant ships
with concealed weaponry, designed to lure
submarines into making surface attacks.
This gave Q-Ships the chance to open fire
and sink them.
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 RED CHINA
Mao Crushes Chiang’s

Kuomintang 1949

28072 £3.99

Miguel Miranda
Softback, 128 pages

Published Price £14.99

Full-scale civil war between the
Communists and the Nationalists erupted
in 1946, by the end of 1949, the
Communists controlled almost all of
mainland China, as the Nationalists
retreated to Taiwan with a significant
amount of China's national treasures and 2
million people.

 Rifle & Carabine 98
M98 Firearms of the German

Army from 1898 to 1918

26153 £95.00

Dr. Dieter Storz

Hardback 464 pages, approx. 850
photographs and illustrations

In 1898 the German army introduced a
new rifle that was to influence not only the
armament of the German armed forces
until the mid 20th century, but also that of
many other countries. This book deals in
detail with the history of M 98 rifles and
carbines in Germany between 1898 and
1918. The book relies above all on the
collections of the major military historical
museums in Germany such as the
Bayerisches Armeemuseum in Ingolstadt,
the Wehrtechnische Studiensammlung in
Koblenz and the Militärhistorisches
Museum der Bundeswehr in Dresden. The
Deutsches Historisches Museum in Berlin
and the Royal Army Museum in Brussels
also made their stocks available for this
book.This book treats in detail technical
modifications, manufacturing methods, the
organization of mass production, state-run
and private arms industry, production
figures and the problems of arms supply
during the First World War.

 ROMMEL’S SPY
Operation Condor and the Desert

War

24694 £2.99

John Eppler
SB, 218 pp

The enthralling true story behind the
movies Foxhole in Cairo and The English
Patient, this book retails the remarkable
adventures behind Allied lines of German
agent John Eppler, an Arabist convert to
Islam who was also the link between the
Nazis and anti-British Artab nationalists.

SAS
Secret War in South East Asia

28110 £3.99

Peter Dickens
Softback

Published Price £14.99

From 1963 to 1966 Britain successfully
waged a secret war to keep the Federation
of Malaysia free from domination by
Soekarno's Indonesia and by Chinese
Communists. At the forefront of this
campaign were the men of the Special Air
Service - the SAS - an elite branch of the
British military whose essence is secrecy
and whose tools are boldness, initiative,
surprise, and high skill.

 SCOUTING BY NIGHT

26016 £6.99

Fredk. G. Cook
SB  59pp, with diagrams

photographic plates. 2018 N&MP
Reprint of 1916 Original Edition

A 1916 training guide on the art of
military night scouting, originally
published by Gale & Polden. Covering
among other military scouting topics,
scouting by night between the trenches
and the open, and around typical farm
buildings. This type of guide was
produced and sold during the Great War to
supplement official Army handbooks. The
information contained although rather
‘gung-ho’ would have been most useful
when making trench raids at night.

THE  SEA RAIDERS

26138 £9.99

E. Keble Chatterton
Softback 288 pages

Published Price £16.9

Plunging through the ocean waves with
guns at the ready, the surface raiders were
a disparate assemblage of ships. collected
to intercept enemy supplies during the
Great War, they plundered merchant
vessels; boarding or sinking them for their
resources. The Author had the privilege of
the Admiralty’s permission to examine the
appropriate documents in the Admiralty
archives. He also obtained information in
certain cases from those who took part.

 SECURING THE NARROW SEA
The Dover Patrol 1914-1918

27884 £5.99

Steve R Dunn
Hardback, 288 pages
Published Price £25

The Dover Patrol was a Royal Navy
command of the First World War, notable
for its involvement in the Zeebrugge Raid
on 22 April 1918. It formed a separate unit
of the Royal Navy based at Dover and
Dunkirk for the duration of the First World
War. Its primary task was to prevent
enemy German shipping—chiefly
submarines—from entering the English
Channel en route to the Atlantic Ocean.

 SELECTIONS FROM THE
DISPATCHES AND GENERAL
ORDERS OF FIELD MARSHAL
THE DUKE OF WELLINGTON

27329 £18.99

Lt. Col. John Gurwood
SB  xliv+939pp, 2019 N&MP Reprint

of 1841 Original Edition
Published Price £38

An important tightly typeset selection of
dispatches that include Wellington’s
campaigns in India, the Peninsular War
and the Waterloo campaign, complete with
an abstract of Wellington’s services. This
is a fantastic resource of material for the
student of the Napoleonic wars.

THE SERVICE DAGGERS OF
THE SS

23149 £120.00
HB 447 pp With Slipcase

English text version of the highly
acclaimed German language title. A "must
have" for any SS-Dagger collector. On
417 pages with more than 1200
photographs and illustrations the service
daggers of the SS, including the Röhm
Dagger and the Himmler Dagger, are
explained in detail. Numerous examples of
daggers of all time periods and a special
chapter dedicated to the chained daggers
make this book an invaluable addition to
each library.

 SHENANDOAH VALLEY
CAMPAIGN 1861-1862

A Study Of The Strategy And
Tactics

26020 £4.99

Lieut. Col. A. Kearsey
70 pp with six sketch maps 2018
N&MP Reprint of c1932 Original

Edition
Published Price £7.99

This is one of a series of studies on
campaigns and battles by Lt Col Kearsey,
designed to help the student of military
history, particularly those studying for
Staff College, and for promotional
examinations on Military History. This
account was intended for officers studying
Jackson's audacious Valley Campaign
during the American Civil War, and
considers the battles of Bull Run,
Kernstown, McDowell, Winchester, Cross
Keys and Port Republic. This work is the
result of a very great deal of study by a
respected and decorated British Army
officer who served in the Second Boer
War and the First World War.

 WINGED CRUSADERS
The Exploits of 14 Squadron RFC

and RAF 1915-1945

24311 £3.99

Michael Napier
HB, 256 pp

Published Price £25

Formed a century ago in 1915, 14
Squadron is one of the RAF’s most senior
squadrons. Based in the Middle East for its
first thirty years, 14 played a previously
unrecorded part in that troubled region’s
history in both world wars. Author
Michael Napier has gathered much
fascinating material to present a unique
history.

 SHIP DECORATION 1630-1780

28213 £8.99

Andy Peters
Hardback, 320 pages
Published Price £30

This well produced book, written by
professional carver Andrew Peters, is a
treatise on the ship carver's work during
the heyday of Ship decoration. The
evolution of the styles among the major
seafaring navies and merchant ships is
compared and contrasted. The photographs
and illustrations are very good.

 SHOOTING TO LIVE
With The One-Hand Gun

25679 £8.50

Captain WE Fairbairn & Captain EA
Sykes

SB 96pp+ plates 2017 N&MP Reprint
of 1942 Original Edition

Actual incidents provided the basis for this
instruction manual on life-or-death close-
quarters shootouts with the pistol. The
emphasis is on training to fight with no
notice, at very close ranges, in poor
lighting and in unexpected environments.
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 SHOT IN THE TOWER
The Story of the Spies Executed in
the Tower of London During the

First World War

28356 £3.99

Leonard Sellers
Softback 224 pages

Published Price £14.99

The grimly fascinating story of the dozen
German spies shot in the Tower of London
in the Great War. The author, a former
Policeman, has nosed out the full truth
about this long hidden series of
executions.

 Siege! Six Epic Eastern Front
Assaults of World War Two

10122 £45.00

Patrick McTaggart
Hardback 240 pages, more than 70

photographs and maps.

With Siege! the author, Pat McTaggart,
has focused on six of the lesser-known
sieges of WW II: The bitter defense of the
Brest Litovsk Fortress by the Russians in
1941; the frozen Hell of Fortress Kholm –
which held out against numerous Russian
attacks; the complex operations to capture
the highly fortified Sevastopol peninsula;
the betrayal of the gallant Hungarian and
German defenders of Budapest; the
tragedy of Königsberg and the hard-
fought, successful defense of Breslau,
which held out until after the official
German surrender.

 Sir Charles Oman’s History Of
The Art of War in the Middle Ages

Complete in 2 volumes

25081 £25.00

Sir Charles William Chadwick
Oman

2 Volume set SB 326 pp + 458 pp
with Maps ,Plans and Illustrations

2017 N&MP Reprint of  1924
Original Edition

Published Price £45

Sir Charles Oman’s classic two-volume
history of warfare in the Middle Ages is
the key work for understanding the
changing face of battle as it was tested,
refined and transformed through centuries
of upheaval. Both scholarly and accessible
this is wonderful account, from a gifted
writer, of the characteristic strategies,
tactics, military organisation, and of the
developments in war that took place
during the Middle Ages.

Sir Charles Oman’s The History of
the Art of War in the Sixteenth

Century

25087 £22.00

Sir Charles William Chadwick Oman
2017 N & M Press reprint (of

original 1937 edition). SB. xv + 784
pp with 33 maps  & 12 plates

Published Price £32

The best account of sixteenth-century
warfare, by the author of A History of the
Peninsular War, this is an unrivalled
account of sixteenth-century warfare in
which Sir Charles Oman covers the Great
Wars of 1494-1559; Henry VIII’s
continental wars; the French Wars of
Religion, 1562-98; the Dutch War of
Independence, 1568-1603; and the Turkish
offensive against Christendom.
Contemporary maps illustrate many of the
actions, and add to the value of this
brilliant and lucid history of the art of war.

 SOE IN FRANCE: AN
ACCOUNT OF THE WORK OF

THE BRITISH SPECIAL
OPERATIONS EXECUTIVE IN

FRANCE 1940-1944  History of the
Second World War

26146 £28.00

MRD Foot
SB  xxvii+550pp, with illustrations

& maps ( in spot colour)  2019
N&MP Reprint of 1966 Original

Edition

As part of the HMSO History of the
Second World War series, the text is
highly authoritative and supported by
plates and four coloured maps.

 SOLDIERS OF THE
LEIBSTANDARTE : SS-

Brigadefuhrer Wilhelm Mohnke
and 62 Soldiers of Hitler’s Elite

DIvision

10781 £95.00

Thomas Fischer
HB. 354pp. B&W photographs

Definitive history of one of the war’s most
notorious units, the Leibstandarte Adolf
Hitler, which expanded from Hitler’s
personal bodyguards to a Waffen SS
Panzer and Grenadier division. With
hundreds of previously unpublished
photos, award decorations, and based on
the author’s interviews with veterans, this
is essential reading for all WW2
enthusiasts.

 SOLDIERS OF THE WAFFEN SS
- MANY NATIONS ONE MOTTO

2788 £92.00

by Marc Rikmenspoel
Hardback   480 pages, 800 b/w

photos

Extensive photo coverage, with detailed
captions, of the Waffen SS, from the
common soldier in the field to well-known
personalities. Includes many photos of
foreign volunteers and also features many
pictures of armour and equipment. Most
of the photos are either prev iously
unpublished, rare or captioned correctly
for the first time. A carefully researched
book which will become a classic on the
Waffen SS.
 SOLDIERS ON TWO WHEELS

Motorcycles in the Austrian
Federal Army of the First Republic

(1920–1938)

23083 £68.00

Dr. Walter Blasi
HB 320 pp C.350 photographs and

illustrations, linen-bound with a
protective cover

This 320-page illustrated work is
dedicated to an unexplored chapter in
Austria’s vehicular history, namely the use
of motorcycles in the military. The time
span reaches from 1903 and the first
deployment of two-wheeled vehicles on
manoeuvres in the k.u.k. Army, through
the Federal Army of the First Republic and
the Austrian motorcycles deployed
between 1938 and 1945, right up to the
demise of the despatch rider in 2008 in
Austria’s Second Federal Army. The text
is complemented by numerous
contemporary photographs as well as
graphics and colour photographs of
historical motorcycles related to the
military from private collections.

 SOMME 1916
Success and Failure on the First
Day of the Battle of the Somme

27016 £6.99

Paul Kendall
Hardback, 320 pages
Published Price £30

Structured balanced and fact-driven this
new examination of the First Day of the
Battle of the Somme it is a top addition to
any “Somme Library”.

THE SOMME BATTLEFIELDS
A Guide to the Cemeteries and

Memorials of the Battlefields of the
Somme 1914-18

24948 £18.00

Michael Scott
A Naval & Military Press Softback of

386 pages
Colour photography of cemeteries

and memorials throughout
Published Price £28

An introduction to the battlefields of the
Somme through the cemeteries and the
memorials. Every cemetery within which
is buried a man recorded by the CWGC is
covered. The story of the cemetery, the
local memorials and information of the
lives and war experiences of some of those
buried in each cemetery is told.

THE SOMME CAMPAIGN

25509 £4.99

Andy Rawson
Hardback,306 pages
Published Price £25

Every aspect of the bloodiest battle ever
fought by the British Army is examined in
this searching book, which compiles
information from a multitude of sources to
portray each phase of the Somme
offensive, from the disastrous opening day
to the long, slow battle of attrition to wear
the enemy down. A comprehensive effort
by an experienced author. The aim is to
provide a military history of the Somme
campaign mostly free of the sentiment of
endless first person and diary accounts of
how traumatic it a was as there are many
such books available for that.
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 SOMME HARVEST.
Memories of a PBI in the Summer

of 1916.

5439 £6.99

by Giles EM Eyre.
2001 reprint ,original 1938. SB.
262pp. New introduction by Col

Terry Cave.
Published Price £9.95

A very gutsy description of two months
intensive fighting from May to July 1916 -
Loos, Bazentin and Pozieres - by a
rifleman of 2nd KRRC, 2nd Brigade, 1st
Division. He was taken prisoner.

 SOMME OFFENSIVE: MARCH
1918: BRITISH

EXPEDITIONARY FORCE

28076 £5.99

Andrew Rawson
Hardback, 264 pages

Published Price £19.99

An account of the British Expeditionary
Force’s defensive battle on the Somme in
March and April of 1918. It starts with the
huge German offensive along a 60 mile
front on 21 March. Third and Fifth Armies
then had to make a series of fighting
withdrawals in which some battalions had
to fight their way out while others were
overrun. This follows the now established
Rawson style of a chronological overall
order, with army, corps and division
events going from north to South.

THE SPECIAL CAMPAIGN
SERIES:

THE RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
1904 to 1905: The Campaign in

Manchuria,
Second Period The Decisive Battles

22nd Aug to 17 Oct 1904

27675 £18.50

Captain F R Sedgwick RA
SB viii+347pp. with 26 Maps (In

colour) 2020 N&MP Reprint of 1912
Edition

Part of the acclaimed “Special Campaign”
series of works intended for serious
professional students of military history
each volume is interspersed with
strategical and tactical comments and
illustrated by numerous sketches.
This was the first major military victory in
the modern era of an Asian power over a
European one. Military scholars continue
to debate the historical significance of the
war. Good coverage is given to the Battle
of Liaoyang.Post-war reports conclusively
illustrated the battlefield destructiveness of
this conflict. This  was the first time the
tactics of entrenched positions for infantry
defended with machine guns and artillery
became vitally important. Both would
become dominant factors in World War I.
Even though entrenched positions had
already been a significant part of both the
Franco-Prussian War and the American
Civil War, it is now apparent that the high
casualty counts, and the tactical lessons
readily available to observer nations, were
completely disregarded in preparations for
war in Europe, and during much of the
course of World War I.

 ALBUERA 1811
The Bloodiest Battle of the

Peninsular War

26246 £2.99

Guy C Dempsey
Softback, 336 pages

Published Price £15.99

On 16 May 1811, the small town of
Albuera was the setting for one of the
Peninsular War’s most bloody and
desperate battles. A combined Spanish,
British and Portuguese force of more than
30,000 men, under the command of Lord
Beresford, stubbornly blocked the march
of the French field marshal Soult, who was
trying to reach the fortress of Badajoz, 12
miles north. Beresford, who defended
himself with his bare hands against a
Polish lancer, was victorious, but at the
cost of 6,000 Allied deaths and 7,000
French in just four hours. This book
balances the traditional Anglo-centric bias
by paying equal attention to Spanish,
Portuguese, French, Polish and German
soldiers who fought there.

THE SPECIAL CAMPAIGN
SERIES: 1859 MAGENTA AND

SOLFERINO

27676 £14.50

Colonel H C Wylly
SB xvi+233pp. with 5 Maps  2019

N&MP Reprint of 1907 Edition

Part of the acclaimed “Special Campaign”
series of works intended for serious
professional students of military history
each volume is interspersed with
strategical and tactical comments and
illustrated by numerous sketches.
The engagement between France and
Austria, during the second war of Italian
independence, on the 4th of June 1859 at
Magenta, and the decisive engagement in
that war the Battle of Solferino on the 24
June 1859 were crucial steps in Italian
unification.
Solferino interestingly was the last major
battle in world history where all the armies
were under the personal command of their
monarchs, approximately 300,000 soldiers
fought in the important battle, the largest
since the Battle of Leipzig in 1813. There
were about 130,000 Austrian troops and a
combined total of 140,000 French and
allied Piedmontese troops. After the battle,
the Austrian Emperor refrained from
further direct command of the army.
The war's geopolitical context was the
nationalist struggle to unify Italy, which
had long been divided among France,
Austria, Spain and numerous independent
Italian states.

WITH WELLINGTON’S
HUSSARS IN THE PENINSULA

AND AT WATERLOO
The Journal of Lieutenant
George Woodberry, 18th

Hussars

28082 £6.99

Gareth Glover
Hardback 256 pages
Published Price £25

What is most remarkable is that Lieutenant
Woodberry found time to record events at
length in his journal almost every single
day. This enables the reader to trace
accurately the movements of the 18th
Hussars and Wellington s army in general
with precision. It also provides an insight
into life on campaign in Spain, France and
Belgium with the British Army of the
early nineteenth century

THE SPECIAL CAMPAIGN
SERIES: 1904 THE RUSSO-

JAPANESE WAR
First period-The Concentration

27679 £14.50

Captain F R Sedgwick RFA
SB xi+202pp with 12 Maps (Some in
colour)  2020 N&MP Reprint of 1909

Edition.

Part of the acclaimed “Special Campaign”
series of works intended for serious
professional students of military history,
each volume is interspersed with
strategical and tactical comments and
illustrated by numerous sketches.
The Russo-Japanese War was fought
during 1904 and 1905 between the
Russian Empire and the Empire of Japan
over rival imperial ambitions in Manchuria
and Korea.
The major theatres of operations were the
Liaodong Peninsula and Mukden in
Southern Manchuria and the seas around
Korea, Japan and the Yellow Sea. The
Battles of Yalu, Nanshan, Telissu,
Tashichiao, Hsimucheng, and the Battle on
the East Front, 31st of July all receive
good coverage.
Russia suffered multiple defeats by Japan,
but Tsar Nicholas II was convinced that
Russia would win and chose to remain
engaged in the war. The complete victory
of the Japanese military surprised world
observers. The consequences transformed
the balance of power in East Asia. It was
the first major military victory in the
modern era of an Asian power over a
European one. Military scholars continue
to debate the historical significance of the
war.

 YPRES 1914: LANGEMARCK
Battleground Early Battles

27878 £3.99

Jack Sheldon, Nigel Cave
Softback, 176 pages

Published Price £12.99

When, in October 1914, the newly created
German Fourth Army attacked west to
seize crossings over the Yser, prior to
sweeping south in an attempt to surround
the BEF, two things prevented it. To the
north, it was the efforts of the Belgian
army, reinforced by French troops,
coupled with controlled flooding of the
polders but, further south, the truly heroic
defence of Langemarck, for three days by
the BEF and then by the French army, was
of decisive importance. The village stood
as a bulwark against any further advance
to the river or the town of Ypres. Here the
German regiments bled to death in the face
of resolute Allied defence and any
remaining hope of forcing a decision in the
west turned to dust.

THE SPECIAL CAMPAIGN
SERIES: THE CAMPAIGN IN

BOHEMIA 1866
(Austro-Prussian War or The

Seven Weeks' War)

28135 £14.50

Lt-Col G J R Glunicke
SB xvi+221 pp with 14 Maps & Plans
2020 N&MP Reprint of 1907 Edition.

Part of the acclaimed “Special Campaign”
series of works intended for serious
professional students of military history,
each volume is interspersed with
strategical and tactical comments and
illustrated by numerous sketches.

Tactical account of the lightning six-week
war between Austria and Prussia that led
to the decisive Prussian victory at
Königgrätz and the end of Austria’s
domination of Germany by a Prussian
hegemony. This was the first war between
two major continental powers in seven
years; it used many of the same
technologies as the Second Italian War of
Independence, including railways to
concentrate troops during mobilisation and
telegraphs to enhance long-distance
communication. The Prussian Army used
von Dreyse's breech-loading needle gun,
which could be rapidly loaded while the
soldier was seeking cover on the ground,
whereas the Austrian muzzle-loading rifles
could only be loaded slowly, and generally
from a standing position.

 GALLANT COUNTY
The Regiments of Gloucestershire

in the Great War

28080 £5.99

Robin Grist
Hardback 288 pages
Published Price £25

Published coincide with the centenary of
the Armistice, this is a history the two
regiments of Gloucestershire in the Great
War. These were, first, The
Gloucestershire Regiment, which achieved
a record haul of twenty-four Military
Medals in one day at Festubert in April
1918 during the Germans’ final and most
critical offensive. Second, The Royal
Gloucestershire Hussars, a Yeomanry
Regiment that was heavily engaged at
Gallipoli, and was one of only two English
Yeomanry Regiments to fight all the way
from Egypt, through Palestine to Aleppo
in Syria.
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THE  SPECIAL CAMPAIGN
SERIES: 1870 SAARBRUCK TO

PARIS
A Strategical sketch

27674 £14.50

Lieut-Colonel Sisson C. Pratt RA
SB vii+209pp.with 10 Maps 2019
N&MP Reprint of 1914 Edition

Part of the acclaimed “Special Campaign”
series of works intended for serious
professional students of military history
each volume is interspersed with
strategical and tactical comments and
illustrated by numerous sketches. The
Franco-Prussian War of 1870 marked a
critical point in European history. The
French goaded the Germans into action,
provoking war.The Germans had been
preparing for the conflict for some years
and sprung into action, and the ensuing
action would be a debacle for the French
and a victory for the Germans.

THE SPECIAL CAMPAIGN
SERIES: THE WAR OF
SECESSION 1861-1862

Bull Run To Malvern Hill

28136 £14.50

Major G.W. Redway
SB viii+392 pp with 11 Maps  2020

N&MP Reprint of 1912 Edition.

Part of the acclaimed “Special Campaign”
series of works intended for serious
professional students of military history,
each volume is interspersed with
strategical and tactical comments and
illustrated by numerous sketches.
Covered in succinct chapters, Major
Redway details subjects including: The
Army System, The Command of the Seas,
Organisation & Strategy, Tactics,
Operations in 1866, Campaign in West
Virginia, The Bull Run Campaign, Valley
Campaign and Yorktown Peninsula.

THE SPECIAL CAMPAIGN
SERIES: AN OUTLINE OF

MARLBOROUGH’S
CAMPAIGNS

27681 £14.50

Captain F W O Maycock Suffolk
Regiment

SB xi+202pp with 9 Maps  2013
N&MP Reprint of 1907 Edition.

Part of the acclaimed “Special Campaign”
series of works intended for serious
professional students of military history
each volume is interspersed with
strategical and tactical comments and
illustrated by numerous sketches.
Marlborough's leadership of the Allied
armies from 1701 to 1710 during The War
of the Spanish Succession consolidated
Britain's emergence as a front-rank power,
while his ability to maintain unity
demonstrated his diplomatic skills. He is
often remembered by military historians as
much for his organisational and logistic
skills as tactical abilities. However, he was
also instrumental in moving from the siege
warfare that dominated the Nine Years'
War, arguing one battle was worth ten
sieges.

THE SPECIAL CAMPAIGN
SERIES: FROM BOULOGNE TO

AUSTERLITZ
Napoleon’s Campaign of 1805

28137 £14.50

Lieut.-Colonel R. G. Burton, Indian Army
SB vi+105 pp with 8 Maps  2020
N&MP Reprint of 1912 Edition.

Part of the acclaimed “Special Campaign”
series of works intended for serious
professional students of military history,
each volume is interspersed with
strategical and tactical comments and
illustrated by numerous sketches.
Napoleon’s most brilliant campaign as
Emperor, culminating in smashing the
Third Coalition against France. Lt.-Col.
Burton dispenses with the extraneous
elements and focuses primarily on the
actions of Napoleon as he guides his
troops from Boulogne, where they have
been training for an invasion of Britain, to
face his Austrian and Russian foes across
the Rhine.

THE SPECIAL CAMPAIGN
SERIES: NAPOLEON’S
CAMPAIGNS IN ITALY

1796-1797 and 1800

28143 £14.50

Lieut.-Col.RG Burton
SB x+142 pp with 4 Maps  2020
N&MP Reprint of 1912 Edition.

Part of the acclaimed “Special Campaign”
series of works intended for serious
professional students of military history,
each volume is interspersed with
strategical and tactical comments and
illustrated by numerous sketches.
The Italian campaigns of the French
Revolutionary Wars (1792-1802) were a
series of conflicts fought principally in
Northern Italy between the French
Revolutionary Army and a coalition of
Austria, Russia, Piedmont-Sardinia, and a
number of other Italian states. The second
phase of the war in Italy began in 1799 as
part of the War of the Second Coalition
and was different from the first in that
Russian forces participated in the
campaign. However, at the beginning of
the conflict the Russians were yet to
arrive.Bonaparte, meanwhile, was away
from the continent, as from May 1798 to
September 1799 he was leading the
Egyptian Campaign.

THE SPECIAL CAMPAIGN
SERIES: NAPOLEON’S
INVASION OF RUSSIA

27682 £14.50

Lieut-Colonel R G Burton Indian Army
SB xiv+231pp with 6 Maps  2013
N&MP Reprint of 1907 Edition.

Part of the acclaimed “Special Campaign”
series of works intended for serious
professional students of military history
each volume is interspersed with
strategical and tactical comments and
illustrated by numerous sketches.
Napoleon's invasion of Russia in 1812,
eternalised in Tolstoy's War and Peace,
has become a byword for the nemesis of
overreaching power. Like Charles XII of
Sweden before him and Hitler in the 20th
Century, Napoleon was to face destruction
in the endless reaches of the Russian
Empire.

THE SPECIAL CAMPAIGN
SERIES: THE WATERLOO

CAMPAIGN
A Study

27677 £14.50

Lieut-Col Sisson C Pratt
SB xiv+219pp.with 7 Maps  2019
N&MP Reprint of 1907 Edition.

Part of the acclaimed “Special Campaign”
series of works intended for serious
professional students of military history
each volume is interspersed with
strategical and tactical comments and
illustrated by numerous sketches.
Lt.-Col. Pratt, who served as an officer in
the Royal Engineers, provides a useful
account of the campaign that examines the
evidence with an expert military eye. He
deals with the varied opinions of previous
historians and weighs the eyewitness
accounts against the events.

THE SPECIAL CAMPAIGN
SERIES: THE INVASION OF

FRANCE, 1814

27673 £14.50

Captain F W O Maycock
SB xv+238pp.with 14 Maps & Plans
2019 N&MP Reprint of 1914 Edition

Part of the acclaimed “Special Campaign”
series of works intended for serious
professional students of military history
each volume is interspersed with
strategical and tactical comments and
illustrated by numerous sketches.
The 1814 campaign in France was
Napoleon's final campaign. Following
their victory at Leipzig , Russian, Austrian
and other German armies invaded France.
Despite the disproportionate forces in
favour of the Coalition, Napoleon
managed to inflict many defeats. However,
the Coalition kept advancing towards
Paris, which capitulated in late March
1814. Napoleon was deposed and exiled to
Elba and the victorious powers started to
redraw the map of Europe. Napoleon
escaped from Elba the following year
leading to the last conflict in the
Napoleonic Wars, the defeat of Napoleon
at the Battle of Waterloo

THE SPECIAL CAMPAIGN
SERIES: THE RUSSO-TURKISH

WAR 1877
A Strategical Sketch

27680 £14.50

Major F. Maurice
SB xviii+294pp Appendices  2019

N&MP Reprint of 1905

Part of the acclaimed “Special Campaign”
series of works intended for serious
professional students of military history
each volume is interspersed with
strategical and tactical comments and
illustrated by numerous sketches.
The Russo-Turkish War of 1877 was a
quick but successful war initiated by
Russia. It was one of the few offensive
wars in which Russia had a unifying
purpose. In this case, Russia was fighting
to secure the rights of Armenians and
Christians in the Muslim Ottoman Empire,
who were victims of racist or religion
based atrocities. There were several major
battles in the war, but it was a fairly swift
victory for Russia.

THE SPECIAL CAMPAIGN
SERIES: THE ULM CAMPAIGN

1805

27678 £14.50

Colonel F N Maude RE
SB xxxii+264pp.  6 maps  some with
colour 2019 N&MP Reprint of 1912

Edition

Part of the acclaimed “Special Campaign”
series of works intended for serious
professional students of military history
each volume is interspersed with
strategical and tactical comments and
illustrated by numerous maps.
The Ulm Campaign is considered one of
the finest examples of a strategic victory.
The campaign was won with no major
battle. The Austrians fell into the same
trap Napoleon had set at the Battle of
Marengo, but with greater success.
Everything was made to confuse the
enemy.
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 SPIRIT OF RESISTANCE

The Life of SOE Agent Harry
Peuleve DSO MC

27875 £3.99

Nigel Perrin
Softback, 240 pages

Published Price £12.99

Harry Peulevé was a decorated Special
Operations Executive agent who
undertook two missions in occupied
France. Captured Peulevé was tortured for
several days after arrest. He later made an
escape attempt but was wounded in the
thigh, and forced to remove the bullet
himself using a spoon, he then was
transported to Buchenwald concentration
camp, eventually escaping in 1945.

 STEEL CHARIOTS IN THE
DESERT

The Story of an Armoured-Car
Driver with the Duke of

Westminster in Libya & in Arabia
with T.E. Lawrence

27928 £12.99

S C Rolls
SB 285 pp with 6 Illustrations & 2
maps 2019 N&MP Reprint of 1937

Original Edition
Published Price £12.99

Lawrence’s personal driver in the desert
“our strongest & most resourceful man,
the ready mechanic who largely kept our
cars in running order”, Rolls was a pre-
war motor mechanic who enlisted into the
Armoured Car Brigade of the Royal Naval
Air Service in 1914. After a short sojourn
in Flanders this book follows his many
adventures combating the Senussi
Uprising in North Africa, rescuing
captured British Sailors and fighting in
support of Lawrence's Arab irregulars
battling against the Turkish army in the
Middle East. All this accomplished from
behind the steering wheel of his Rolls
Royce Armoured Car.
A CHRONOLOGY OF ANCIENT

GREECE

25961 £2.99

Timothy Venning
Hardback, 272 pages
Published Price £25

This book offers a coherent narrative of
the politico-military history of ancient
Greece. It commences with the necessarily
approximate course of events in Bronze
and early Iron Age, as estimated by the
most reliable scholarship plus the
legendary accounts of this period. From
the Persian Wars onwards, a year-by-year
chronology is constructed from the ancient
historical sources. Where possible a day-
by-day narrative is given.

 STILICHO: THE VANDAL WHO
SAVED ROME

27872 £4.99

Ian Hughes
Softback, 304 pages

Published Price £14.99

Flavius Stilicho became the most
powerful man in the Western Roman
Empire. After many years of victories
against a number of enemies, a series of
political and military disasters finally
allowed his enemies to remove him from
power, culminating in his arrest and
subsequent execution in 408. This a
balanced and insightful book which
navigates through the rather uncertain and
often contradictory records of the later
Roman Empire.

 ‘STRAFER’ : DESERT
GENERAL

The Life and Killing of Lieutenant
General William Gott, CB CBE

DSO MC

24701 £4.99

N. S. Nash
HB, 250 pp

Published Price £25

The long-overdue biography of the man
who, had he not been shot down and killed
on his way to take up his post, would have
commanded the Eighth Army at El
Alamein rather than Montgomery.
‘Strafer’ Gott was a brave, resourceful and
humane soldier.

Would Strafer have beaten Rommel at the
Second Battle of El Alamein and go on to
drive the Afrika Corps from the
Continent? Would he have gone on to
defeat the Wermacht in Europe, and help
bring the war to a close? The author
ponders these questions.

 Struggle for Pomerania
The Last Defensive battles in the

East

24949 £65.00

Erich Murawski
HB English text, 440 pages, 38

photos, 10 maps, plus an additional
double-sided colour fold-out (one

map on each side).

The Struggle for Pomerania: The Last
Defensive Battles in the East describes in
great detail the fighting in the Baltic
province of Pomerania and its evacuation
from January to May 1945. Trapped
between the Soviet drive toward Danzig
and the Baltic Sea to the east of Pomerania
and the Soviet forces dug in on the Oder
River to the west, the military forces and
the civilian population were almost
surrounded. Plagued by inept civilian and
party leadership, Himmler’s incompetent
military leadership, a lack of resources,
and insufficient forces to defend the
province, Pomerania’s people and the
soldiers defending them were doomed to
suffering, and death or captivity

THE STRUGGLE FOR THE
DARDANELLES

The Memoirs of a German Staff
Officer in Ottoman Service

28107 £5.99

Major Erich Prigge
Hardback 317 pages
Published Price £25

This is a detailed eyewitness account of
the Dardanelles/Gallipoli campaign from
the perspective of the Turks, through the
eyes of Major Erich Prigge an adjutant to
Marshal Liman von Sanders, the German
commander-in-chief of the Ottoman forces
in the Dardanelles. The focus is
overwhelmingly on combat but includes
related matters such as reconnaissance and
logistics. Packed with specific information
and technical detail as well as action, this
is a first-class memoir.

THE TANK IN ACTION

26160 £22.00

Capt. D.G. Browne MC
SB  x+370pp, 517 with 21 plates.

2018 N&MP Reprint of 1920
Original Edition

Published Price £22

This a valuable, accurate, and rare
contemporary account by an officer who
won the Military Cross serving with the
7th Bn.Tank Co. It contains detailed
accounts of a large number of tank actions,
including, from personal experience, the
Cockcroft, Cambrai, Bourlon Wood, 1918
battles.
Cyril Falls wrote of this book in his
bibliography War Books.
"...his best chapters are those of an
eyewitness. He is at times severely critical
& perhaps even unjust, though he has
obviously tried not to be. For the reader
who contemplates tackling one book only
on tanks in the War this is probably the
best, for Captain Browne is a lucid &
entertaining writer."

 FIGHTER! FIGHTER!
CORKSCREW PORT!

Vivid Memories of Bomber
Aircrew in World War Two

26223 £3.99

Pat Cunningham
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

Fascinating individual stories of a
collection of characters who flew with
RAF Bomber Command.

 TAURUS PURSUANT
A History Of 11th Armoured

Division

28170 £16.99

Published by Printing And Stationery
Service, Germany, 1945

SB 248 pp with 20 Maps in colour
2020 N&MP Reprint of 1946 Edition.

11th Armoured Division is
widely recognised as one of
the best British armoured
divisions in the Second
World War, earning its
spurs in all of the most
famous actions of the North
West European campaign
and commanded by the
desert legend Pip Roberts.
Originally printed in
occupied Germany soon
after WW2 had finished,
this is an excellent
Divisional History, with
good, clear colour maps and
a well written narrative. A
Roll of Honour by regiment
(Name, Date and Place)
completes this fine history.
 TEN YEARS AT HITLER’S SIDE

The Testimony of Wilhelm Keitl

28263 £3.99

Bob Carruthers
Softback, 272 pages

Published Price £14.99

This is the unadulterated record of German
field marshal and war criminal Wilhelm
Keitel's trial at Nuremburg which indicted
him on all four counts before it:
conspiracy to commit crimes against
peace, planning, initiating and waging
wars of aggression, war crimes and crimes
against humanity.
THE THE DESPATCHES FROM

THE FRONT:ROYAL NAVY
AND THE WAR AT SEA 1914

-1919

25421 £4.99

John Grehan, Martin Mace
Hardback, 204 pages

Published Price £19.99

Part of the Despatches from the Front
series, this volume covers the Great War at
sea, and includes despatches on the Battle
of Dogger Bank, the Falklands, Heligoland
Bight and Jutland.
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 THE EMPIRE AND THE ARMY

25636 £7.99

The Hon. J. W. Fortescue
SB xxxiv + 338pp line drawings 2017

N&MP Reprint of 1929 Original
Edition

Published Price £16.50

 THE EYES OF THE DIVISION:
THE RECONNAISANCE-

BATTALION OF THE 17. SS-
PANZER-GRENADIER-
DIVISION 'GOTZ VON

BERLICHINGEN’

22089 £48.00

Helmut Gunther
HB 258pp, 68 photos, 11 maps, 8

documents

The war memoirs of an unrepentent
Waffen SS man from the failure to take
Moscow in December 1941 to the
Normandy landings and the final battle for
Germany in 1944-45. Despite the author’s
Nazi sympathy this is a vivid picture of
Germany’s toughest fighting men as they
go down to defeat.

 THE PILL-BOXES OF
FLANDERS

27929 £6.99

Col. EGL Thurlow, DSO
SB 47 pp with 6 Illustrations &

Sketches 2019 N&MP Reprint of
1933 Original Edition

A record of some of the 180 pill-boxes
preserved on the Ypres Salient after the
war, with their history. Compiled with the
object of providing an account of the more
important events connected with these
concrete structures that were strongholds
for one moment, death traps the next.

 The World's First SWAT Team
W. E. Fairbairn and the Shanghai

Municipal Police Reserve Unit

25306 £3.99

Leroy Thompson
Hardback 208 pages
Published Price £25

Paints a vivid picture of life in Shanghai at
a time when civil unrest, crime and the
influence of Japan posed a growing
challenge. The author, an American, is an
authority on modern police and Special
Forces techniques and goes into great
detail on equipment and tactics. He also
highlights the historical importance of
experience gained from contact with
Fairbairn by the United States Marine
Corps units who served in Shanghai.

 THERE'S a DEVIL in THE
DRUM

4540 £9.95

by John F Lucy.
2001 reprint  (first pub. 1938). SB.

393pp with new introduction by Col
Terry Cave.

A classic. Lucy enlisted, with his brother
in the RIR 1912, 2nd Bn. in France &
gives a very fine account of the 1914-1915
campaign.His brother was killed at the
Aisne & Lucy was eventually sent home
for a rest: “My leave... was a nightmare.
My sleep was broken & full of voices &
the noises of war.The voices were those of
officers & men who were dead... One
morning was discovered standing up in
bed facing a wall ready to repel an
imaginary dawn attack.” Lucy was
commissioned, returned to his bn. and
fought at 3rd Ypres & Cambrai until
wounded.

 “THEY WERE GOOD
SOLDIERS’S”

African-Americans Serving in
the Continental Army, 1775

-1783
“From Reason to Revolution’

Series”

28129 £6.99

John U. Rees
Softback 104 pages 8 colour plates,
14 B&W illustrations, 5 tables &1

map
Published Price £19.99

A full picture African Americans in the
service of the Continental Army during the
American War of Independence. Rees has
presented a masterful effort at finding
details of this topic hidden in pension
plans, newspaper articles , letters and other
contemporaneous documents of the
Revolutionary War period.

 THREE BATTLES OF VITEBSK-
VOLUME I

25704 £58.00

Jean Restayn
Hardback, 192 pages

This volume covers the fighting from
September to December 1943, as 3.Panzer
Armee desperately tries to defend and fall
back to the Panther Line. Initially,
although designated as Panzer, the army
only had a few assault guns within the new
Fallschirmjager-Korps. It was slowly
given some strong assets in the form of the
20.Panzer-Division, a Tiger battalion, and
some other antitank units.

 TIGER: THE HISTORY OF A
LEGENDARY WEAPON

7535 £75.00

E. Kleine & V. Kuhn
Hardback 273pp, 390 b&w
photographs, 19 maps and

appendices

This is a revision of a classic on the Tiger
I and Tiger II formations of the German
Army and Waffen-SS.Even though the
English Language edition of “Tiger: The
History of a Legendary Weapon” is over
10 years old, it is still one of the best
books written on the most feared tank of
the Second World War.It is full of first
hand accounts that cannot be found
anywhere else. In addition, the text has
been completely re-edited for this revision

 TOTENKOPF TIGERS

20918 £78.00

Wolfgang Schneider,
HB 320 pp, 448 photographs, 55

maps, 16 pages of colour profiles, 20
documents and several orders of

battle.

Written by Wolfgang Schneider, one of
the foremost experts on WW II armour
warfare, TOTENKOPF TIGERS is the
history of the Tiger Company of the 3.SS-
Panzer-Division Totenkopf. In the fall of
1942, a heavy Tiger company was formed
for each of the Leibstandarte Adolf Hitler,
Das Reich and Totenkopf SS-Panzer-
Grenadier Divisions. While each of the
Tiger companies of the other two divisions
was used to form an independent Tiger
battalion, the Totenkopf company
remained as a company with its division
until the end of the war. It used the Tiger I
exclusively, never being issued the Tiger
II.

 TRAGEDY OF THE FAITHFUL:
A History of the III. (germanisches)

SS-Panzer-Korps

5382 £55.00

Wilhelm Tieke
Hardback 482pp, 150 b/w

photographs,  maps, illustrations

This book is a typical Tieke publication:
Terse, to-the-point, factual and exciting
reading! It presents all the original
material from Tragodie um die Treue as
well as selected excerpts from Korps
Steiner and original material added just for
the English edition. It covers the history of
the III. (Germanisches) SS-Panzer-Korps
from its formation in 1943 until its virtual
destrcution in the fighting for Berlin in
1945. It represents a thorough account in
English of some of the formations in the
corps: For example, the 11.SS-
Freiwilligen-Panzergrenadier-Division
“Nordland” and the afformentioned 4. SS-
Panzergrenadier-Brigade “Nederland”

 TRUMPET AND BUGLE
SOUNDS FOR THE ARMY
With Words and also Bugle

Marches

26017 £6.99

Compiled and arranged by a Bandmaster
70 pp with musical notes, and
adapted words 2018 N&MP

Reprint of 1927 Original Edition

A 1920s Gale & Polden training manual
with both musical notes and adapted
words to explain the calls, intended for the
use of both Trumpeters, Buglers and
Instructors as well as an aid to Soldiers in
learning calls, especially Field Calls that
were confusing due to their similarity,
such as Stand Fast; Charge; Gallop; and
Rally. This is a must for historical military
re-enactment.
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 TYNESIDE IRISH
24th, 25th, 26th and 27th (Service)

Battalions of Northumberland
Fusiliers

27891 £9.99

John Sheen
Hardback, 368 pages
Published Price £25

The Tyneside Irish, as part of the
Northumberland Fusiliers, formed the four
battalions of 103rd Brigade, 34th Division.
After suffering heavy casualties at the
Somme during 1916, two of their
battalions were amalgamated in 1917 and
by the end of the war, there was only one
battalion remaining in service.

 VERY SPECIAL
INTELLIGENCE

The Story of the Admiralty’s
Operational Intelligence Centre

1939-1945

25342 £3.99

Patrick Beesly
Softback, 296 pages

Published Price £14.99

The Operational Research Centre at the
Admiralty was where the raw intelligence
gleaned from breaking the Enigma codes
at Bletchley Park was assessed and
disseminated. In this classic account of the
OIC’s work, historian Patrick Beesly
reveals previously unknown details of the
secret work that helped win the war.

THE VICTORIA CROSSES OF
THE CRIMEA WAR

The Men behind the Medals

28045 £7.99

James W. Bancroft
Hardback, 234 pages

Published Price £19.99

The Crimean War saw the introduction of
the Victoria Cross. Whilst the history of
this War has been related many times,
never before have the stories of those 111
individuals who were awarded the VC
been told in one one book. In this, the
result of four decades of accumulated
research, VC historian James Bancroft
describes who the men were, how they
gained the Victoria Cross, and what
happened to them afterwards.

 VICTORIA CROSSES ON THE
WESTERN FRONT THIRD

YPRES 1917
31st July 1917 - 6th November 1917

27821 £9.99

Paul Oldfield
Hardback, 848 pages
Published Price £40

A massive addition, with 848 pages, to the
the very well regarded ‘Victoria Crosses
on the Western Front’ series, It covers the
costly and controversial Battle of
Passchendaele a campaign that epitomises
the tragedy of the Great War. Much more
than a book about VC recipients.

 VICTORIA’S GENERALS

28358 £4.99

Ian F. W. Beckett & Steven J. Corvi
Hardback 240 pages

Published Price £19.99

The group of Generals who commanded
the British Army - usually with great
success - in the high Victorian era between
the Indian Mutiny and the end of the
century were heroes of their own time, but
are easily overlooked today. This group
portrait of talented and charismatic if
sometimes eccentric commanders includes
Sir Garnett Wolseley, Bobs Roberts,
Chinese Gordon of Khartoum, and the
great Kitchener. Together they embodied
the strengths and weaknesses of the British
Army in an era when its main duty lay in
policing the far-flung outposts of the
British Empire. This book is a balanced
examination of the men who held the rods
of Empire at its height.

 VILLERS-PLOUICH:
HINDENBURG LINE

27666 £3.99

Bill Mitchinson
Softback, 144 pages

Published Price £9.95

When British and Dominion troops again
approached the Hindenburg Line in 1918,
some of the bloodiest engagements of the
Hundred Days were fought over the ridges
and valleys of Villers-Plouich, Beaucamp
and La Vacquerie. this is a good guide that
is up high standard as the other books in
this popular series.

 VOICES FROM JUTLAND
A Centenary Commemoration

27128 £3.99

Jim Crossley
Hardback, 224 pages

Published Price £19.99

A well written even handed detailed but
never heavy account of the Battle of
Jutland. Due to the expeditions to the
wrecks by Marine Archaeologists such as
Innes McCartney the disputes related to
the battle can be put to bed and at long last
the accusations aimed at Admiral Jellicoe
have been shown to be baseless.
A WALK ROUND PLUGSTREET

South Ypres Sector 1914-1918

28359 £3.99

Ted Smith & Tony Spagnoly

Softback 138 pages with B&W
illustrations & Maps

Published Price £12.99

An essential companion when visiting this
area of the front, well written by two men
who really did know their stuff.

WAR FLYING IN MACEDONIA

25088 £7.99

Haupt Heydemarck  (Translated by Claud
W Sykes)

Softback 196 pages
Published Price £12.99

The third and final volume in Haupt
Heydemarck’s gripping account of his
own adventures as a Great War German
aerial observer sees him transferred from
the western front to Macedonia. But the
dangers and misadventures are as lethal as
ever, and the writing remains glowingly
fresh. Riveting reading for all Great War
air buffs.

The War Merit Cross 1. Class and
Higher Grades

25996 £110.00

Dietrich Maerz George Stimson
Hardback 463 pages

Never before has the War Merit Cross 1.
Class and the Knights Cross of the War
Merit Cross been described in such detail.
Years in the making and extensively using
the existing archives the two authors
Dietrich Maerz and George Stimson have
delivered another solid and well
researched book

THE WAR OF ATONEMENT
The Inside Story of the Yom

Kippur War

28044 £3.99

Chaim Herzog
Softback, 300 pages

Published Price £14.99

Chaim Herzog's authoritative account of
the 1973 war against the neighbouring
Arab states reveals an Israel, only just
prepared to take on the enormous strategic
might of its aggressors. The conflict has
had major implications for all nations.

 DESPATCH RIDER ON THE
WESTERN FRONT 1915-18
The Diary of Sergeant Albert

Simpkin MM

25364 £3.99

David Venner
Hardback, 204 pages

Published Price £19.99

A fascinating and fast-moving memoir of
a despatch rider’s life on the western front.
Albert Simpkin spent his war dodging
shells and shellholes as he ferries
messages to and from the front lines. His
diary is salted with colourful and amusing
anecdotes about his comrades - and some
candid criticism of the officer class.
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 WARGAME: AMERICAN CIVIL
WAR

 “Paper Soldiers” series

27919 £7.99

Peter Dennis
Softback, 48 pages

Published Price £16.95

Here the blue and the grey regiments can
clash again, using simple rules from
Veteran wargamer Andy Callan. Although
the figures can be used with any of the
commercial sets of wargame rules, an
introduction to wargaming and a simple
set of rules by veteran wargamer Andy
Callan is included, along with buildings,
trees and even artillery along with daring
rebel cavalry and colourful Zouaves.

 WARGAME: CASTLE ASSAULT
Sieges and Battles Edward I to

Bannockburn
 “Paper Soldiers” series

27918 £7.99

Peter Dennis, Andy Callan
Softback, 48 pages

Published Price £16.95

The Scottish and Welsh wars of Edward
the first and second up to the Battle of
Bannockburn, with barded knights, Scots
schiltrons and wild Welsh archers fighting
again for freedom. Featuring an extensive
castle model with a siege assault force and
a siege game included in the rules.
 WARGAME: THE AMERICAN

REVOLUTIONARY WAR
 “Paper Soldiers” series

27920 £7.99

Peter Dennis
Softbak, 48 pages

Published Price £16.95

In the 'Battle in America' series well-
known historical illustrator Peter Dennis
breathes life back into the 19th century
paper soldier, supplying all the artwork
needed to create the armies which
struggled for Liberty across the states of
the colonial new world.

 WARGAME: THE ROMAN
INVASION AD 43 - 84

 “Paper Soldiers” series

27921 £7.99

Peter Dennis
Softback, 48 pages

Published Price £16.95

In the Battle for Britain series, well-known
historical illustrator Peter Dennis breathes
life back into the 19th century paper
soldier, supplying all the artwork needed
to create the armies which struggled for
supremacy through our island history.
Here, the Legions of Rome and the fierce
Celtic inhabitants of Britannia can clash
again using simple rules from veteran
wargamer Andy Callan.

 WARGAME: THE SPANISH
ARMADA 1588

 “Paper Soldiers” series

27922 £7.99

Peter Dennis
Softback, 48 pages

Published Price £16.95

This source book shows you how to copy
and make any number of simple and
colourful ship cut-out models using
traditional skills with glue and scissors. To
play the game you will need a tabletop
playing surface and a handful of dice.

 WARTIME STANDARD SHIPS

28102 £4.99

Nick Robins
Hardcover 160pages
Published Price £25

The story that unfolds in this excellent
book of reference is of how shipbuilders
and designers rose to a major challenge,
and revolutionised shipbuilding for all
time. The great success story in two World
Wars was how standard ship designs
enabled shipyards to turn out more new
ships that the enemy was sinking old
ships. The new vessels were not only
turned out in great numbers, but they were
also a significant improvement on
previous designs.

THE WATERLOO MEDAL
ROLL

3106 £20.00

SB. 404pp +15p index of units and
sub-units. 2001 N&MP Reprint of

Original Edition
Published Price £45

Complete list of recipients of the Waterloo
Medal, issued to all who took part in the
battle. Virtually the roll call of the British
regiments and corps, including the King’s
German Legion, who fought in the battle.
Lists are arranged by regiments/corps,
placed in order of precedence, and in most
cases broken down into companies or
troops (cavalry) within regiments and
battalions, each identified by its officer
commanding. In some units casualty
details are given. The staff are shown
separately. A truly historical record.

 WATERLOO ROLL CALL
With Biographical Notes and

Anecdotes

3108 £6.99

by Charles Dalton.
SB. xv + 297pp  2001 N&MP Reprint

of 1904 Second Edition.
Published Price £9.95

Details of all the officers that fought at
The Battle of Waterloo - comprehensive
and useful.

 WE ARE ACCUSTOMED TO DO
OUR DUTY

German Auxiliaries with the
British Army 1793-95

‘From Reason to Revolution’
Series

27519 £8.99

Paul Demet
Hardback, 264 pages

Published Price £29.95

This is one of those military studies that
the publishers Helion do well - a self-
contained analysis of an unusual corps,
with full details of composition, uniforms
(including delightful colour plates),
equipment, and battle history.

 WEAPONS OF DESPERATION
German Frogmen and Midget

Submarines of the World War II

28050 £5.99

Lawrence Paterson
Softback, 256 pages

Published Price £16.99

Covers not only the Kriegsmarine midget
U-boat operations, but the co-operation
with the Italian counterparts,frogmen
operations, sabotage, commando, agent
insertion in all theatre's of war. Pieced
together from fragmentary sources, this
largely untold story uncovers some of the
most desperate operations of the War.

 WELLINGTON
The Crossing Of The Gaves And

The Battle Of Orthez

25516 £6.99

Major- General FC Beatson, CB
SB 288pp + Illustrations 2017 N&MP

Reprint of 1925 Original Edition
Published Price £12.99

This definitive account Looks in depth at
the final phase of the Peninsular War when
Wellington chased the French across the
Pyrenees into France, defeating them
again at the Battle of Orthez. Illustrated
with early 20th c. photos of the
battlefields, and reproduces the Iron
Duke’s campaign plans and battlefield
orders.

 WELLINGTON AND THE
SIEGE OF SAN SEBASTIAN 1813

28058 £7.99

Bruce Collins
Hardback, 268 pages
Published Price £25

The siege of San Sebastian in 1813 was
messy, expensive of casualties, and
resulted in the brutal and widely criticised
sack of the city after a final assault. This is
a a detailed look at a still controversial
topic.

 WELLINGTON’S ARMY 1809 -
1814

25089 £9.99

Sir Charles Oman
SB viii+395 pp + 2017  N&MP
Reprint of 191 Original Edition

Published Price £16.50

Standard work with lengthy bibliography
of Peninsula War memoirs.

 MY WAR IN THE AIR 1916
Memoirs of a Great War Pilot

25436 £4.99

Captain Alan Bott MC
Hardback, 148 pages

Published Price £14.99

A fighting flier’s record of aerial combat
over the western front at the height of the
Great War, this exciting memoir is tinged
with sadness as the author mourns the loss
of so many of his fellow aces.
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 WELLINGTON’S HIDDEN
HEROES

The Dutch and the Belgians at
Waterloo

28291 £7.99

Veronoica Baker-Smith
Hardback, 208 pages

Published Price £19.99

A wonderful revisionist history that uses
previously unseen Dutch archives to
relate, for the first time, the highly
significant contribution made by
Netherlands troops to the Allied victory at
Waterloo.

 WELSH AT WAR 1914-1919
From Mons to Loos and Gallipoli

Tragedy

28057 £5.99

Steven John
Hardback, 272 pages
Published Price £25

This book covers all of the major actions
and incidents in which each of the Welsh
infantry regiments took part from the
opening of the war in 1914 until the end of
1915, as well as stories of Welsh airmen,
Welshmen shot at dawn, Welsh rugby
players who fell, Welsh gallantry winners
and the Welshmen who died in non-Welsh
units, such as the Dominion forces and
other units of the British Armed Forces.
While chronicling a history of the war
through the events and battles that
Welshmen took part in, the stories of
individual casualties are included
throughout, together with many
compelling photographs of the men and
their last resting places.

 WHEN THE MOON RISES
Escape and Invasion Through

War-torn Italy

27863 £4.99

Tony Davies
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £16.99

When the Moon Rises is one of the classic
escape stories of the Second World War.

WIND IN THE WIRES AND AN
ESCAPER’S LOG

A British Pilot's Classic Memoir
of Aerial Combat, Captivity and
Escape During the Great War

27890 £7.99

Duncan Grinnell-Milne
Hardback, 382 pages
Published Price £25

Two books in one, these are the classic
memoirs of a First World War pilot
credited with six confirmed aerial
victories, and who was war prisoner of
war who escaped from German captivity.

Initially posted to No. 16 Squadron RFC,
where on 28 November, flying a BE.2c, he
was shot down an Albatros C.I over
Sequedin. Only days later, on 1 December,
he was forced down behind the German
lines and captured.

WINGED SABRES ( No. 20
Squadron RAF)

One of the RFC’s Most
Decorated Squadrons

28273 £7.99

Robert A. Shellwood
Hardback, 344 pages
Published Price £25

No. 20 Squadron was formed on 1
September 1915, as a fighter-
reconnaissance unit of the Royal Flying
Corps, and became arguably the highest
scoring and possibly most decorated
British squadron on the Western Front
with 613 combat victories, a posthumous
Victoria Cross won by Thomas
Mottershead, four Distinguished Conduct
Medals, and over sixty Military Crosses
and Military Medals awarded to its
members. Its ranks included over forty
flying aces. This a solid, well written,
detailed, and accurate Great War Squadron
history

 WITH DRAWN SWORD

23098 £85.00

Dr. M. Christian Ortner, Erich Artlieb
HB 544 pp approx. 1200

photographs and illustrations

This comprehensive and colourful book
presents Austro-Hungarian side arms from
1848 to 1914 in over 1200 illustrations and
photographs.

 WITH MY REGIMENT FROM
THE AISNE TO LE BASSEE

20586 £5.99

By Platoon Commander (Pseudonym of
Lt. A. F. H. Mills DCLI)

2016 N&M Press reprint (original
pub 1916).  SB viii+231 pp

Published Price £11.50

An artless, simple, but moving memoir of
the opening weeks of the Great War by Lt.
A. F. H. Mills of the 1st Duke of
Cornwall’s Light Infantry. Mills describes
a month of fighting on the Aisne before he
was wounded an invalided home.

 WITH NAPOLEON AT
WATERLOO

and other unpublished documents
on the Peninsula & Waterloo
Campaigns. Also papers on

Waterloo by the late Edward Bruce
Low

20584 £9.99

Edited by MacKenzie MacBride
2016 N&M Press reprint (original
pub 1911).  SB xiv+249 pp with 32

plates
Published Price £14.50

Collection of diaries & journals of
campaigns in Egypt, Peninsula &
Waterloo, also PoWs. Includes the Journal
of Jardin Aine. Napoleon’s Equerry at
Waterloo, the journal of Daniel Nicol of
the Gordon Highlanders in the Low
Countries & the Peninsular including
Talavera .

 WITH THE GERMAN GUNS
Four Years on the Western Front

27871 £3.99

Herbert Sulzbach
Softback, 256 pages

Published Price £12.99

Sulzbach volunteered for war service and
spent a full four years fighting in the
German army, almost entirely in the
Western Front. This is one of the best
available records of an ordinary German
soldier during the First World War.

 WITH WELLINGTON’S
OUTPOSTS

The Peninsular and Waterloo
Letters of John Vandeleur

25390 £3.99

Andrew Bamford
Hardback, 210 pages

Published Price £19.99

John Vandeleur was first an infantryman
and then a light cavalryman in the
Peninsular War and the Waterloo
campaign. Drawn from his vividly written
letters home to his mother, this book
provides an invaluable insight into the life,
camaraderie and frequent fighting with the
French of an ordinary soldier in
Wellington’s army.

 YAKOLEV FIGHTERS OF
WORLD WAR TWO

28205 £9.99

Gordon Yefim, Sergey Komissarov
Hardback, 272 pages

Published Price £34.99

The ultimate book on these aircraft and
and if your main interest is technical and
aircraft development this is a book for
you, no modeller, aircraft historian should
be without it.
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 YPRES 1914: MESSINES
Battleground Early Battles

27883 £4.99

Jack Sheldon, Nigel Cave
Softback, 176 pages

Published Price £12.99

The three Battleground Europe books on
Ypres 1914 were published mark the
centenary of the final major battle of the
1914 campaign on the Western Front.
Although fought over a relatively small
area and short time span, the fighting was
even more than usually chaotic and the
stakes were extremely high.

The Ypres Salient. A Guide to the
Cemeteries and Memorials of the

Ypres Salient 1914-18

25702 £18.00

Michael Scott
SB 292 pages 2017 NMP Publication
with colour photos of each cemetery

Published Price £28

An exciting new version of an earlier
work, this introduction to the battlefields
of the Ypres Salient is through the
cemeteries and those buried within. The
story of the cemetery, local memorials and
lives and war experiences of some of those
buried in each cemetery is told.

 5TH INFANTRY BRIGADE IN
THE FALKLANDS

26275 £2.99

Nick van der Bijl, David Aldea
Softback, 256 pages

Published Price £14.99

For many people it was 3 Commando
Brigade, commanded by Major General
Julian Thompson, and made up of Royal
Marines and Paras that recaptured the
Falklands. Yet 5th Infantry Brigade played
a key and until now little acknowledged
role in this extraordinary saga.

 A CENTURY OF AIR WARFARE
WITH NINE (IX) SQUADRON

RAF
Still Going Strong

28174 £3.99

Gordon Thorburn
Hardback, 286 pages
Published Price £25

Number 9 Squadron is the oldest dedicated
Bomber Squadron of the Royal Air Force.
Formed in December 1914, saw service
throughout the First World War, including
at the Somme and Passchendaele. During
the Second World War it was one of two
Avro Lancaster units specialising in heavy
precision bombing, aircraft from this
squadron sank the battleship Tirpitz on 12
November 1944.

 A FRENCH SOLDIER’S WAR
DIARY 1914-1918

25440 £2.99

Henri Desagneaux
Hardback, 112 pages

Published Price £19.99

A classic account of a French soldier’s
role in the trenches of the Western front.
Henri Desagneaux writes with anger and
compassion of the suffering and losses he
and his increasingly mutinous comrades
endured as they tried to execute orders
issued by a distant High Command from
their HQ miles behind the front.

 ACCIDENTAL AGENT
Behind Enemy Lines with the

French Resistance

28179 £4.99

John Goldsmith
Hardback, 192 pages

Published Price £19.99

Although this refreshingly modest account
does not admit to it, Goldsmith's
extraordinary war is best summed up by
his DSO, MC, three Croix de Guerre and
Legion d'honneur.

 AGINCOURT 1415
A Tourist Guide to the Campaign

25427 £3.99

Anne Curry, Peter Hoskins
Softback, 192 pages

Published Price £14.99

A compendious guide to one of the most
famous battles in English history,
immortalised by Shakespeare, when Henry
V’s tattered army destroyed a French force
several times its size. Tailored for the
modern visitor, the book traces the route
of Henry’s army to the battlefield,
describing the action, the topography, and
the aftermath.

  'ALLIES ARE A TIRESOME
LOT'. THE BRITISH ARMY IN
ITALY IN THE FIRST WORLD

WAR

24604 £5.99

John Dillon
HB 216 pages 15 b/w photos, 6

tables, 3 B&W maps
Published Price £29.95

The Italian front is a theatre of the Great
War woefully neglected by historians.
This book goes far to correcting that view,
and goes beyond the sub-title to consider
how Italy entered the war on the Allied
side, and why Britain had to send her
soldiers south of the Alps to rescue their
ally from an Austro-German attack.

THE REICHSBANK ROBBERY

25980 £1.00

Colin Roderick Fulton
Softback 272 pages
Published Price £8.99

Readers looking for books about still
unsolved mysteries of the Second World
War need look no further than Colin
Roderick Fulton's 'Reichsbank Robbery'.
Attempts to solve the whereabouts of Nazi
Germany's riches, much of them
confiscated from the Occupied countries
and the victims of the Concentration
Camps, have never arrived at a full
accounting. This work of Documentary
fiction is a thrilling story, based on careful
research by Colin Fulton, imagines one
plot which could have been enacted
around this time. The mystery surrounding
the locations and ultimate destiny of the
liberated treasures provides fertile ground
on which to impose such a fiction.
Secrecy, intrigue, and fast paced action
combine to create a well paced novel, sure
to appeal to fans of wartime fiction.

 ARMIES OF EARLY
COLONIAL NORTH AMERICA

1607-1713
History, Organization and

Uniforms

28074 £5.99

Gabriele Esposito
Hardback, 180 pages

Published Price £19.99

Esposito presents a detailed overview of
the military history of Colonial North
America during its earliest period, from
the first colonial settlement in Jamestown
to the end of the first continental war
fought in the Americas. Ample
illustrations, including colour art works,
show the first military uniforms ever worn
in North America, as well as interesting
details of weaponry and equipment used.

 BATTLEGROUND YPRES:
BOESINGHE

24984 £2.99

Stephen McGreal
SB, 240 pp

Published Price £12.99

One of the brilliant Battleground guides
series, this volume features Boesinghe, a
village north of Ypres that saw fierce
fighting in both the second and third
battles (Passchendaele).

 BATTLEFIELD BOMBERS:
DEEP SEA ATTACK

25443 £3.99

Martin W. Bowman
Hardback, 206 pages
Published Price £25

A unique selection of the experiences of
British and Commonwealth Bomber
Command aircrew in the second World
War, this book details the deep sea
bombing raids carried out by the RAF,
including operations against the Tirpitz.

 BATTLEGROUND EARLY
BATTLES: RETREAT OF I

CORPS 1914

25437 £3.99

Jerry Murland
Softback, 139 pages

Published Price £12.99

A re-examination of one of the most
controversial episodes in the BEF’s retreat
from Mons to the Marne and in the career
of Sir Douglas Haig. The book looks at
Haig’s decision to speed his I Corps’
retirement while Sir Horace Smith-
Dorrien’s II Corps fought the Battle of Le
Cateau.
 BATTLEGROUND GALLIPOLI:

ANZAC -  THE LANDING

28215 £3.99

Stephen Chambers
Softback, 208 pages

Published Price £14.99

An excellent contribution to the
Battleground series,focussing almost
exclusively on the 24 hours of the allied
landings and missed opportunity at Anzac
Cove on the Gallipoli peninsular on 25
April 1915.

 BATTLEGROUND GALLIPOLI:
ANZAC SARI BAIR

25184 £3.99

Stephen Chambers
Softback, 244 pages

Published Price £14.99

The tragic story related in this book, one
of a series on Gallipoli, tells how the
ambitious August 1915 offensive of Gen.
Sir Ian Hamilton, designed to seize the
Peninsular’s commanding heights, failed
despite the heroic efforts of the fighting
men, because of the battle plan’s tortuous
complexity, and ferocious Turkish
resistance orchestrated by Mustapha
Kemal. It was the Allied last gasp at
Gallipoli.
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 BEST LOVE TO ALL
The Letters and Diaries of Captain
Eric Rigby-Jones, Mc and Bar and
his Experiences as a Young Officer

with the Liverpool Pals on the
Western Front in 1917 and 1918

26072 £3.99

John Rigby-Jones
Hardback, 312 pages
Published Price £25

This book is exhaustively researched and
draws heavily on battalion war diaries and
other memoirs. Unlike many books based
on personal diaries it sets Eric's own
detailed, vivid, and often humorous
accounts within their broader military,
political and social context, and highlights
the many close ties that bound the officers
and men of the Liverpool Pals together. It
also introduces a wide range of characters
including Lord Derby, the Secretary of
State of War and ‘King of Lancashire',
who was instrumental in creating the Pals;
his younger brother, Brigadier Stanley,
who commanded them; Johnny Douglas,
the England cricket captain, who was
Eric's battalion commander; Brigadier
Robert White, who sent Eric on a suicide
mission in March 1918 and who had been
tried and jailed for his part in the Jameson
Raid in 1895; and Aidan Chavasse, the
youngest son of the Bishop of Liverpool
and brother of the double VC-winner,
Noel Chavasse, who was killed during a
Pals' trench raid at Ypres.

 BEWARE RAIDERS!
German Surface Raiders in the

Second World War

26249 £2.99

Bernard Edwards
Softback, 224 pages

Published Price £12.99

A vivid account of German surface raiders
in WW2 and their effect on allied
merchant shipping. This is the story of two
German surface raiders and the havoc they
caused amongst Allied shipping in World
War II. One was the 8-inch gun cruiser
Admiral Hipper, fast, powerful and Navy-
manned: the other a converted
merchantman, Hansa Line's Kandelfels
armed with a few old 5.9s manned largely
by reservists, and sailing under the nom de
guerre of Pinguin. Contrary to all
expectations, the amateur man-of-war
reaped a rich harvest and went out in a
blaze of glory. Her purpose-built sister, on
the other hand, was hard-pressed even to
make her mark on the war and ended her
days in ignominy.

 BLACK BERET VOLUME 2
The History of South Africa’s
Armoured Forces: The Italian

Campaign 1943-45 and Post War
South Africa 1946-1961

36173 £3.99

Willem Steenkamp
Hardback, 368 pages
Published Price £35

Volume 2 of The Black Beret picks up
where the volume 1 left off, describing
the bowing out of the South African Tank
Corps, the formation of 6th South African
Armoured Division and its subsequent
campaign in Italy. Its exploits in Italy are
recounted in detail, from its blooding at
Cassino, the pursuit to Rome, the hard
fight to breach the Gothic Line through to
final victory. The final part of the book
recounts the events of 1945-61, including
the introduction of the Centurion tank.
This is an important and overlooked story,
one told by Willem Steenkamp in a rich
and unique style, drawing on a significant
number of sources, and ably supported by
many photographs and maps.

 BLACK HAWKS RISING
The Story of AMISOM’s Successful

War against Somali Insurgents
2007-2014

26174 £2.99

Opiyo Oloya
Hardback, 286 pages
Published Price £25

As a fighting force,AMISOM took on the
Somali insurgents in 2010; expelled them
from Central Mogadishu on Saturday, 6
August 2011; and expanded control of
territory under the Somali Government in
the succeeding years to most of Somalia.

 BRITAIN GOES TO WAR
How the First World War Began to

Reshape the Nation

25971 £2.99

Peter Liddle
Hardback, 311 pages + plates

Published Price £25

A group of distinguished historians looks
back, with the clarity of a modern
perspective, at the issues that were critical
to Britain's war effort as the nation
embarked on the most intense and
damaging struggle in its history. In a series
of penetrating chapters they explore the
reasons for Britain going to war, the
official preparations, the public reaction,
the readiness of the armed forces,
internment, the impact of the opening
campaign, the experience of the soldiers,
recruitment, training, weaponry, the
political implications, and the care of the
wounded.

THE BRITISH AEROSPACE
HAWK

A Photographic Tribute

28178 £5.99

Michael Leek
Hardback, 208 pages
Published Price £30

With the emphasis on photographing the
Hawk in a low level environment Michael
Leek celebrates the Hawk through 279
digital photographs.

 BY FIRE AND BAYONET
Grey’s West Indies Campaign of

1794
‘From Reason to Revolution’

Series

27510 £5.99

Steve Brown
Hardback, 248 pages
Published Price £25

Highly recommended, both as a
thoroughly researched history of a little
known expedition to the Caribbean and as
an inspiration for an unusual wargame
mini-campaign.

 BYNG OF VIMY
General and Governor General

25431 £3.99

Jeffery Williams
Softback, 399 pages

Published Price £16.99

Julian Byng was one of the best of the
much-maligned Great War Generals. A
courageous reformer, he masterminded the
brilliant withdrawal from Gallipoli,
captured Vimy Ridge with the Canadian
Corps and commanded the first tank
offensive at Cambrai, before playing a
major part in the 100 days campaign
which won the war. After the war he
successively served as Governor General
of his adopted country Canada, and as a
successful Commissioner of London’s
Metropolitan Police. This is a brilliant
biography of an unjustly forgotten figure.

 CHURCHILL AND THE
ADMIRALS

26936 £3.99

Stephen Wentworth Roskill
Softback, 352 pages

Published Price £14.99

Stephen Roskill comes to the subject with
excellent credentials - having been
appointed to the Cabinet Office Historical
Section in 1949 to write those volumes of
the UK Military History Series eventually
published as "The War at Sea 1939-45”,
(these four volumes are now republished
by the Naval & Military Press).
In "Churchill and the Admirals," the
author now explores the very relationships
Churchill had with a variety of senior RN
officers (and others) throughout both wars.
Whilst names like Beatty, Jellicoe (WW1),
Pound and Mountbatten (WW2) spring
readily to mind.

 CONSTANT VIGILANCE
The RAF Regiment in the Burma

Campaign

25463 £3.99

Nigel W. M. Warwick
Softback, 302 pages

Published Price £16.99

The RAF Regiment’s part in the Burma
campaign fought by the 14th Army in the
Second World War was a distinguished
one. Originally formed to protect and
defend RAF bases, the regiment by 1945
was capable of both defensive and
offensive action.

 Despatches From The Front
WESTERN FRONT 1917-1918

25462 £4.99

John Grehan, Martin Mace
Hardback, 252 pages
Published Price £25

In this instructive volume in the
Despatches from the Front series we read
despatches to the War Office from British
Commanders as they faced three
challenges over the war years: the siege
warfare of the war’s middle years, with
their costly offensives; and finally the
return to open warfare and final victory in
1918.
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 DOORWAY TO HELL
Disaster in Somalia

26912 £2.00

Ed Wheeler, C. Roberts
Softback, 288 pages

Published Price £14.99

Why did America and the UN allow
under-armed forces to commit to an open-
ended mission of nation-building ? What
was the real strategic, tactical and
economic importance of Somalia to
Western Powers? The answers to these
questions and more are investigated in this
brilliantly researched and moving expose
of this bloody mission.

 ENDURING THE WHIRLWIND
The German Army and the Russo-

German War 1941-1943

27924 £3.99

Gregory Liedtke
Softback 248 pages with 14 maps

Published Price £19.95

A book that is likely to stand as the
definitive reference work for the largest
and most costly land campaign in military
history.

This is an excellent work that presents a
question and then answers it in a thorough
and understandable manner. The question
being "Did the German war effort in the
East fail due to the numerical inferiority of
German forces and an inability to replace
losses. Liedtke's answer is an emphatic no.
He very carefully makes the case that an
examination of the existing data shows
that Germany was able to fully replace it's
manpower and material losses both after
the failure of Barbarossa and once again
after the failure of Case Blue. The data is
well presented and the documentation of
sources is first rate.

 FIGHT FOR THE AIR

26236 £2.99

John Frayn Turner
Hardback, 248 pages

Published Price £19.99

This collection of popular air warfare
stories covers the entire span of World
War II, beginning when the Royal Air
Force faced fascist forces on its own until
the dropping of the Atomic bombs on the
Japanese in 1945. The author's prose
crackles with action and tension and his
deep understanding of air warfare is
obvious.

THE FATEFUL BATTLE LINE
The Great War Journals and

Sketches of Captain Henry Ogle
MC

26277 £2.99

Michael Glover
Softback, 224 pages

Published Price £12.99

The diaries of front-line soldiers of the
Great War are relatively commonplace;
contemporary drawings and paintings,
other than those by the official war artists,
are less so. What is extraordinary about
The Fateful Battle Line is that it combines
a journal of infantry service on the
Western Front with sketches and finished
work made at the time, often illustrating
places, people and incident from the text.
Henry Ogle was a trained artist, and one
who, in his writing, fused the vividness of
the painter's eye for detail with a writer's
precision and awareness. Commissioned
from the ranks, twice wounded, his
gallantry rewarded with the Military
Cross.

 FADING EAGLE
Politics and Decline of Britain’s

Post-war Air Force

28177 £2.99

Ian Smith Watson
Hardback, 288 pages
Published Price £25

Fading Eagle - Politics and Decline of
Britain's Post-War Air Force looks at the
rise and fall of British air power from a
more critical than usual angle, in particular
the impact of political ineptitude.

 FATAL CHARGE AT
GALLIPOLI

The Story of One of the Bravest
and most Futile Actions on the

Dardanelles Campaign: The Light
Horse at the Nek, August 1915

25392 £2.00

John Hamilton
Hardback, 280 pages
Published Price £25

The courageous charge of the 3rd Light
Horse Brigade at the Nek in August 1915
was one of the most futile actions in the
whole futile Gallipoli campaign. Two
waves went in and were massacred, before
the commander begged in vain to have the
attack abandoned. Journalist John
Hamilton reconstructs the whole tragic
story.

THE FIRST WORLD WAR

25795 £4.99

Cyril Falls
Hardback, 448 pages
Published Price £25

The gifted expert in military history Cyril
Falls account of WW1 is an excellent
single volume history of the war, It has the
directness and feel of one who participated
in this great event himself, which indeed
he did. Gary Sheffield in his "A Short
History of the First World War" says it
"has a mixture of narrative and analysis
that makes it worth reading more than half
a century after its original publication".

 FOR ORANGE AND THE
STATES

The Army of the Dutch Republic
1713-1772: Part I Infantry

‘From Reason to Revolution’
Series

27780 £4.99

Marc Geerdink-Schaftenaar
Softback, 127 pages

Published Price £19.95

A very worthwhile study tracing the
evolution of the units and uniforms of the
Dutch infantry, with the information
broken down by regiment. The chapters
cover the early period following the Peace
of Utrecht and the end of the Wars of
Spanish Succession, the significant Dutch
involvement in the War of Austrian
Succession, breakdowns of structure,
organisation, chapters on the Guard,
National, Swiss, Scots, German and
Walloon regiments. The book contains six
pages of vibrant colour plates drawn by
Mark Allen, together with copious
numbers of colour and black and white
illustrations.

 FROM IMPERIAL SPLENDOUR
TO INTERNMENT

The German Navy in the First
World War

25970 £4.99

Nicolas Wolz
Hardback, 268  pages + plates

Published Price £30

The Imperial Navy from its birth to
scuttling itself at Scapa Flow. With
Excellent writing this is a book that
provides an interesting contrast between
the British and German fleets, particularly
the years in port. The British did a much
better job of countering the weariness of
years of waiting for combat (officers felt
dishonored in both navies at sitting in port
while the battles raged on land). The book
has an excellent analysis of this, and also
of the relationship between officers and
ranks that was better in the British Navy
than the Imperial Navy.

 GATOR ON THE RISE
Kamov’s Hokum Attack Helicopter

Story 1977-2015

25908 £4.99

Alexander Mladenov
Softback, 144 pages with 100 colour

photographs +80 in B&W+30
drawings

Published Price £29.95

The Kamov Ka-50 (NATO codename
Hokum) was developed as a new-
generation heavily-armoured attack
helicopter,The concept called for an
unorthodox, well-protected, agile and
small-size attack machine. If you like
helicopters, especially very mean looking
Soviet attack helicopters, then this is for
you!

 GENESIS, EMPLOYMENT,
AFTERMATH: FIRST WORLD
WAR TANKS AND THE NEW

WARFARE, 1900-1945

24603 £2.99

Alaric Searle
HB 256 pages 10 B&W photos, 10

maps & diagrams
Published Price £29.99

An important study by international
historians of the birth and first half century
of the tank. The book looks at how tanks
were employed on the western front by
Britain and France, and how they were
used after the war in conflicts in Russia
and Palestine. An indispensable volume
for all students of armoured warfare.
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 GLIDER PILOTS AT ARNHEM

25445 £3.99

Luuk Buist, Mike Peters
Softback, 356 pages

Published Price £16.99

This book tells of the role played at
Arnhem during the fierce fighting for the
bridge and Oosterbeek b y the Glider Pilot
Regiment ( GPR). The men of the GPR
not only flew their gliders in, but joined
the fighting when they landed. In the
savage battles that followed the GPR
suffered losses from which they never
fully recovered.

 GUARDING HITLER
The Secret World of the Führer

25508 £4.99

Mark Felton
Hardback, 208 pages

Published Price £19.99

Guarding Hitler sheds new light on a
previously little-known side of the
Führer’s much-discussed life: his domestic
routine, and the steps taken to guard his
personal security after the many attempts
made to assassinate him. This book,
including unguarded comments and
memories of Hitler’s staff and intimates,
will surprise even those who thought they
knew everything there was to know about
the leader of the Third Reich.

THE HALL OF MIRRORS
War and Warfare in the

Twentieth Century

27995 £2.99

Jim Storr
Hardback 312 pages 17 B&W Maps

& 26 charts/tables
Published Price £25

This book is full of interesting facts and
analysis of modern 20 century warfare
from the British Army’s most prolific
thinker and writer. It is both a broad
but dense survey from the most basic
tactical level to the highest grand
strategy. It mainly concentrates on the
biggest wars and campaigns: WW1,
WW2 and the Arab-Israeli wars,

 HEAVYWEIGHTS
The Military Use of Massive

Weapons

27836 £5.99

Pen and Sword Military
An Oversized Landscape Hardback

224 pages
Published Price £25

This is a thorough accounting on the
subject, and it provides a good analysis on
many subjects including, medieval guns
and bombards,US Civil War era heavy
guns, British naval guns of the late 19th
century, pre-Great War German (Krupp)
and Austrian (Skoda) guns,the coverage of
French and German railway guns is also
very thorough. Almost all of the photos
are in colour.

 HISTORY OF JUNGLE
WARFARE

From the Earliest Days of Forest
Fighting to the Battlefields of

Vietnam

25932 £3.99

Bryan Perrett, Walter Walker
Hardback, 208 pages

Published Price £19.99

A world where little light penetrates. Of
dense vegetation, tangled roots, fetid mud
and swamps. Where the helicopter,
sophisticated weaponry and technology
have revolutionized military combat. But
where survival still depends on acute
observaton and listening for the slightest
sound. The jungle. Backdrop to one of the
most gruelling of all forms of warfare. To
wars that in recent times have changed the
course of history. The subject of this
expert, extensively illustrated study by
Bryan Perrett.

THE GUNNERS OF AUGUST
1914

Baptism of Fire

25442 £3.99

John Sutton
Hardback, 215 pages
Published Price £25

A much needed view of the Great War’s
beginnings from the too often neglected
artillerymen. Author John Sutton tells the
story of the opening campaign of August
1914 from the all-important gunners.

 HITLER’S REVENGE
WEAPONS

The Final Blitz of London

28041 £5.99

Nigel Walpole
Hardback, 216 pages
Published Price £25

With painstaking research the author has
included in this well thought out book
visits to Peenemunde, Mimoyecques and
other sites in mainland Europe where these
weapons were developed and from which
they were launched. Walpole has included
many fascinating photographs of the
weapons themselves, pictures of them
taken by photo-reconnaissance aircraft as
well as images of their various different
launch sites. Along with the V1 and V2,
he also provides details of the V3 and
potential future developments of the V2
(A4) missile.

 HMS GLOUCESTER
The Untold Story

27499 £3.99

Ken Otter
Softback, 206 pages

Published Price £14.99

This book explores the ship’s history and
operational successes from her launching
in 1937 to her tragic demise. It includes
vivid firsthand accounts from the
surviving crew and the author s
painstaking research has revealed the
awful truth about one of the Royal Navy s
greatest disasters during the Second World
War.

 LUFTWAFFE BOMBER ACES

25989 £2.99

Mike Spick
Softback, 256 pages

Published Price £12.99

Outlines the Luftwaffe’s revolutionary
tactics, first tested during the Spanish Civil
War, and highlights individual techniques
and methods used against specific types of
target. Biographical sketches of the
leading bombers many of whom were
awarded the Knight s Cross allow an
insight into the diverse career and
backgrounds of Luftwaffe personnel and
outline just what it took to be a successful
bomber pilot. First-hand accounts add
gripping drama to the narrative, and give
an unsurpassed appreciation of just what it
was like to dive-bomb, come under attack
by fighters or brave a barrage of anti-
aircraft guns.

THE HOOD BATTALION
Royal Naval Division, Antwerp-

Gallipoli-France 1914-1918

25412 £3.99

Leonard Sellers
Softback, 334 pages

Published Price £16.99

A very fine unit history of one of the most
colourful and unique battalions of the
Great War. The Hood Battalion of
Winston Churchill’s creation, the Royal
Naval Division, numbered war poet
Rupert Brooke, Prime Minister Asquith’s
son ‘Oc’ and Bernard Freyberg VC - later
a WW2 General - among its officers, and
saw heroic service at Antwerp, Gallipoli,
on the Ancre and at Passchendaele before
its dissolution- job done- at the war’s end.

HOW MODEST ARE THE
BRAVEST

Courage from the beaches of
Normandy and beyond

27996 £2.99

Ken Tout
Paperback 216 pages 23 B&W

photos
Published Price £19.99

The author of Tank! and A Fine Night for
Tanks now relates the battle actions of 22
outstanding war heroes from the period D
to VE Days in North West Europe.
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THE IMAGES OF WAR BRITISH
ON THE SOMME 1916

27654 £3.99

Sir Philip Gibbs
Softback, 128 pages

Published Price £14.99

This new volume in the long-running
Images of War series features the actions
of the British Army on the Somme. Not
only is the book comprised of rare
photographs illustrating the actions of the
British army fighting on the Somme, but it
is accompanied by a powerful text written
by Official War Correspondent Philip
Gibbs, who was an eyewitness to the
events.

 IMAGES OF WAR: SS
GRENADIERS ON THE

RUSSIAN FRONT

27653 £3.99

Bob Carruthers
Softback

Published Price £14.99

A volume in the long-running Images of
War series features photographs from both
official and unofficial SS sources illustrate
the role of the individual in this epic
struggle. This is a candid and
comprehensive picture of warfare on the
Russian Front at the sharp end. These were
the men who manned the trenches,
climbed mountains and marched across the
endless steppe in all seasons.

 IMAGES OF WAR: THE
SOVIET AFGHAN WAR

26292 £3.99

Anthony Tucker-Jones
Softback, 160 pages

Published Price £14.99

By focusing on the Soviet use of heavy
weaponry, Anthony Tucker-Jones shows
the imbalance at the heart of a conflict in
which the mechanised, industrial might of
a super power was set against lightly
armed partisans who became experts in
infiltration tactics and ambushes. His work
is a visual record of the tactics and the
equipment the Soviets used to counter the
resistance and protect vulnerable convoys.
It also shows what this gruelling conflict
was like for the Soviet soldiers, the
guerrilla fighters and the Afghan
population,

 IN THE SHADOW OF BOIS
HUGO

The 8th Lincolns at the Battle of
Loos

26171 £2.00

Nigel Atter, Peter Simkins
Softback, 144 pages,10 maps in
colour, Illustrated throughout.

Published Price £16.99

Nigel Atter has produced a thorough and
rather eye-opening account of the
battalion’s experience at Loos in 1915.
British historiography hasn’t been kind to
the reserves who fought at Loos -
claiming, at worst: 'They bolted!' and, at
best, they were tired out by a forced
march... hungry and wet through. The
reality is at least one company stood and
fought until almost completely out of
ammunition, with all their officers dead or
seriously wounded; surrounded by
Germans with machine guns, the surviving
Lincolns were captured.

THE KAISER’S CAPTIVE
In the Claws of the German Eagle

25461 £3.99

Albert Rhys Williams
Hardback, 142 pages

Published Price £14.99

The author of this unusual book, Albert
Rhys Williams, was a neutral American
journalist arrested by the Germans as they
occupied Belgium in 1914 on the
outbreak of the Great War on suspicion of
being a British spy. On his release he
published this book about his captivity just
as the US entered the war.

 LETTERS FROM THE LIGHT
BRIGADE

The British Cavalry in the Crimean
War

25512 £4.99

Anthony Dawson
Hardback, 242 pages
Published Price £25

This book sheds genuinely new light on
one of the most exhaustively discussed
events in British military history. Using
previously unpublished letters and journal
accounts, author Anthony Dawson gives
us a ringside seat to witness the tragic yet
heroic cavalry charges at the Battle of
Balaklava.

 LIGHT DRAGOONS
The Making of a Regiment

27171 £3.99

Allan Mallinson
Softback, 384 pages

Published Price £16.99

A fascinating insight into a rather special
regiment, which, although was not formed
until as recently as 1992, can through its
forbearer regiments (13th,15th,18th and
19th Hussars), trace its history back as far
as the early 1700's at the time of the first
Jacobite rebellion. No campaign of
significance has been fought in that time
without the participation of one or more of
the Regiments. Three, for instance, fought
in the Peninsula, one in the Crimea and
three in South Africa. This is a very good
Regimental history.

 MALINOVSKII
Hero of the Soviet Union

25910 £5.99

Boris Sokolov, Richard W. Harrison
Hardcover, 450 pages complete with

photographs and maps.
Published Price £39.95

This fine biography covers the that of
Radian Yakovlevich Malinovsky a Soviet
military commander in World War II,
Marshal of the Soviet Union, and Defense
Minister of the Soviet Union in the late
1950s and 1960s. He contributed to the
major defeat of Germany at the Battle of
Stalingrad and the Battle of Budapest.
During the post-war era, he made a pivotal
contribution to the strengthening of the
Soviet Union as a military superpower.
Malinovskii's service during the Great
Patriotic War constitutes the heart of this
book. Sokolov traces his subject's rise
from corps to army commander, and
finally to the command of various fronts.
During 1943-1944 the forces under
Malinovskii's command played a major
role in expelling the Germans from the
Donets Basin, Southern Ukraine,
Romania, Hungary, Austria and
Czechoslovakia.

 LOOKING DOWN ON WAR:
EVOLUTION OF AIRBORNE

OPERATIONS 1939-1945

25965 £3.99

Colonel Roy Stanley
Hardback, 272 pages
Published Price £25

One of the successful “ Looking Down on
the War” series this title with a superb
array of air photos and action images
traces the chequered history of this form of
warfare in fascinating detail.

 MONS 1914 (Battleground
Europe)

25454 £2.99

Nigel Cave
Paperback, 144 pages

Published Price £12.99

The BEF was heavily outnumbered when
it met the might of the German First Army
at the Belgian mining town of Mons.
Despite the disparity in numbers, the BEF
gave a good account of itself with its
quick-firing musketry, before undertaking
a daring and epic withdrawal. This book
describes the drama of the First World
War’s opening shots, and gives a good
insight into what the fight was like. and
lets the battlefield tourist pinpoint exact
locations of skirmishes and unit positions.

THE MARNE 1914
A Battlefield Guide

25983 £2.00

Andrew Uffindell
Softback, 215 pages

Published Price £15.99

Andrew Uffindell begins his guidebook
with a gripping account of the battle,
followed by a series of easy-to-follow
tours of the battlefield. Each tour covers a
particular sector in detail, using vivid
eyewitness accounts to reveal what the
fighting was like for the men in the front
line. This unique and highly illustrated
book enables readers to explore the
battlefield and retrace the course of those
dramatic events for themselves. It gives
directions to dozens of museums,
cemeteries, and monuments, including the
memorials to the famous 'taxis of the
Marne'. An essential companion for
visitors keen to see the actual terrain over
which the battle was fought.

 MEN WHO ARE DETERMINED
TO BE FREE

The American Assault on Stony
Point, 15 July 1779

‘From Reason to Revolution’
Series

27202 £4.99

David C. Bonk
Softback, 136 pages

Published Price £19.99

The Battle of Stony Point was a well
planned and executed night time attack
during the American Revolutionary War, a
highly trained select group of George
Washington's Continental Army troops
under the command of Brigadier General
"Mad Anthony" Wayne defeated British
troops in quick and daring assault on their
outpost. This is an excellent introduction
to the battle and includes detailed maps,
some nice illustrations and authors
photographs of the battlefield today.

 SURRENDER AT NEW
ORLEANS

General Sir Harry Smith in the
Peninsula and America

25476 £3.99

David Rooney, Michael Scott
Softback, 196 pages

Published Price £14.99

General Sir Harry Smith and his Spanish
wife Juana led amazing lives. A boon
companion of the Iron Duke throughout
the Peninsula War, Smith witnessed the
burning of the White House by British
troops in the War of 1814. It then fell to
him to surrender to Andrew Jackson after
the disastrous defeat at New Orleans. He
got back to Britain just in time to take part
in Waterloo. An extraordinary account of
two extraordinary romantic lives.
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THE NAVAL FLANK OF THE
WESTERN FRONT

The Development and Operations
in the German Marine Korps

Flanders 1914-1918

25488 £2.99

Mark Karau
Softback, 276 pages

Published Price £16.99

The Germans in the Great War had high
hopes of using the ports of Flanders as a
springboard for the invasion of England,
and formed the Marine Korps Flanders for
this purpose. How those hopes were
frustrated is the theme of this insightful
book.

 ODESSA 1941-44
Defense, Occupation, Resistance

and Liberation

27460 £3.99

Nikolai Ovcharenko, Stuart Britton
Hardback, 196 pages
Published Price £25

A sobering account of one of the most
interesting and neglected operations in
WW2 in the East the Odessa campaigns of
1941 and 1944, written by a Russian
historian.

 OFT IN DANGER
The Life and the Campaigns of
General Sir Anthony Farrar-

Hockley

24720 £2.99

Jonathon Riley
Quantity hardback of 504 pages

Published Price £29.95

Tony Farrar-Hockley was arguably
Britain’s best-known soldier in the post-
war era. Winning the MC, DSO and Bar
he served in WW2 Greece, and Korea
where he survived captivity and torture by
the Chinese. His career culminated as a
senior NATO commander. A military
historian as well as a serving General, this
biography by another General does Farrar-
Hockley’s full life and career more than
justice.

 PIONEERS OF ARMOUR IN
THE GREAT WAR

27816 £5.99

David A. Finlayson, Michael K. Cecil
Hardback, 392 pages
Published Price £30

This Australian perspective has been well-
researched and provides a view of all types
of armoured vehicles employed during
WWI. Descriptive text is supported by
many interesting and rare images through
the body of the book.

 RED ARMY SNIPER
A Memoir on the Eastern Front in

World War II

27850 £4.99

Yevgeni Nikolaev, Martin Pegler
Hardback, 224 pages

Published Price £19.99

Yevgeni Nikolaev was one of Russia’s
leading snipers of World War II and his
memoir provides an unparalleled account
of front-line action. Nikolaev is credited
with a remarkable 324 kills and his
wartime service included time in the siege
of Leningrad in 1941/1942.

THE PLATOON
An Infantryman on the Western

Front 1916-18

25944 £3.99

Joseph Steward, Andrew Robertshaw,
Steve Roberts

Hardback, 224 pages
Published Price £19.99

Joseph Johns Steward fought in the Great
War, from the Battle of the Somme to the
final offensives of 1918, he was an acute,
unflinching observer of the conflict he
took part in - of life and death on the
Western Front. He recorded his
experiences in accurate detail and later in
life he wrote a graphic semi-fictionalized
account of his wartime career, his
comrades and his platoon. His narrative is
published here for the first time, edited,
annotated and with an introduction by
Andrew Robertshaw and Steve Roberts.

 PUTTY
From Tel-El-Kebir to Cambrai:

The Life and Letters of Lieutenant
General Sir William Pulteney 1861

-1941

24721 £3.99

Anthony Leask
HB, 784 pp

Published Price £35

Detailed biography of a General by a
General. Pulteney was the longest serving
Corps Commander in the Great War,
serving in most of the major actions from
Mons in 1914 to Cambrai in 1917. Major-
Gen. Leask’s meticulously researched
book takes a balanced view informed by
his own wide military experience.
 REBELLION IN THE REIGN OF

CHARLES II

28112 £5.99

Julian Whitehead
Hardback 224 pages
Published Price £25

Few historians are better placed than
Julian Whitehead, former intelligence
officer and security adviser, to tell the
fascinating and dark tale of espionage,
plots and rebellion in the reign of
England's 'Merrie Monarch'. Impeccably
researched and engagingly written, this
book provides a compelling perspective on
the reign of Charles II.

 RECONSTRUCTING THE NEW
MODEL ARMY VOL 1

Regimental Lists April 1645 to May
1649

24719 £2.00

Malcolm Wanklyn
SB, 176 pp

Published Price £19.99

A detailed reconstruction of the command
structure of the New Model Army - a
unique force in which promotion depended
on military ability rather than social class.
Will interest serious students of the Civil
War.

 MUTINY AND INSURGENCY IN
INDIA 1857-58

The British Army In A Bloody
Civil War

28222 £5.99

Tony Heathcote
Hardback, 240 pages

Published Price £19.99

This perceptive title places the grim events
of the Indian Mutiny into it’s historical,
political and economic contexts.

 MUD BLOOD AND
DETERMINATION

The History of the 46th (North
Midland) Division in the Great

War

23465 £2.99

Simon Peaple

Quality hardback of 240 pages,with
50 b/w photos, 8 colour maps, 2

tables
Published Price £25

The North Midland Division was sent to
France in February 1915 and served on the
Western Front for the duration of World
War I. On 12 May 1915 the division was
numbered 46th (North Midland) Division
and the brigades were also numbered.
During the Battle of Loos the 46th
Division was decimated in an attack on the
Hohenzollern Redoubt on 13 October
1915.It was later involved in the Battle of
the Somme in July 1916, where in the
opening phase as part of VII Corps, the
southern-most corps of the Third Army,
the Division took part in the diversionary
attack at Gommecourt on the first day on
the Somme, 1 July 1916, which was a
catastrophic failure resulting in heavy
losses to its numbers, and the event of
which dogged the Division afterwards
with a poor reputation until 29 September
1918, when it re-established its name at
the St. Quentin Canal where, utilising life-
belts and collapsible boats, it crossed the
formidable obstacle of the canal and used
scaling ladders to surmount the steep
gradient of the opposite bank and captured
multiple fortified hostile machine gun
posts covering that point.

 ROMMEL AND CAPORETTO

28217 £4.99

J. Wilks
Softback, 224 pages

Published Price £12.99

This book covers two topics - first is the
overall battle of Caporetto - the
background on both sides, weaknesses of
the Italian command and positions, the
German plan and the course of the battle.
Second is the role that Rommel and the
small unit under his command played in
the fighting.

THE ROYAL NAVAL AIR
SERVICE DURING THE GREAT

WAR

28175 £4.99

Malcolm Smith
Hardback, 220 pages
Published Price £25

Following in the same style as his previous
book of Fleet Air Arm recollections,
Malcolm Smith has collected a
compendium of reminiscences from pilots
who flew for the Royal Navy and the
Royal Marines during the First World
War. A timely reminder of how much the
RNAS achieved during its short life. Not
just in the air, where it pioneered the
concept of strategic bombing, and ran
highly effective fighter squadrons, such as
5(N), 8(N) and 10(N). It also ran armoured
car units as far afield as Imperial Russia.
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 SCOTS IN THE GREAT WAR

LONDON
A Community at Home and on the

Front Line 1914-1919

27508 £2.00

Paul McFarland, Hugh Pym
Hardback, 272 pages

Published Price £19.95

This new examination of World War One
pulls together often untold stories and
includes famous names such as Sir
Douglas Haig, John Buchan and Lord
Kinnaird, known as football’s first
superstar. These three were all linked with
Scottish organisations in London which
had to rise to the challenge of World War
One. Scotland’s casualties were
disproportionately higher than other parts
of the UK. The book reflects how that toll
was reflected south of the border in
London, through which so many Scottish
soldiers would have passed on their way to
and from the horrors of war.

 SCOUT-SNIPING

28154 £5.99

“Periscope” pseudonym of Lieut.Col. Pete
Anderson, Alberta Regiment

2020 N&M Press reprint (original
pub 1918).  SB. viii + 118 pages with

20 Illustrations & 14 plates
Published Price £8.99

Scout-Sniping is a classic 1918 sniping
manual written by a Big Game hunter and
decorated Great War soldier, who is
believed to be the only Canadian officer to
escape from a German prison camp during
the War. A rarity in it’s original 1918
printing it lays down the principles for the
foundation for sniper training.

 SEA CHARTS OF THE BRITISH
ISLES

A Voyage of Discovery Around
Britain and Ireland’s Coastline

28009 £4.99

John Blake
Softback, 128 pages

Published Price £18.99

Through beautiful contemporary maps and
charts, the book explores sea ports,
harbours, naval bases and dockyard that
have supported local life in Britain.

THE SECOND ANGLO-SIKH
WAR

28216 £4.99

Amarpal Singh
Softback, 560 pages
Published Price £20

A fascinating, comprehensive account, of
a hard-fought and much misunderstood
war in Northern India during 1848-9, and
the bitter battles that extinguished the Sikh
Empire. This was a substantial campaign,
against the Sikhs, who after defeat became
the staunchest allies of the British in India,
notably Sikh troops remained loyal during
the Mutiny of 1857.

 SINGAPORE’S DUNKIRK
The Aftermath of the Fall

25468 £3.99

Geoffrey Brooke
Softback, 256 pages

Published Price £14.99

The options facing the thousands of men,
women and children stranded when
Singapore fell to the Japanese in February
1942 were stark. Stay and be interned by a
cruel enemy, or take to the treacherous
seas and sail in inadequate boats. This
shocking but inspiring book tells the
stories of those who risked a terrible death
to flee. It speaks of courage, extraordinary
endurance, appalling atrocities and even
cannibalism.

 TARGET SAIGON  1973-75
VOLUME 1

The pretence Of Peace

27190 £3.99

Albert Grandolini
Softback, 88 pages profusely

illustrated with photos, maps, colour
profiles

Published Price £16.99

For the historian interested in the Vietnam
War, the aircraft enthusiast and the
modeller this is an interesting reference.

 TARGET FOR TONIGHT
A Pilot’s Memoirs of Flying Long-

range Reconnaissance and
Pathfinder Missions in World War

II

26897 £3.75

D. A. Braithwaite
Hardback, 224 pages

Published Price £19.99

A frank account of RAF flying in WW2,
including convoy protection flying
Blenheims, long-range weather
reconnaissance flights with the legendary
de Havilland Mosquito, Bomber
Command as part of the elite Pathfinder
units, and in command of a Mosquito
squadron operating against the Japanese
over the jungle.

 SOMME INTELLIGENCE
Fourth Army HQ 1916

25220 £2.99

William Langford
Hardback, 160 pages

Published Price £19.99

This is the original compilation of
intelligence reports flowing into 4th Army
HQ at Querrieu Chateau on the eve of the
Somme offensive. Gleaned from a wide
array of sources including PoW
interviews, aerial observation, captured
German documents and intercepted
messages, these combined to give the
Generals planning the Big Push an overly
optimistic picture of crumbling enemy
defences and plunging morale.

 STORMING ST NAZAIRE
The Dock Busting Raid 1942

25028 £3.99

James Dorrian
Softback, 304 pages

Published Price £14.95

The destruction of occupied France’s St
Nazaire docks by ramming them with an
aged former US warship, HMS
Campbeltown, was one of the most
spectacularly successful, yet one of the
most costly in lives commando operations
of the Second World War. In this
enthralling book, James G. Dorrian tells
the full story of the raid which resulted in
the award of no fewer than five Victoria
Crosses.

 TANK TRACKS TO RANGOON
The Story of British Armour in

Burma

25480 £3.99

Bryan Perrett
Softback, 255 pages

Published Price £14.99

The jungles of Burma are not ideal tank
country, but as this book amply shows, the
7th Armoured Brigade, fighting with Bill
Slim’s 14th Army in the Second World
War were massively effective, giving the
Japanese a taste of mechanised warfare
from which they would never recover.

 THE KING'S PRIVATE ARMY.
PROTECTING THE BRITISH

ROYAL FAMILY DURING THE
SECOND WORLD WAR

25135 £2.00

SB 136 pp with 25 B&W photographs
Published Price £12.95

The King’s Private Army offers the first
dedicated account of a largely unknown
but potentially critical element of the
defence of the United Kingdom during the
Second World War, the plans and
contingencies surrounding the safety of the
Royal Family during the Second World
War have largely been overlooked, or
barely mentioned, so Andrew Stewart’s
illustrated book is most welcome.

 THE GREAT WAR HANDBOOK
A Guide for Family Historians &

Students of the Conflict

25560 £3.99

Geoff Bridger
SB. B&W photos, maps and diagrams

Published Price £12.99

A book for all Great War buffs - experts
and beginners alike. Geoff Bridger has
compressed a vast amount of data of all
aspects of the conflict into a single, clear
and beautifully produced volume.
Absolutely indispensable.

 TOBRUK COMMANDO
The Raid to Destroy Rommel’s

Base

25966 £3.99

Gordon Landsborough
Hardback, 224 pages

Published Price £19.99

Tobruk Commando is a classic true
adventure story of the Second World War.
The fast-moving action centres on the
small commando of men which set out
secretly through the deserts towards
Tobruk. After a long journey across the
desert sand, they arrived disguised as a
group of POWs and their German captors.
Expertly written, this is a wonderful tale of
heroic bluff and a venture to test the
courage and nerves of the toughest men.

 VICTORIA’S HARVEST: THE
IRISH SOLDIER IN THE ZULU

WAR OF 1879

25112 £2.99

Davis Truesdale & John Young
Hardback 376 pages with Photos

illustrations & maps
Published Price £25

This book tells the story of some of the
Irish men who served as soldiers in Queen
Victoria's Army, before, during and after
the Zulu War of 1879. Men who fought
not necessarily for a queen or a country,
but most often for their regiment; a
regiment that had seen numerous fellow
Irishmen and often preceding family
members serve in its ranks.
This book is not about the Zulu War of
1879 per se, enough has already been
written on that account. It is the story of
some of those Irishmen who volunteered
for service in Queen Victoria's Army and
found themselves involved in not only the
greatest defeat of the British soldier at the
hands of a native enemy, but some
remarkable victories.
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THE ROYAL NAVAL AIR
SERVICE IN THE FIRST

WORLD WAR
Aircraft and Events as Recorded in

Official Documents

26033 £4.99

Philip Jarrett
An oversized hardback of 262 pages

fully Illustrated
Published Price £30

The author/editor of this excellent title has
made good use of his skills as an editor to
the aviation magazine industry to bring
this compendium to print.

 U-BOATS BEYOND BISCAY
Donitz Looks to New Horizons

27502 £5.99

Bernard Edwards
Hardback, 208 pages

Published Price £19.99

On the outbreak of war in 1939 Admiral
Donitzs U-boat flotillas consisted of some
thirty U-boats fully operational, with only
six to eight at sea at any one time. Their
activities were restricted mainly to the
North Sea and British coastal waters.
When France fell in the summer of 1940,
the ports in the Bay of Biscay gave direct
access to the Atlantic, and the ability to
extend their reach even to. The Royal
Navy was unable to escort convoys much
beyond the Western Approaches. In a
short time, the Allies were losing 500,000
tons of shipping a month, every month.
Donitz now looked over the far horizons,
Americas Eastern Seaboard, the coasts of
Africa, and the Mediterranean, where
Allied merchantmen habitually sailed
alone and unprotected. There was a rich
harvest to be gathered in by the long range
U-boats, the silent hunter-killers, mostly
operating alone. This book tells their story.

 WITH WELLINGTON IN THE
PENINSULA

The Adventures of a Highland
Soldier 1808-1814

25490 £3.99

Paul Cowan
Hardback, 214 pages

Published Price £19.99

One of the few survivors of the 71st
Highland Light Infantry who sailed with
Wellington from Ireland to Portugal in
1808, the author of this cynical but good
humoured memoir was in the forefront of
some of the hardest fought actions of the
six year war. Written in 1827, the book is
notable for its unvarnished criticism of the
high command remarkable in coming from
a lowly ranker.

 ULSTER WILL FIGHT
The 36th (Ulster) Division in

training and at war 1914-1918

25317 £4.99

David R. Orr  & David Truesdale
Hardback 504 pages with B&W

photographs & illustrations.
Published Price £29.95

"I am not an Ulsterman but yesterday, the
1st. July, as I followed their amazing
attack, I felt that I would rather be an
Ulsterman than anything else in the
world." (Cpt Wilfred Spender, 2 July
1916. The 36th (Ulster) Division, was very
much a ‘people’s Divisions’. In an era of
‘Pals Battalions’ and other unique,
previously untried recruiting appeals, it
fought with unparalleled bravery and will
be remembered for its actions on the first
day on the Somme. While dealing with
this battle the same meticulous attention
has been paid to the forming up period, the
move to England and subsequent battles in
France and Belgium. This is the definitive
history of the 36th Division,Orr and
Truesdale have produced a work that
cannot be surpassed, and is a true magnum
opus.

 VOICES IN FLIGHT:
DAYLIGHT BOMBING

OPERATIONS 1939-1942

25973 £3.99

Martin Bowman
Hardback, 232 pages
Published Price £25

While sharing in the triumph of their
bombing successes, we are not spared
details of the appalling sacrifices and the
failed and aborted raids. These details are
relayed in a series of poignant personal
snapshots, highlighting the extraordinary
valour of these ordinary men. Remarkable
photographs include aerial views of targets
under attack, as well as dramatic portraits
of the aircraft involved. This book serves
as a moving tribute to the efforts of the
pilots involved in some of the most
perilous daylight bombing operations of
the Second World War.

A VISITOR’S GUIDE: THE
FIRST DAY OF THE SOMME

Gommecourt to Maricourt

27606 £3.99

Jon Cooksey, Jerry Murland
Softback, 224 pages

Published Price £14.99

From expert author,experienced battlefield
guide, and editor of Stand To! This is a
series of tours that can be walked, biked or
driven, they take the visitor along the
eighteen-mile front line that was the
starting point for the Somme offensive,
from Gommecourt in the north to
Maricourt in the south.

 VOICES FROM THE PAST:
WATERLOO 1815

History’s most Famous Battle Told
Through Eyewitness Accounts,

Newspaper Reports, Parliamentary
Debates, Memoirs and Diaries

25369 £3.99

John Grehan
Hardback, 352 pages
Published Price £25

A collection of contemporary accounts of
the great battle of Waterloo, culled from
newspapers, Parliamentary debates,
memoirs and diaries. More than 300
voices contribute to giving a
comprehensive portrait of almost every
aspect of the battle : political, military and
diplomatic.

 VOICES IN FLIGHT: RAF
ESCAPERS AND EVADERS IN

WWII

25411 £3.99

Martin Bowman
Hardback, 236 pages
Published Price £25

Astonishingly, 156 RAF flyers escaped
and almost 2,000 successfully evaded the
clutches of the Germans in western Europe
during the Second World War. Martin
Bowman has drawn on the stories of just a
few of these escapers and evaders to
compile a brilliant history, showing their
courage and resourcefulness at every turn.

 VOICES IN FLIGHT: THE
FLEET AIR ARM

Recollections from Formation to
Cold War

26227 £3.99

Malcom Smith
Hardback, 272 pages
Published Price £25

Riveting, surprising and in some cases
slightly humorous. A reflection of the
calibre and bravery that these young navy
aircrews were made of. For anyone with
an interest in 'tail hookers'. particularly
those of the Royal Navy, this book should
be on one's shelf.

WARGAME
Jacobite '45

27990 £4.99

Peter Dennis
Paperback 297mm x 210mm 48

pages colour artwork throughout
Published Price £16.95

All in all, this is a great book,detail is clear
and concise and instructions are backed up
with pictures. Scenery from this and other
books in the series can be intermingled to
give variations to sites and battles.

THE WARSHIP ANNE

28211 £5.99

Richard Endsor
Hardback, 160 pages
Published Price £25

The author has recreated this ship from
rare but authoritative sources. It also
records her history from building to
destruction at the battle of Beachy Head,
and contains archaeological details of her
lower hull which survive on the shoreline
near Hastings.

A WASTE OF BLOOD AND
TREASURE

The 1799 Anglo-Russian Invasion
of the Netherlands

28220 £4.99

Philip Ball, Kate Bohdanowicz
Hardback, 192 pages

Published Price £19.99

In 1799, as part of the Second Coalition
against France, an Anglo-Russian army
landed in Holland to overthrow the
Batavian Republic and to reinstate the
Stadtholder William V of Orange.Five
major battles were fought between armies
of four different nations. This book
examines British, French, Dutch and
Russian sources to reveal a fascinating tale
of intrigue, diplomatic skulduggery and
daring action. Spies, politicians, sailors
and soldiers all play a part in the exciting
story of an expedition that made (and
broke) reputations and tested alliances.

 WITH THE BRITISH ARMY ON
THE SOMME

Memoirs from the Trenches

25452 £2.99

Sir William Beach Thomas
Hardback, 208 pages

Published Price £14.99

William Beach Thomas was one of only
five journalists authorised to file censored
reports from the western front in the Great
War. This book contains much original
material kept out of his reporting for the
Daily Mail by army censors. It contains a
harrowing and moving picture of the
British army fighting the terrible Battle of
the Somme.
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